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Pat Ski nner 

Excavating 

H ow long has it been since he came? Not so long, surely, that I need to 

puzzle out the weeks and months on my calendar. What day is it today, 

anyway? I think it's a school day, I seem to remember making an abortive 

attempt on my maths homework last night, and I wouldn't have done that if it'd 

been Friday or Saturday night. 

But it must be a while, surely. There seems to have been enough time to "let 

the dust settle", as they say, enough time for some vast shift in the seasons to have 

taken place; a movement into sun and cicada afternoons, a shifting of time away 

from past darknesses, leaving us in balmy light. Although Mum is not as far into 

the sun as 1 am, she's holding back, shading her eyes, she's not used to looking into 

the future, she's stepping back into cooler shadows, and I'm not the one to beckon 

her out. 

Such a big shift, enough to throw you off balance. I want her to feel it too. 

But—it was only last week. Really. (Am I sure? Less than seven days and 

already taking on the quality of myth, its own historical significance? I am well-

schooled in mythology.) 

He came last Thursday night. 

Thursday the 2nd of November. 

Understand that 1 am not pining for him; he is not even nearly the object of a 

teenage girl's desire. He will not cause me to waste space in my journal or draw 

hearts in the margin of my poetry book. He is not for me. 

I want him for my mother. 

Today is Thursday. The Thursday after. Will he come? 

Will she ask him to come? 

If she doesn't ask him, will he come uninvited? When she opens the door, will 

she treat him like a tradesman—come this way, please, it's the sink in the laundry— 
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or smile a smile that melts the past into the present and promises that there may be 

a future? 

I used to see time in my mind's eye as a necklace made of linked metal lozenges, 

each etched with names and dates and places and important events: there were 

hnks of gold and silver, and some were a plainer, duller, metal, or harder and 

harsher, like steel. Some of the links were studded with jewels and some with a 

stone the colour of darkness. When 1 focused on the link I knew to be the present, 

I could see my mother, Sandra, glowing more brightly than any precious gem. One 

hand grasped the link of the past, but the other link, the future, was shaped from a 

difficult metal, too heavy, too many sharp edges, and she dropped it, she wouldn't 

even try to lift it again, and too late she saw that the sharp edges had fused and 

smoothed, and that the links of the future were more bright and shining than the 

past. So she turned away and grasped the past with both hands. 

Why couldn't she grasp that other link? 

Can be show her how it's done? 

Will he come tonight? 

I think about him. About Toby. 

I imagine him driving along Oxford Street last Thursday, mazing through the 
city until he can escape onto the Western Distributor. I know he is the kind of man 
who finds the hght in the sky to be satisfyingly impartial at that time of day, just after 
sunset. Whether it be the lavender twihght of a late spring, the Prussian blue of a 
summer solstice evening or the orange glow of a winter sunset, the hght of early 
evening gives no preference to past, present or future, does not shine any more 
favourably on century-old sandstone than it does on decade-old concrete and glass 
or the scaffolding heralding structures to come. 

1 opened the door last Thursday, just before seven o'clock. There was a fair-haired 
man m his mid-twenties, heaps younger than my mother, introducing his shoes to 
our doormat. 

"Which one are you?" I asked, forgetting the name casually tossed over the 
breakfast table by my mother. 
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"I'm Toby," he said. "Gary's cousin." 

I remembered now. Mum had met him at some uni thing with his dorky 

cousin. "Gary? Oh, you mean Gordon. Gordon the garbologist." 

"Yes, except he's Gary now." 

"I think he should get away from the Gs altogether if he wants to be taken 

seriously," 1 said. "Gordon, Gary—both sound silly next to 'garbologist'." 

"He can't seem to entirely make the break with 'Goran'," said Toby. 

I allowed him to enter the front hallway as we carried on this meaningless 

conversation about one of my mother's postgraduate students, Goran, who made as 

much a specialty of changing his name as he did of urban archaeology. I knew that 

there were archaeologists in the United States who specialised in excavating garbage 

dumps and I personally thought, from what I'd seen of Gary-Goran-Gordon, that 

this would suit him immensely: he would kind of blend into the landscape of 

broken furniture and treadless tyres. 

I wondered, as I ushered Toby into the back living-room, how closely they were 

related—first or fifth cousin? Toby was rather good-looking—I had only recently 

decided that I preferred blue eyes to brown, as brown reminded me too much of the 

dirt my mother dug around in—much more attractive than Goran. Mum had 

chosen rather well this time. 

Clio skittered through from the hall and shd on one of the striped kdim mats, 

bunching it into neat corrugations at Toby's feet. 1 picked her up to give her a better 

look at Toby, and they engaged in the sort of unblinking stare that humans find so 

amusing and cats put up with if they have nothing better to do at the time. 

"This is Cho," I said. 

"Short for Cleopatra?" 

"No, Clio is the muse of history. I don't have to spell that for you, do 1?" 

"No," he said. "But you would have to for Gary." 

He smiled at me and 1 decided I liked him, which was going to be a waste of my 

energy, given the circumstances. I thought then that I should learn to switch off my 

emotions, just hke Mum does. 

"Mum's a bit late," I said, putting Cho down and pouring him a glass of wine. 

Should have asked if he wanted beer, but he looked like a wine person, sort of 

refined. "Traffic's always heavy on late-night shopping night." 

He sat on the sofa and sipped the wine. "This is nice," he said, looking around 

and continuing the small-talk. 

"Make the most of it," I said without thinking. "It's highly unlikely you'll come 
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again. , , , • , ,- 1 he must know? 
"Why?" asked Toby. I could see he was surprised. Surely nc 

Better not be too brutal. 
"Well, you see, if Mum invited you again, after tonight, it would mean she 

might have to get to know you. And she's not very good at doing that. 

"Oh," said Toby. He twirled the stem of his crystal wineglass around between 

his thumb and middle finger, watching the flashes of amethyst and sapphire refract 

and spin across the faceted surface, until he realised that I was watching him, and 

he put the glass down carefully on the side table, turning his attention to the httle 

tassels on his loafers. 

"Don't take it personally," 1 told him. "She must like you all right if she invited 

you over." But that's as far as it will go, I added to myself. Only'like'. Surface'like'. 

Nothing more or deeper. 

He twisted the comers of his mouth just a little and tapped the toes of his left 

foot. Cho took this as an invitation, and pounced on his foot, grabbing at the tassels, 

and he gave a startled yip. She must have dug her claws in a bit, I thought, trying 

not to giggle. I didn't bother to pick her up, and Toby didn't bother to move her. 

"Tell me about your mother," said Toby. He leaned forward and his eyes almost 

poured themselves into mine. "I'd really like to know." 

I considered. There was no point really. He knew now what his chances were 

of being invited a second time. Why hadn't Gary-Goran-Gordon enlightened him? 

Men talked about things like that, didn't they? 

"My mother is an archaeologist," I said. 

Toby looked puzzled. "I know that already," he said. "1 met her at the faculty 

party." 

I held up my hand in a gesture I'd copied from my deputy principal. It said: 

"Do not interrupt unless you have a particular yearning for a Saturday detention." 

Toby seemed to cotton on. "Let me quote you from the Macquarie Dictionary," 1 

said. 
"The Macquarie Dictionary says that archaeology is the scientific study of any 

culture, especially a prehistoric one, by excavation and description of its remains " 
1 recited. "The Concise Macmillan Encyclopedia defines it as the scientific study of 
the material remains of man's past. The word comes from a Greek root word 
'archaeo-', which means 'ancient' or 'primitive'. I know you know all that " I q Vl t 
Toby. "But it's important to get it right. 

"So that's what my mother does. She excavates. Except that wb k ' 
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excavating right now is not the tomb of some Pharaoh in Egypt or a lost city like 

Troy. As you know, she's digging'under a bumed-down building near Darlmg 

Harbour. She gets excited when she finds a bit of glass that might be around a 

hundred years old. 

"Mum likes excavating. Even when she's home, she's always out in the garden 

messing around with a trowel and using a magnifying glass when she finds a bit of 

broken flower-pot. 

"When it's all dug up and dated at the site she's working on, she'll write articles 

for journals and show slides at uni. Sometimes Mum's on TV, usually the ABC when 

everyone's watching Seinfeld or Friday Night Football. 

"Mum says we need the past to help us understand the present and prepare for 

the future. That's what she says." I hoped I had used just the right meaningful tone 

when I said that last 'says'. 

Toby gazed at me very intently for a few seconds, then he nodded. 

"I understand," he said. "But there are many different pasts and possible 

futures. It's easy to get them muddled." 

The front door slammed just then, and Mum called a greeting to her daughter and 

this week's Thursday lover as she sidled into the kitchen with a swish of 

houndstooth-checked plastic bags. 

Thursday is a good night for dinner guests, she told me once, you can go to 

David Jones' in the city and buy some of their pre-prepared gourmet meals and all 

you have to do is heat them in the oven or dish them straight from the containers 

onto the plates. Hey presto, instant banquet. I think she probably views her 'guests' 

the same way—choose from the tempting display, hey presto, instant lover, gobble 

him up and toss out the scraps. 

Thursday nights mean there can be no long, lazy mornings-after in bed, no time 

to talk, no time for a one-night stand to turn into something else, when Mum has a 

nine o'clock lecture or he has a job, any job. Early starts, untanghng underwear and 

dashing for the shower are best. I've lost count of the number of flapping shirt-tails 

and sprints up the front path I've seen from behind my bedroom curtains at seven 

a.m. They rarely turn to look or wave—my mother will not be standing on the 

door-step like those women in olden-time paintings, bravely fluttering lace 

handkerchiefs as their knights rode off into battle. 
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pyĵ g to see and 
We dont discuss this part, of course. Mum thinks ^''^^°°J^^^^^^i history. 
w. But I know my mother's thinking: a body-warmed 

"Anyway, I prefer the present," I said. 
"And what is that exactly?" asked Toby. 
"Being with real people, not objects from the past. 
There was an ominous rustling in the kitchen. Time to change the subject. 

"Did you know that 'penis', 'penetrate' and 'peninsula' have different roots?" 1 

asked. 
He only blinked once, and it was probably a blink ready to happen. "Yes 1 did," 

he answered. "Are you interested in etymology?" 

Good answer! "A bit," 1 said. "I'm particularly interested in the relationship 

between words and shapes and sounds. Which is why I found it so interesting 

about penis and penetrate and peninsula." 

"Being different, you mean." 

"Yes." At that point. Mum managed to almost simultaneously slide a plate of 

crackers and taramasalata dip onto the coffee-table, shoo Clio away from Toby's 

tassels, frown at me and smile at Toby with a "pay no attention to her, she's stirring" 

expression. I smfled too. He didn't know that I tried that one on all Mum's 

Thursday men, and that I graded them on a scale of one to five, five being the 

highest, for their responses. 1 gave him 4.5. Always room for improvement. Gary-

Goran-Gordon rated a 2.3. 

We ate dinner. DJs' had been good to us that evening—chicken Kiev with rosemary 
potatoes and three different salads. Toby ate tidily and did not talk with food in his 
mouth, which might please my mother. Manners matter, she often said. 

Our dining-table is round, which allows me to position myself where 1 have 
roughly the same angle on my mother's face and her date's. 

My mother is a burnished.golden goddess statue. Her expression is bland her 
surface smooth and hard as marble. There are no chinks or crevices you can ease a 
trowel into, no keyhole you can peer through to try and catch a glimpse of wh 
hidden inside. I used to think there must be a secret door to my mother' ' H 

IS 

10 
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where she locked up her soul, and 1 wished more than anything that 1 had the key. 

But she gives little clues to that soul, little hieroglyphic symbols, when she talks 

about the latest dig. 

"Shall I tell you about Emily?" she was asking. Emily is the name she's given to 

the skeleton her team found in the foundations under a burned-out building at 

Darling Harbour. 

"You found parts of a skeleton and some other things, didn't you?" 

My mother's face was flushing with the wine and excitement. She nodded and 

waved her fork in the air. "We found a metal box with a hatpin, a jet brooch wdth 

the letter 'E' etched in, and a little bottle, a green cloudy bottle. Clues like this to 

someone's life—it's an unbelievable gift." 

"Do you know what could have been in the bottle?" he asked. 

"It looks like an apothecary's bottle, but we're not sure yet." 

"She might have died from an abortion," 1 said. 

Mum frowned at me. 

"Well she could have," I argued. "You don't even know that her name was 

Emily. It could have been—Esmeralda." 

"Or Ermyntrude," Toby suggested, winking at me. 

"Emily or Eliza would have been more likely for a young convict woman of that 

time," said my mother. "But you're right, we don't know for certain. Makes you 

wonder," she continued, getting more and more enthusiastic, "if we knew how 

important our past would be to historians of the future, would we leave more clues? 

Be more diligent in the way we arranged our affairs? Make sure we died tidily with 

plenty of documentation on' our bodies and relatives to prove our existence? Make 

more use of time capsules—although they're a selective record." 

"Like schools do," I said. "But they only put in things like badges and 

textbooks. It's not the real truth about school." 

"We often don't have a choice about our end, how we die," said Toby, as if he 

hadn't heard me speak. His eyes had dulled to the opaque blue of the sea when the 

sun disappears and 1 realised with a jolt that Mum had accidentally unearthed a box 

containing part of his own past. Mum didn't notice, she rarely noticed other 

people's pain. She was well into her usual role, brandishing her little trowel, and I 

wanted to stop her, cry out to beware of digging in the wrong place. 

"Sometimes it's best to leave bodies in the ground," he said. 

"Have you ever seen a skeleton?" Mum was asking. She helped herself to more 

rice salad and 1 washed 1 could slide under the table. 

11 
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"Yes, plenty, although most of them hadn't had enough time to become 

skeletons." 
The salad servers clattered against the side of the bowl. 

"In Bosnia," he continued. "I was staying with my Aunt Maja. She's Gary's aunt 

too. They took her husband and two sons, my cousins, three months before I 

arrived. We found them in a mass grave with other men from the area, about twenty 

k from the village. Just enough bits of them left to identify." 

I watched from underneath my eyelids as my mother gently placed her hand on 

his, moved her fingers very slightly and then took her hand away just as gently. I 

was glad that she knew, this time, not to say anything. 

1 waited a few seconds until I judged they'd had time to rearrange their faces and 

pick up their cutlery. 

"Mum was saying only last week that computers are putting an end to literary 

history," 1 said. "That soon there won't be any new handwritten manuscripts to look 

at under glass in the library. I think that's a shame—I hked looking at all those 

spidery words, even if I can't read the handwriting." 

"Well," said my mother, "at least archaeology hasn't been taken over by 

machines. You still need to get down on your hands and knees with a trowel. You 

need to be gentle. Make tiny, careful movements so you won't hurt anything. 

Because some things, some fragments are so fragile, they can just crumble away." 

"If we could only be as gentle with the living fragments," Toby said very softly. 

At the moment I wanted to reach out and link their hands again, to join up the 

necklace 1 saw in my mind. But the vision was blurring and I realised I was going 

to cry. 1 mumbled an excuse about doing my homework and fled to my room and 

my Walkman. 1 didn't want to hear what they said after I'd gone and 1 didn't want 

to hear the sounds of their one-night love. 

=f X- X-

1 slide out of bed and rummage for clean underwear. I think of all sorts of things 

while I'm under the shower, all sorts of things, but all connected to my mother and 

Toby. Like how I knew that evening that he was different from all the other super-

studs and airheads my mother had slept with and why I wanted him to come again. 

12 
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I don't know how or why. I just—know. 

Maybe it's that I think he may be the one to excavate my mother's soul. Very 

gently, making tiny, careful movements. Because I want her to be real and whole, 

for myself as much as for her. Because I love her. I'm not thinking soppy things 

about having a new father, not at all. I've never had one, I don't suddenly want one 

now. 

1 think about the flaw in my vision of time as a necklace. My necklace had only 

one strand, just like my mother has only been able to grasp one small part of the 

past, a part that isn't really hers. 1 can see now that time is really a many-stranded 

necklace, which needs to have a clasp to join the ends of all the strands together and 

make the necklace whole and beautiful. 

1 think about the connections between excavation and covering up, how you 

have to try for a balance in the present. 

And a funny thing, 1 can see why Gary-Goran-Gordon can't get away from the 

Gs. Mind you, he's still a dork. 

1 slouch over my cereal. It's too crunchy, it hasn't soaked long enough in the 

milk to get it mushy the way 1 like it, and I decide to have my toast first. 

I'm popping a slice of multi-grain in the toaster when my mother says, ever-so-

casually, so I couldn't possibly think she'd been working up to say it for nearly ten 

minutes: "Toby's coming over for dinner tomorrow night." 

"But tomorrow's Friday," I say, trying to match her tone. 

"I know," she says. "Do you want some raspberry jam?" 

13 



Sari Hosie 

The Price of the Kingdom of Cheap Things 

T 
he mother, Elsa, had white hair and gentle eyes. She said to Gloria, —my dear 

you are hke quicksilver. Jay was cross with his untidy wife. Her hair was so 

straight and fine that electrified strands flew like thin sticks across her face. 

I was walking through the city to visit a doctor, a specialist in what my family cafls 
"women's troubles." On the way I met my cousin Gloria with her toddler in a 
stroller. She showed off her new boots and dragged me away to a hotel where she 
was meeting her husband and his mother. 1 went on to the doctor, leaving Gloria 
and the others inside the door of the hotel. I was not like quicksilver. 1 was sixteen. 
I didn't know what I was like. I waited for the doctor to tell me but in fact he 
telephoned my father, long-distance, while I was in the room. He said, —^We don't 
know the cause of the pain. Perhaps hormonal. But she's too thin. I like to see 
them with a bit of meat on their bones. Yes, we'U pop her on the pifl for a bit. See 
how she goes. 

I took one small white tablet each day. When 1 bled there was no pain but I grew 

from a child to a woman in too short a season. I looked at my body and saw its 

fullness, an artificial ripeness that caused glances I wanted to shrink from. 

These events formed some sort of beginning but are not the beginning. Twenty 

years later I stand at the window of my studio. The glass is flushed purple-blue by 

the winter sky. Every day I see a young woman walk beneath my window. I watch 

as we've all learned to watch, noticing the swdng of red-gold hair on her shoulders, 

her youth, the shape of her slender body. 1 watch her become thinner as winter 

deepens. I imagine her story, which might be so like mine. 1 would stop her on the 

street. I would tell her but 1 know that words are arrows and she is already heavy 

14 
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with words. And I can no longer paint. My dreams chase and track me through 

long, wasted days. At night, asleep, I finish the same painting over and over. It's 

large, salmon-pink, lotus-petalled. The critics arrive with stem faces and say, —you 

are moving too far away from representation. One man looks at my painting and 

asks, —Is this art or drama of the price of the kingdom of cheap things? 

The Girl Who Spent a Winter in a Blue Room. 

The room became blue by an act of her will. She lived with Jay and Gloria and their 

son. The girl had a bedroom that was once a verandah. She had a small living room, 

a table and two fold-up chairs. She used to sit at the htde table hunched over her 

essays and prac. crits. She wrote about Blake and never forgot the sound of the 

refined English voice of her tutor saying, Joy is my name. 

She wrote about D.H. Lawrence and his bullfight. She read sections of The Waste 

Land out loud to herself the night before exams. 

Gloria gave permission for the painting. The house belonged to Jay's family. It was 

old and would eventually be demolished. She could do what she liked. 

The room becomes blue under the force of her will and her until-now-undiscovered 
power to act in the world. She sees a colour on a Dulux chart, a few square 
centimetres of interior. Blue walls. White cane furniture. 1 want to live there, she 
decides. To step into a life like that; ordered, quiet. 

She wanders into Woolworths in jeans and a pale blue gingham top. The manager 

is dubious. University students aren't reliable. She's persuasive, determined. Okay, 

he says. You can wash the metal trays that hold the prices. 

Every week she washes metal price holders. She removes the plastic price markers, 

washes a section of the metal tray, replaces the prices. She works her way down one 

aisle per fortnight. Wonders how long it will take her to do the whole shop. Will 

he sack her or get her to start again at the first aisle? 

One week the manager is angry. The girl has changed some of the prices. He 

explains that the prices on the holders aren't always the same as the prices on the 

goods. He says the shelf price is the real price but sometimes the goods are still a 
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bit cheaper. People are lucky enough to be getting them at the old price. 

The day she leaves the woman m charge of the checkout girls is surprised. —Dean, 

the manager, has been pleased with you, she says. Don't you want to stay and work 

up to the checkout? 
The girl smiles and walks away. She has enough money now for the paint. 

In the Blue Room. 
I wake and put my feet on the floor. 1 am already wearing shppers. I run down the 

street. I am late, I am late for my music lesson. I must go as I am. 1 run down the 

street without my shoes. The metronome ticks its time. Mrs V. has already started 

counting although 1 have not yet arrived. 

I stand in front of the wardrobe and this is the moment. I pick up the dresses one 

by one. I remove the hangers and fold the clothes into a cardboard box. 

I dream of a plastic doll in a cardboard box. I try to feed her, forcing bread into the 

slit of her mouth. 1 come in at night and shift the lid of the box sideways so the doll 

can breathe. 

The fourth dream is always hardest to remember. It might, almost, be memory. 
There's a boat. There's a stick-thin girl in the prow of a boat about to capsize under 
the weight of a wave about to break and the girl is smiling, smiling at her father at 
the other end of the boat, pretending there is no danger. Or perhaps she doesn't 
know danger when she sees it. 

I wake in the blue room. There is a small, high window that frames a section of sky 

and the green, almost translucent leaves of the pepper tree outside. 1 go to my 

classes at the university. 1 come home. 1 become silent. One day I meet Gloria 

tmdging up the hill home from work. She hands me half a bar of chocolate. —I've 

been naughty, she says. 1 really mustn't eat this. You can afford to have it. 

I take the chocolate and later I put it in the bin. I have made the connection between 

the mouth and the body and I will not give this knowledge up. 

Gloria comes into my room and looks into the open door of my wardrobe. She 

senses my abstinence. My longing for pretty things versus reasons for denying 
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myself. 

Don't forget to wear them, she jokes. I want dresses but the rule is, 1 only buy from 

Op. shops. Velvet pants that no-one wears. A butterfly dress in size 8 like the one 

I had when I was thirteen. It is winter. The clothes don't fit. I wear the same 

maroon tracksuit, day in, day out. I let my long black hair fall over my face. 

I go to Yoga in the boatshed near the university. After class the instructor and I 

discuss my tiredness, a lassitude that doesn't respond to all the instructor's 

treatments; to iron, to vitamins, to rest. It us not until much later that she thinks to 

ask, —Do you nourish yourself? 

In the position of The Corpse I try to keep the body still and the mind empty. The 
river-waves lap at the floor of the boatshed. The instructor's voice is sand in the 
shell. Grit. To drown it out, others voices are admitted. 

Display: There's a girl in a room. My sister. She plays the piano. She plays the 
Barcarolle. Endlessly performing, reluctantly, this song she has learned for the 
pleasure of others. 

Retreat: She runs crying from the room. Not a mistake but she's tired of being 

paraded. She goes back inside her shell. Standing behind the piano stool, the father 

says her nerves can't take the strain. 

The instructor says, —Keep the body still. But I don't know my body. Perhaps 

inside the shell I am a tight-curled pink, white soft thing? What I do not know is 

this; the mother-mirror cracked when I was two years old. For years 1 will look for 

myself in windows, mirrors, men's eyes. 

On the bus there is a double bass. An instrument case. A superior young man. A 

musician? —Ring the bell for me please? He points to the bell. —^Why don't you 

ring it yourself? 

I write, when I can, in a big, black-bound book, a ledger with lines in the wrong 

places. I have no memory. 1 can't remember which day it is. I am all memory, but 

not for things that matter. Only the first glimpse of the sea as we came over the rise. 
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The jetty, metallic rocks washed into smooth, metallic stones. The paper nautilus 

shells we found on the beach. 1 remember the crash of the waves where we gathered 

the stones. The crack of the back of a crustacean. 

—This is how you eat this beauty. He cracks the shell, pulls ofl legs, unfolds the 

carapace like a peeling skin. 

Inez and I broke his paper nautilus. 

—This can be my family of shells. We put them on the silken shawl on the 

mantelpiece. 

—This is the shawl mother wore when she was young. 

—This is mother. This is father. This is me. This is you. 

The shawl hangs over the empty fireplace. The silk shawl slips to the floor. It was 

cream. It was fringed. The shells slide and take an age to hit the floor and break 

into slivers of paper. 

Display: We were making a play for you. 

Retreat: We didn't mean it. What we make up isn't real. 

We know there are no more shells like these. 

The father says, —Wipe that silly grin off your face. I know your every thought. 

Don't dare lie to me. You aren't capable of an idea that I haven't thought of already. 

—-Look at the time, he says. I run down the road, late for my music lesson, shoeless 

and embarrassed. —No time to worry about that, he says. 

It rains at the little window. I stay in my room. I barely eat. In the bedroom is a 

mirror. In the bathroom there are scales and these scales are as slippery as the scales 

of a fish. Once I touched such a fish as it lay, panting, on the floor of the boat. It 

was a rainbow fish. If you run your hand down a rainbow fish (because you like the 

colours), if you stroke the right way (the way you pet a cat), the silvery glassy scales 

co-operate and the hand slides down the fish's length. But if you rub the wrong way 

you feel every scale. 

I five between the bedroom and the bathroom, between the weight and the shape of 

things. Sometimes when it can't be avoided I join Jay and Gloria for the evening 

meal. Gloria puts a plate of food in front of me and 1 am enraged. As if what feeds 
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me is poison. 
I watch the pepper tree leaves through the glass. I write. My hunger consumes the 

stark pages. The eye travels inward. 1 lie in the dark imagining lovers. The body 

smooth and cream. Not seeing sharp angles, always noticing the imagined jut of the 

belly. Never yet flat enough. Never yet perfect. The blood stops flowing and I 

scarcely notice. In the dark I say the names of the men in my family. Father, 

grandfather, uncles. John, Joseph, Jack, James. Your eyes let me know 1 was a girl-

thing. Father, you still pare away my flesh with your gaze. You invent me as you 

speak. Your eye is everywhere. It travels through time, is looking still, becomes the 

eyes of passersby watching me, stripping away my clothes, undressing me to the 

bone. 

I find a friend at the university. He's a saviour-boy whose sister dies of an overdose 
I will see him years later, on a street-corner, stoned. For now, he wants to sSve the 
anorexic girls. There are two of us so far. He introduces us. Neither of us believes 
we put up with him but we do. He takes us out when he gets his student allowance. 
He tries to feed us dark chocolate and ginseng tea. Sometimes he gives us coffee 
with blobs of cream in rough, hand-made clay pots. One day he takes my hand and 
turns me to face the other girl. He says. She thinks she's fat. He laughs. Is she fat? 
I look at her. —No, I say. 

I still don't eat. I trudge up the hill. I hear the churchbells down the road. Take 

this and eat it, all of you... 

1 am hungry but 1 cannot eat. 

Sometimes I find my courage. There are feathers on the floor of my room. Jay's cat 
brings in a dove, half alive. I remove the bird from the cat's mouth. 

I go to yoga. I catch the last train home. My world is not large. I stand under the 

pepper tree. Here in the kingdom of cheap things. I stand in front of the wardrobe 

This is the moment. I remember suddenly. I see it like a performance, a play. My 

mother and father stand in a room. They look at each other. My mother drops back 

and pushes me forward. 1 move towards the wardrobe. 1 take out the dresses, one 

by one. These are the dresses of my sister who has gone away. My sister who cannot 

stand the strain. I do not play the Barcarolle. I put her dresses in a box. I am sad 

but I mustn't cry. 
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Gloria comes in and says. You don't eat. You must. We must help you. Holding 

out a small flag of hope. I look at her and I think, I too will be like quicksilver. I 

will fly down the road lightly, shoes or not. 

1 came out of the blue room at the end of winter. Twenty years later 1 watch for the 

girl who passes under my window. I wonder what I would say to her. 1 would have 

to travel so far back to meet her. She is already heavy with words. I begin my 

painting. It is large, salmon-pink, lotus-petalled. 
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Sue Bower 

Olympic Gameŝ  1936 

All the athletes are white, 
machines. 
Perfect lines of optimism 
licked and 
sent around the country. 

Later 
he looks on 
in leather 
in horror 
black sinew, muscle 
and skin 
Higher Faster Longer 
Oxygen uptake 
lactic expulsion: 

unforgivable. 
Summer Olympic Games: 

Gymnastics 
Diver 

Footballer 
Javelin Thrower 

Olympic Torchbearer 
Rowers 

Winter Olympic Games: 
Skating 
Ski Jumping 
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Zeppelin 

Although the Zeppelin is dissected 
and lies in the agar of the border, 
the open windows in the picture box 
give away far more: 
the tiny lungs 
inside the great machine 
driving its eyes and its heart. 

n 
Airshop Gondola 

Lunch is served 
aboard the airballoon 
as I look on from 

the headland of history. 

Nazi gold, 
a rich vein 
from the mouths of Jews 
is now as thin 
as the breath 
of a civihzation, 
a gold swastika 
impressed onto each cream plate. 

Underneath 
a school of squid 
pulsate in the shadow of 
the balloon 

ilfiWif?HWi^frW!l 

" • ; ' ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ - ^ ^ 
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Hindenhurg 
Air 

their ink postmarking 
the scene, 
asking 
will they ever make it back to the ock? 
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III 

Cast everything aside today 
for the sun 
has risen black. 
Cartographers shroud 
yourselves in maps, 
tankmen cradle 
in the tracks 
of your great machines 
for the sun has 
risen black today and the only thing to do 
is to wait. 
For the gunshot 
for his eyes to roll 
back and see 
the blackness within. 

In this weather 
the great Zeppelin 
silently 
laps the Arctic Circle. 

Cubes of ice chill glasses 

as the cabin sways 

and if they would only be quiet 
there could be some sense 
in the broken world 
below. 
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Argonaut Sonata 

With no one to stop my launch into panegyric, 
1 take the warp and weft 
in my hands with plans to commandeer this vessel 
to a new hemisphere. 

Of course, the vessel being sea wracked 
and my atlas bereft 
of any destination but the Wessel 
Is., I'm sure to founder, 

founder of nothing but one phonetic 
and the occasional tuft, 
tassel 
or shock of hair 

—cowlicked, no doubt—left 
under a trestle, caught unaware. 

Under a trestle, caught unaware, the vessel 
—let's not call the raft 
the raft—^waxes poetic. 
It goes nowhere. 

Going nowhere fast, I part and parcel 
my belongings onto the craft: 
a nonpareil of patchwork. 
I perch upon the chair 

fastened like the watch to a castle, 
wait to be upped and of fed, 
delivered—anorectic 
without the mal de mer 
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or muscles sore from too much work—in swif 
and dramatic fashion to Angleterre. 

No: in frenetic fashion to the Gulf of Carpentaria. And quick. 
A true wayfarer, 
1 see a map as a hassle: 
better to be adrift 

and considered quixotic 
than safe at harbor, 
scissile 
and scintillant, admiring one's handicraft. 

But such journeys, especially the bound-to-be-historic, 
must be an adventure. 
They require a dismissal 
of conventional statecraft, 

a reluctance to pack-by-list or listlessly prepare, 
a refusal to practice sensible thrift. 

Refusing to practice sensible thrift, I nestle 
some wine on board, some Camembert— 
a bishop in his bishopric, 
properly stuffed and starched and cuffed. 

All the hustle and bustle, 
all this hoopla and fanfare 
—by no means narcissistic— 
has attracted something of a crowd. Some seem miffed. 

Miffed or not, they're muzzled, 
mute in the face of such a dare
devil who—in this vessel with aquatic 
aspirations—sits, stem and abaft. 

The whistle—prepared for this affair, 
its blast electric—sends me aloft— 
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Doppelganger 

I was taught to be the nonexpressive type, 
but remaining in the shadow of you 
on all but the most trivial of occasions 
has led me to this. My Final Statement: 

What you take to be cat hair, 
the sound of air tumbling behind you 
or sawdust falling from the ceiling— 
I'm taking it with me. 
The blue ribbon for the 3-legged race. 
Every reptilian belt in the closet. 
The letter opener from Toledo (Spain). 
The Underwood. 
Most emblems of intellectual exertion— 
the spice rack to the spreadsheets, 
all the love letters in between. 
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Adam Lindsay Gordon and the 
Religion of Australia 

In 1995 Bill Hayden, then Governor-General of Australia, made a speech to the 

Royal Australian College of Physicians in defence of euthanasia. Dr. David van 

Gend, responding to that speech wrote: "It might have been Seneca himself 

addressing the sons of Hippocrates", and he quoted Seneca's lines preferring suicide 

to a debilitating old age. In the speech, Mr. Hayden identified himself as one "who, 

denied the choice of medically administered, painless, voluntary euthanasia, would 

wish to exercise the death option themselves". He has repeated this wish in his 

autobiography. The governor-general offered, as precedents for euthanasia, the past 

cultural practices of groups such as the Inuits and the ancient Japanese, who gave 

their elderly a more than gentle push into the next world. Neither Mr. Hayden nor 

his opponent. Dr. van Gend, seem to take any notice of specifically Christian behefs 

about suffering and suicide, and even Dr. van Gend's argument, which is that 

euthanasia legislation might be misused, leaves relatively intact the argument that 

individuals who are not coerced and are of sound mind should be allowed to end 

their own lives if they are suffering from unmanageable pain. 

That a leading Australian would take a classical stoic position on euthanasia and 

defend that position wdth reference to the practices of pagan cultures is not at all 

surprising. Australia has repeatedly been described by historians and cultural 

commentators as a pagan, heathen or, in milder terms, a non-Christian country — 

and the reference is not to the indigenous population. It is true that the Christian 

Church has historically had a visible presence in Australia, but while, according to 

T. Inglis Moore, the Church has had an impact in areas such as education, welfare, 

morality and occasionally politics, "in its special field of faith ... it has operated with 

"Euthanasia's 'Unproductive Burdens'," Quadrant, Jan-Feb 1997, 13. 
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hmited success".^ Dr. Jill Tabart, retiring president of the Assembly of the Uniting 

Church in Australia, noted m a recent sermon in Ballarat that the Austrahan 

govemment now no longer pays even lip service to the notion that Australia is a 

Christian country. The absence of Christian faith as a significant factor m Australian 

culture is not a recent development, as is the decline of Christianity in some other 

countries; it dates back to the nineteenth century—a fact which has led one 

historian to describe Australia as the first post-Christian society. Beverly Kingston, 

m The Oxford History of Australia, describes nineteenth-century Australians as the 

products of a materialist sensibility combined with the inheritance of the European 

conflict "between traditional religious belief and the rising expectancy that science 

or rational investigation could solve the problems of mankind". Kingston also 

blames the lack of faith in this country in the nineteenth century on the Australian 

churches of the period, who were more concerned with problems of internal 

administration and with competition between different denominations than they 

were with theology and the evangelising of the European population. (What 

evangelism there was was directed toward the native peoples, with remarkable lack 

of success.) She notes that early drafts of the Australian Constitution made no 

mention of God or religion, though the final draft included a reference to God in the 

preamble ("relying" on his blessing rather than asking for it), and section 116 

prohibited the Commonwealth from establishing religion. (87) While most 

Australians in the nineteenth century listed themselves on census forms as members 

of Christian denominations, church attendance records—then as now—told a very 

different story. 

What is meant by paganism, in the Australian context, takes different forms 

with different commentators. A.G. Stephens, writing in the Bulletin in 1899, saw 

Australia's pagan nature to lie in its lack of religion, and he made his famous 

pronouncement that "the Australian environment is unfavourable to the growth of 

religion" and that as a result "probably nineteen-twentieths of Australians are 

heathen". Stephens and others who followed his lead thought that Australian 

nationahsm could fill the void left by religion, and his campaign to turn patriotism 

into a religious cause met with some temporary success, which no doubt assisted in 

2. Social Patterns in Australian Literature, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press 1971 
305. 

3. Volume 3, Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1988, 65. 
4. Quoted in Patrick Morgan, "Australian Nationalism as a Religion Substitute", Between Two Worlds- "Loss of 

faith" and late nineteenth century Australian literature, eds. Axel Clark et al, Sydney Wentworth Books 
1979, 60. 
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the process that eventually led to federation. But Australia never in fact developed a 

nationalistic patriotic religious fervour such as that which existed in the United 

States, perhaps because of the very lack here of the genuine religious model which 

the Americans had. On the other hand, when T. Inglis Moore speaks of Austrafia's 

paganism, he is referring to what he calls "earth-vigour", that vitalism which has 

helped to create the image of an Australia of sports, sand, surf and sex, and which 

leads Australians to see physical and mental energy as major human values. 

Australia's paganism, however, also takes more specific forms, particularly in 

the tradition of stoicism which in many ways leads up to both the current support 

for euthanasia, and to the high incidence of male suicide in Australia. Paganism can 

also be seen in those myths which Australian artists and writers have incorporated 

into their visions of Australia in order to embody a spiritual presence in the 

Austrahan landscape. Both of these cultural codes date from the 1850's and 60's 

when that great wave of migration which the discovery of gold brought to Australia, 

generated a re-culturing of Australia which virtually absorbed and negated most of 

whatever unique aspects Austrahan religious culture may have developed by that 

time. It is the claim of the present article that both Australian stoicism and classical 

mythologising of Australia have their first significant literary expression in the 

poetry of Adam Lindsay Gordon (1833-1870) who arrived in Austraha in 1853. 

Sr. Veronica Brady, in her book A Crucible of Prophets, has examined attitudes 

toward God in Australian literature. She acknowledges the highly sceptical and 

utihtarian nature of Austrahan beliefs, the spiritual vacancy which Patrick White 

called the great Austrahan emptiness. But she still finds, in the works she studies, 

spiritual values and potentials, which, however, are not generally presented in 

conventionally Christian terms. She notes in particular such Australian values as the 

importance of personal integrity and the possibihty of finding triumph in defeat. 

Her study begins with the hard God of Marcus Clark's For the Term of His Natural 

Life, the first version of which is a product of the 1870's. But the beginnings of the 

literary tradition she examines can be dated nearly two decades earlier, in the poetry 

of Gordon, which Marcus Clark himself identified as a major embodiment of a 

distinctly Australian vision, and which strongly influenced his o-wn vision. 

In fact, until very recently, Adam Lindsay Gordon, in both his life and his 

works, has been perceived by many Australian readers as a model of the typical 

Australian, as the first genuine literary expression of Australia's identity. His poetry 

5 Sydney: Theological Explorations, 1981. 
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has never been out of print; his lines were once the commonplaces of Austrahan 

speech; monuments to him stand in almost all of the places where he lived or 

competed in steeplechases and hurdle races; regular pilgrimages have been 

conducted to his former homes and his grave. Gordon is the only Australian writer 

who has a monument in the Poet's Comer of Westminster Abbey, and Douglas 

Sladen was able to persuade the literary and religious authorities of England to 

support the establishment of that monument on the basis of Gordon's representative 

Austrahanness rather than on the basis of the quahty of his poetry. Indeed, though 

literary critics have generally regarded Gordon as a writer of poor verse, he has had 

one of the most widespread and enduring reputations of any Australian writer. The 

inscription on the poet's bust in Westminster Abbey reads "The Australian Poet". 

One wonders, however, if the Archbishop of Canterbury would have supported the 

monument, had he been informed that Gordon was a stoic suicide whose spiritual 

world was far more classical than Christian. 

In spite of the fact that Gordon's character and attitudes appeared so 

distinctively Australian to later generations, he seems to have formed the basis of 

most of these before his arrival in Australia in 1853. They were in part the product 

both of the religious crisis then taking place in England and of his own personal 

crisis in being expelled by his family. His poem "To My Sister", written just before 

he left England, is already strong in its classical stoic position: 

With adverse fate we best can cope 
When all we prize has fled; 

And where there's little left to hope. 
There's little left to dread!^ 

He is, he declares, unable either to cry or to pray, though he does recognise the 

possible relief that such responses might bring to him if they were possible. 

This stoicism was reinforced and given a mode of expression by Gordon's study 

of, and love for, the classical hterature of Greece and Rome. Some of this classicism 

was a product of his schooling at Cheltenham, but most of Gordon's knowledge of 

the classics was self-taught here in Austraha, and his understanding of these works 

was clearly conditioned by his Australian experience. Fr. Julian Tenison Woods (the 

6 The Poetical Works of Adam Lindsay Gordon, ed. EM. Robb, South Yarra: Currey O'Neil 1981 196 Subse
quent quotations are from this edition. 
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founder of the Josephite order and patron of Mary MacKillop) knew Gordon wefl 

during Gordon's first years in Australia. They frequently rode together between the 

widely separated stations in the southeast of South Australia where Tenison Woods 

was a priest and Gordon a horse breaker and dealer. Tenison Woods remembered 

Gordon as an extremely introverted and quiet young man who would, however, 

open up loquaciously when the topic of discussion was literature. Gordon appears 

to have had something of a photographic memory for literature, and could recite 

poetry for hours on end when the two companions were forced to take shelter from 

storms on their rides. Gordon's hterary interests were English, French and classical, 

but predominantly the latter. According to Tenison Woods, "No man ever formed 

his taste for literature so completely upon classical models, though certainly one 

would not gather this from his writings". He also noted that Gordon's 

pronunciation of Greek was so bad that it was difficult to understand him—a result 

no doubt of being largely self taught in the language in the midst of the Australian 

bush. 

In classical literature Gordon found a confirmation of, and philosophical 

justification for, his fatalism and his heroic valuation of personal integrity. Gordon's 

poem "Podus Okus" dramatises the dying moments of Achilles and is in the voice 

of the Greek hero. Achilles at the beginning of the poem has already resigned 

himself to death: 

Tell me, is it not far better 
That it should be as it is? 

Jove's behests we cannot fetter, 
Fate's decrees are always his. (2) 

He has what he has always wanted "Glory, / Coupled with an early tomb". His 

view of fate is identical to the view that Gordon will repeat again and again 

throughout his poetry: we cannot know the future, what will be will be, and life has 

little significance. The surrender to death is in this poem a hero's rest, and it takes 

on erotic tones as Achilles dies in the embraces of Briseis. Love and death are both 

a consummation devoutly to be wished. 

Father Tenison Woods says that he introduced Gordon to Horace and gave him 

his own copy of the Roman poet. In Horace Gordon found the Ode he translated as 

7. "Personal Reminiscences of Adam Lindsay Gordon", The Melbourne Review, April 1884, 11. 
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"Pastor Cum" which concludes with the lines: 

Achilles' anger for a space defers 
The day of wrath to Troy and Trojan dame; 

Inevitable glide the allotted years, 
And Dardan roofs must waste in Argive flame. (38) 

Tenison Woods appears not to have realised the paganism to which he was 

contributing m his encouragement of Gordon's classicism. 

"Life IS mostly froth and bubble". Why work? Why bother? There is nothing to 

hope for. We are fated and yet cannot know our fates. Life is a pilgrimage to defeat. 

We strive blindly. Humankind is a chopping block. We are children lost in the 

bush. These attitudes are ubiquitous in Gordon. Whether or not humans might have 

some measure of free will is a question that intrigues Gordon, but like most of the 

questions he asks —and he is always asking the big questions—it is unanswerable. 

The one thing we do have, the one thing that we can know and perhaps even value, 

is our owm inner natures. It is true that those natures may be corrupt. Orion in 

Gordon's verse-drama "Ashtaroth" claims that Christianity did not finally kill off the 

pagan gods; they have been reborn in the hearts of men. But nevertheless, our spirits 

are still heroic. Gordon offers a model of heroism that is not dependent on what one 

does, and even less on whether one wins or loses in the battles of life; rather, 

Gordon's form of heroism consists in the full realisation of the inner life of the 

individual. It is because one has a fire within that one acts heroically; there is no 

other reason for action in this world. It is because of this concept of heroism that 

sports play such an important part in the life and poetry of Gordon. Sports, like 

poetry, are the expression of the inner, heroic self in a world where Httle else 

matters. "Verses Inspired by 'My Old Black Pipe'" celebrates the Homeric games of 

the Iliad, as a valuable aspect of the epic which school-boys bored with Greek 

usually fail to recognise. According to Gordon, humankind has by nature a 

competitive, combative instinct. The poet in "Ye Wearie Wayfarer" rejects the 

"Puritan elder" who advises him to sing psalms, saying that he takes Da'vid the 

fighter against the Philistines as his model, not David the singer. (20) In looking at 

the New Testament, he praises "the stout apostle / Of the Gentiles, who, / Pagan

like, could cuff and wrestle". (32). War provides an opportunity for this same kind 

of heroic self-expression. War may be a false god who ensnares our senses and our 

souls, says the poet in "Bellona", but it is nonetheless "terribly real" (56) and thus 
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by imphcation a very different god from the unknowable, predestinating Christian 

God. Those who die in battle, or any other heroic assertion, he says, should not be 

mourned. 

So we'll ne'er surrender tamely 
To the ills that throng us fast 

If we must die, let's die gamely; 
Luck may take a turn at last. 

("Thick-Headed Thoughts", 212) 

The plural pronoun which Gordon employs in this very Australian-sounding 

senument suggests that the heroic inner spirit is also something that helps to 

establish a sense of unity with other human beings. In sports or in war we are united 

with each other by a shared inner experience, by the mutual stimulation of our 

spirits. There is in Gordon no overt celebration of mateship: mateship was not 

senfimentalised and identified as a major aspect of Australian culture until around 

the 1890s. But there is instead a celebration of the commonality which can be 

experienced in sports. Other poems of Gordon's claim a similar possibility for 

communion in festive celebration and in love for a woman. Indeed there is a strong 

romantic and even a submerged erotic aspect to some of Gordon's poems. But all of 

these experiences of human communion are recognised as temporary and 

doomed—and, for that reason, very valuable. 

* * * 

Gordon saw something spiritual not only in the souls of human beings, but also in 

nature. Nature, for Gordon, was filled with a spiritual presence, but that spirit was, 

he believed, incomprehensible to humans. Nature is thus mythologised in his 

poetry into an alien other, perhaps hostile, hke summer "with fire and fierce drought 

on her tresses" ("A Dedication", 115), perhaps benign, or a mixture of both, but 

ultimately, whatever its effects, it remains incomprehensible in its essence. Like his 

contemporary in America, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Gordon sees nature as sign. 

There is for Gordon a language embodied in nature, a language which can be seen 

and heard; but where for Emerson nature had a language which served as a sign of 

the spirit and facilitated communication between the Oversoul and individual souls, 
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for Gordon the language of nature, especially in Australia, is a foreign tongue which 

cannot be understood. The eucalypts of Australia "Seem carved, like weird columns 

Egyptian, /With curious device - quaint inscription. /And hieroglyph strange". ("A 

Dedication" 116) No one has discovered the Rosetta stone for nature in Australia. 

More than that, Gordon, while recognising within himself a desire to interpret the 

voice of nature, at the same time believes that even if he could understand it, such 

knowledge might be of no use: 

The wail of the breeze m the bending trees 
Is something between a laugh and a groan; 

And the hollow roar of the surf on the shore 
Is a duU, discordant monotone; 

I wish I could guess what sense they express. 
There's a meaning, doubtless, in every sound. 

Yet no one can tell, and it may be as well— 
Whom would it profit? the world goes round! 

("Cui Bono", 53) 

The sea is, for Gordon, the primary image of this ahen voice. The sea is the 

other: 

Man's works are graven, cunning and skilful 
On earth, where his tabernacles are; 

But the sea is wanton, the sea is wilful. 
And who shall mend her and who shall mar? 

("The Swimmer", 123) 

But the sea itself is also subject to fate, and in that at least, it is on a level with 

mankind. In "The Song of the Surf the poet wonders whether at the moment of 

death the drowned swimmer might have finally been able to interpret the "mystical 

weird-like sound" of the surf. At that point in the poem, the waves actually do speak 

— not, however, to the drowned man, but to the poet, to assure him that his quest 

for an explanation is foolish. Both the power and restrictions of the waves are subject 

to a will that is beyond their control, and to which they are stoically obedient. "Litfle 

it matters to us, and naught it matters to thee" they tell him. (59) In "Doubtful 

Dreams" Christ's admonition to "Consider the lilies, / They toil not, neither do spin", 

becomes a lesson in stoic apathy, as do the concluding words of the gloria: 
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"Nor for mortal toihng nor spinning 
Will the matters of mortals mend; 

As it was so in the beginning. 
It shall be so in the end". (158) 

In "Whisperings in Wattle-Bough" the "breezes go and come / With an apathy 

that mocks at man's distress". (60). 

But these occasional personifications of nature and lessons taken from it are 

intended primarily to underline our ignorance and nature's apparent indifference. 

If Gordon makes analogies between humankind and nature, the result is a sense of 

shared ignorance. "Can the creature fathom the creature / "Whose Creator is 

fathomless?" asks the poet in "Quare Fatigasti". (80) Nature is not so much a sign of 

God as of our ignorance of God and, indeed, of our ultimate ignorance of nature 

itself 

The opportunities for positive analogies between humans and nature became 

much stronger when Gordon wrote of animals, and the horse in particular provided 

the possibihty of a strong link between humans and nature. Gordon's career as a 

rider, and his career as a poet, were not separate. The horse for Gordon was second 

only to humankind on the scale of creation. Given the low esteem Gordon has for 

humans, that is not necessarily high praise, but it does provide the basis for a 

sympathetic identification between humankind and animal, and it is such an 

identification that led to Gordon later being called "The Laureate of the Centaurs". 

The central valuable attribute which we share with the horse is "The fever, the 

fullness of animal life" ("Ye Wearie Wayfarer", 28). Animal vitality becomes in 

Gordon something one can assert in the face of an unknown fate and an alien world. 

Horse and rider together can both become inspired —become filled with spirit. If 

the stoic is thrown back completely on his inner resources, such animal vitality is a 

major resource for him. And the result of this stimulation of the spirit is not merely 

excitement. The experience of this vitahty is morally elevating; it can help make a 

horseman a good man. 

But the stimulant which the horseman feels. 
When he gallops fast and straight 

To his better nature most appeals 
And Charity conquers hate. 

("Ye Wearie Wayfarer", 16) 
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Indeed, this stimulant can help create a superior race, and Gordon asserts that 

the superiority and even the survival of the Anglo-Saxon race is closely related to 

that race's horsemanship, to its chivalry. For Gordon personally, the chase, the race, 

the difficult jump were all opportunities to demonstrate to himself and to others the 

sincerity and validity of his beliefs. The recklessness for which he was so famous as 

a rider was not a result of Gordon posing as a Byronic hero challenging fate to do its 

worst to him; rather, it was the result of a true stoic fatalism taking the challenges 

as they came, without fear and without hope, and assuming the consequences to be 

foreordained or at least unavoidable. He was brave and courageous on horseback, 

but those qualities were the direct result of stoic indifference combined with animal 

vitality. It was the jump itself that mattered, more than whether or not it was a 

successful one. To die on horseback in the midst of the battle would be a good 

death. ("Hippodromania", 84) 

It has been said that Gordon as a rider trusted to his horse, particularly since 

his very poor eyesight gave him little other option. The identification with, and 

surrender of control to, the animal is nowhere more evident than in "The Last Leap", 

where the fallen horse must be shot by the poet, who in doing so envies the horse's 

fate: 

With the flash that ends thy pain 
Respite and oblivion blest 

Come to greet thee. 1 in vain 
Fall: I rise to fall again: 

Thou hast fallen to they rest— 
And thy fall is best! (80) 

Gordon here ironically inverts the Christian paradox of the fortunate fall, in the 
same manner in which he had altered the significance of the parable of the lilies and 
the doxology. That Gordon would one day put a gun to his own head might perhaps 
have been anticipated by readers of this poetry, though Gordon's friend Kendall tells 
us, in his memorial poem, that contemporary readers missed "The mournful 
meaning of the undersong" (354), the suicidal subtext behind the vitalist surface. 

At the end of "The Swimmer" these attitudes about the sea and horses are 
metaphorically combined in an image of the waves as white horses which the poet 
would hke to ride: 
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Oh! brave white horses! you gather and gallop. 
The storm sprite loosens the gusty reins; 

Now the stoutest ship were the frailest shallop, 
In your hollow backs, or your high arch'd manes. 

I would ride as never a man has ridden. 
In your sleepy, swirling surges hidden. 
To gulfs foreshadow'd through straits forbidden. 

Where no light wearies and no love wanes. (126) 

Gordon here seeks a final ride into the depths of the sea, into that ultimate 

other, death. 

* * * 

"We know not whether they slumber / Who waken on earth no more". 

("Doubtful Dreams" 160) Death is for Gordon even more of an unknown than 

nature, yet his poetry returns repeatedly to speculations about what lies beyond life, 

always denying real faith in any particular view of death that he puts forward, yet 

creating a pattern which clearly indicates what Gordon wished death to be: a sleep 

and a forgetting. 

Achilles, in "Podus Okus" has seen enough slaughter, and has come to see life 

and death as Gordon does throughout his poetry: "the bravest and the best / Lightly 

fall—it matters little; / Now I only long for rest". (3) "Gone", Gordon's poem on the 

death of the explorer Burke, presents Burke's death in the wilderness as the 

archetype of the good death. The dead explorer has gone "where we all must go" (7); 

and the ambiguity of that line, which is repeated at the end of each stanza, is not an 

ironic one. "Where we all must go" is open to speculation; the only certainty in the 

expression is the commonality of the experience. On the question of whether the 

dead have any interest in the living, Gordon is more certain than usual here, though 

he still phrases his argument as a question: "Can the spirit feel for the senseless clay 

/When it once has gone where we all must go?" (8). Burke met his fate "steady and 

straight" (9) and with a gun in his hand. Gordon forbids tears for such a death 

("Shall we sigh for one who has ceased to sigh"), and he wishes a similar end for all 

of us. "He fought against odds, he struggled up hill, / He has fairly earned his season 

of rest". The commonality celebrated in the poem includes within it the poet's own 

identification with his hero. 

The dying bushman of "The Sick Stockrider" is certain that "1 should live the 
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same life over, if 1 had to live again; / And the chances are I go where most men go". 

(122) He imagines death as a slumber during which his spirit remains below, 

becoming part of the landscape where he lived; the end of the poem is unusual in 

Gordon in its willingness to entertain at least a conditional possibility of continuing 

consciousness after death, though that consciousness is only of the continuity of life 

after the speaker has died: 

Let me slumber in the hollow where the wattle blossoms wave. 
With never stone or rail to fence my bed; 

Should the sturdy station children pull the bush flowers on my grave, 
I may chance to hear them romping overhead. (122) 

When death comes, there is no point in trying to avoid it, or any good reason 

to do so. The knight in "Confiteor" has reached the zenith of stoic indifference and 

declares: 

I've nothing now to hope or to dread. 
And with fate 1 can fairly cope; 

Were the waters closing over my head, 
1 should scarcely catch at a rope. (62) 

"Ars longa" presents life as a pilgrimage to defeat, from which God reprieves us 

by death. (76-78). "De Te" tentatively proposes that "death absolves or cures / The 

sin of life" though the poet immediately recognises the moral danger inherent in 

such a theology and ends with a more conventional hope for divine mercy on sin 

(140). 

Perhaps, like the dead rider in "The Roll of the Kettledrum", Gordon himself 

"was never more happy in life than in death". (109) 

After Gordon, many of these attitudes became commonplaces in Australian 

literature and part of the accepted image of the typical Australian, particularly the 

typical Australian male. At times this image became a stereotype, but one kept alive 

by its sufficient.conformity to reality. Gordon-like voices are adopted by many later 

Australian writers, though usually with a difference. Henry Lawson's narrative 

voice, for example, may strike poses of stoic indifference, declaring that nothing in 

his stories really matters, but the reader is fully aware that the lives and suffering of 

the Australian battlers in Lawson's works are intended to matter a great deal, if only 
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because of the common humanity we share with these characters and the sympathy 

we have for their hardships. When Gordon, on the other hand, says that "life is 

mostly froth and bubble", he is not being ironic. Australia's national song. Banjo 

Patterson's "Waltzing Matilda", which all but became the national anthem, is about 

the suicide of a Gordon-like rebel against authority, whose ghost remains in the 

billabong like the spirit of Gordon's stockrider under the wattle. 

The attempt by writers and artists to find a mythology appropriate to the 

spiritually alien landscape of Australia continued throughout the nineteenth century 

and is in some ways still going on. The search for a valid Australian mythology was 

particularly intense at the end of the nineteenth century, when Australian painters 

attempted to give a symbolic expression to the landscape. The one mythology that 

clearly would not work was the Christian one; nineteenth-century Australian 

painting has no "Rest on the Flight to Echuca"; and "The Light of the World" was 

not the light which Australian artists perceived in the bush. Instead, they turned, 

like Gordon, to classical mythology for images to embody the spirit of this country; 

they also found some inspiration in Aboriginal myth. But, as A.G. Stephens said of 

rehgion in Austraha, the spirit of Australia alters everything. Sidney Long in "Pan" 

(1898) depicted the god of nature with his satyrs and nymphs in an Australian 

landscape, but the painting is awkward, the figures in their poses almost expressing 

surprise and uncertainty at finding themselves in such a place. Long himself later 

came to reject the intent of this painting, saying that "the Australian artist will never 

be able to people the bush with nymphs, or the rivers with naiads, unless he invents 

a special Australian brand.... They will never look convincing among the gum 

trees". Long's "The Spirit of the Plains" (1897) solved the problem by creating the 

mythological spirit as a real human being, a naked woman with a pipe, leading a 

group of brolgas, themselves also true to nature, though arranged in an art nouveau 

arc (Astbury, 174). When Arthur Streeton sought to represent "The Spirit of the 

Drought" as a mythological figure, he turned to the poetry of Gordon and painted 

"fire and fierce drought on her tresses" in a landscape where: 

8. Quoted in Leigh Astbury, Sunlight and Shadow, Sydney & London: Bay Books, 1989,174. 
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Insatiable Summer oppresses 
Sere woodlands and sad wildernesses. 

And faint flocks and herds. (Astbury, 165) 

It was Norman Lindsay, however, who most strikingly used classical mythology 

to confront Australia with the implications of its own suppressed pagan nature. "The 

picnic gods" (1907) is nothing if not confrontational. As in most of Lindsay's 

mythological paintings and drawings, the gods in an Australian landscape become 

threatening, erotic, Bacchic creatures who nevertheless belong to the landscape in 

the way that the human figures, with their European refinement, repressions and 

guilt, do not. Even those works of Lindsay's where the gods are not confronting 

humans, are still confrontations of the sensibihties of the viewer. Pan, in "The satyr's 

pipe" (c. 1912) looks out from the drawing directly at the viewer, his eyebrows 

raised and his head tilted defiantly to one side, while the nymph is fenced off from 

the viewer by the bulk of the satyr and the line of goats. She has no interest in us, 

but watches the satyr in erotic ennui. 

When Bernard O'Dowd wanted a modem Christ figure for his poetry, he chose 

Bacchus. "1 am the gift of tongues that flame" declares O'Dowd's Bacchus. 

My rage that lit the cold Greek brow 
And burned from Orphic lyre. 

Flames down the years to Tolstoi now 
And back to Celtic fire. 

I am the surging Energy 
No wintry Law can tame: 

Nay, the god that overpowers me 
Is Bacchus save in name. 

The god of Australia is Dionysius. 

In some ways the old Australian is almost gone now—the Gordon sort: the 

bronzed, wiry, weatherwom bushman, the ANZAC who went to World War 1 not 

so much out of patriotism but with the same spirit which inspired Gordon to leap 

his horse over the fence at the Blue Lake on to a ledge he could barely see, the quiet 

The Poems of Bernard O'Dowd, Melbourne & Sydney: Lothian Publishing, 1941, 142. 
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little old men one used to see at the footy, or the racetrack or the pub who would 

talk if one wanted them to and sit contentedly silent if one didn't, who would win 

or lose at the horses and walk away with the same half smile, who looked beaten by 

the battle of hfe, but weren't. 

But maybe they are not gone. Australia has a high suicide rate among young 

males today that is very hard to explain in a relatively affluent, peaceful, developed 

country. The memory of Gordon's suicide has had a profound influence on many 

twentieth-century Austrahan waiters. Randolph Stow, for example, in his 

autobiographical novel The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea, recalls how gro'wing up in 

Geraldton, Western Australia, in the 1940's, he was powerfully affected as a young 

child by hearing the story of Gordon's death: "Adam Lindsay Gordon shot himself, 

he thought. And some other Poet hanged himself with his stockwhip. He supposed 

that their bones were stiU out there, with Leichardt's, bleaching in hot tragic 

Australia. Australia was a good country for Poets, he thought. It was sad, like 

Poets". ̂ ° 

When Adam Lindsay Gordon in 1870, suffering as he was from chronic pain, 

from financial loss, from the death of his only child, still in many ways an exile from 

home, kissed his wife goodbye and walked to Melbourne's Brighton Beach, where 

he put a bullet through his head, he was dying in the high Roman fashion, but— 

unfortunately—just as Gordon's life and works have seemed for generations of 

Australians to represent their nanonal identity, so too his death looks like a very 

Australian death as well. 

10. London: Martin Seeker & Warburg, 1984, 93-94. First published 1965. 
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Shorebreak 

E very day, Chad slept. He dreamed of a low beach break, cutting back into 

the lip and finding air. He would bring the board close to his chest and 

spin into a reverse, shifting his weight to his back foot and following with 

the shoulders. In the dream, he never came down. The air was clean and he ripped 

into it. 

There were other dreams, too, dreams welling from the bizarre familiarity of 

home. 

The walls of his bedroom were still hidden beneath five-dollar posters and 

pages pulled from surfing magazines. If he showered too long, water seeped from 

the bathroom into a semi-circle of discoloured carpet in the passage. There were 

school texts in the bookcase and biscuits in the kitchen. The roof issued a loud 

crack as the temperature rose or fell. Alderbury Street sounds filtered through 

flyscreens the way they always had: Perry Lakes birds, a cicada, mowers and the 

mbbish truck. Even a couple of kids, incessant like Katie and Gen, years ago, the 

way he remembered them all the lime he was away. 

Sometimes, too, there was the quiet locking of horns when his parents came 

together in the family room. Cricket on television and their cups of tea, sharing the 

futility of anger. That was one thing he didn't remember. Resentment, and anger. 

Chad wondered whether he should. 

Grounded by the accident, plucked from skies linking beaches and the chance 

of a surfing dollar, Chad wondered whether, in the tubular experience of growing 

up, he had been oblivious to their patterns. What had he missed, then and since, 

checking in at airline terminals and hotels as "Nobby" Spencer, pro-surfer? In seven 

years on the tour, the longest he had stayed at Alderbury Street was four days one 

Christmas. The overdecorated house had been full of Gen's mates, school leavers 

waiting for results, agog at meeting the local surfing legend, as well as Katie's up-
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themselves hiends from the Academy of Performing Arts. Chad ate too much, 

drank whenever his Dad judged the sun to be over the yard-arm, caught up with 

old and increasingly boring mates, and dozed away the effects of Hawaii and his 

parents' hospitality. If there were undercurrents, he had glided across them. 

Now, the house was still. Katie had withdrawn from the family into a television 

career and Gen was living near the river, suddenly intent on transforming herself 

into an Olympic rower. The tendrils of the girls' chatter had been stripped from the 

solid, immovability of their parents, exposing unnoticed lines and cracks. 

Christmas had been packed away on Boxing Day with only a grog-shop range of 

atcohoUc drinks to show for it. January days warmed a routine of physiotherapy, 

swimming, walking laps of the pool and sleep, dreaming in a muted house where 

once, with testosterone rising and wax under his feet, all Chad's dreams had been 

born. 

* * * 

Chlorinated blue swished around him and miniature waves smacked into the lane 

ropes like kisses. Lap twelve. He lifted his knees and strode forward with the grace 

of a slow motion replay. 

"Hey, Nobby! That's a novel way of getting there..." 

Chad looked over to the edge of the pool. "Well, I'll be fucked. Stewie Mahon. 

Always the smartarse. How's it going?" 

"Yeah, good, mate. Finished my studies, which is a bonus." 

"Medicine, wasn't it...? A fucken doctor, eh? Just what 1 need." 

"Yeah, actually I heard you did yourself some damage. It'sfame, mate. Mum 

heard something on the radio, I think, and Mick ran into one of the girls just before 

Christmas. What's the story?" 

"Not too bloody good. Popped a knee hgament in Durban, going backhand off 

the lips." He grinned fleetingly at the mention of a favourite manoeuvre. 

"Which one, do you know?" 

"Course I fucken know, my left one!" Stew didn't smile, so Chad added 

quickly: "Nah, I know what you mean. Cruciate, unfortunately." 

"Anterior or posterior?" 

"You want to know my jock size as well? The first thing you said, I think. Is 

that the front one? They did the surgery and now I just do what I'm told. Plenty of 

exercise but no pushing it, and no getting back on a board for at least six months. 
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maybe even a year. Some wanker in Tracks reckons I'll never get back." 

"Jeez. That must be hard to take." 

Chad ducked under a lane rope and leaned on the drain at the pool's edge. He 

squeezed his nose between forefinger and thumb while Stew dropped to his 

haunches to listen. 

"You're telling me." Chad rolled his eyes in affirmation. "I'm twenty-six next 

month, but hey, I was five years in the Top 44 and I've always looked after myself. 

And look at guys hke Carroll and Curren. The hardest part is money. If you don't 

surf, the sponsorship goes. Outside the WCT it's a grind..." 

He stopped abmptly, realising he was saying more than he needed to. These 

were thoughts he had not articulated before, daunting visions of the long road back 

even after the knee was repaired. One step at a time, Chad reminded himself. 

"So, anyway," he said, "what are you doing here?" 

Stew patted his belly, a pale slope sprouting dark curls above his outgrown 

racers. "Gotta do something about this, ay. Beck put the hard word on me. Hey, 

did you know 1 got married?" 

Gen hadn't mentioned anything. The only news he'd heard about the Mahon 

family was that Sally was in London. 

"Anyhow, speaking of Becky, why don't you come round and meet her? I'll give 

you a bell and we'll do dinner." 

Chad nodded, surprised by this turn of conversation. Gen and Sally Mahon 

had been best friends since primary school, but he and Stew belonged in different 

circles. Stew's destiny was always medicine or law, whereas Nobby Spencer, at 

sixteen or seventeen, was emerging from grommetdom and cutting his teeth in Pro-

Am. Although they were more than nodding acquaintances. Stew wouldn't know 

one fin arrangement from another. 

"Where are you staying?" 

"Yeah, well, I'm lying low back home at the moment, actually." Chad grimaced. 

"It's like, convenient. You know, handy for the rehab." He thought of his coach's 

advice: live cheap so you can do the rounds as soon as you're fit-

Stew nodded sympathetically, walking around to the starting blocks and 

aligning his goggles. 

"Catch ya. Nobby." 

He launched himself high, plopped in, and began a slow, rolling freestyle. He 

was a good enough bloke. Oh well, Chad thought, maybe it would be good to start 

getting out. 
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* * * * 

Their primary form of argument was silence. Opinions were expressed civilly, with 

level eyes and voices restrained by thirty years. Okay, one of them would say, 

finally, and the minimalism would commence, pared-down pleasantries and days of 

shadowy disengagement. 

The evening Stew rang, Mrs. Spencer answered the phone in the music room 

and called for Chad in a soprano projected about the blare of the TV. 

"Give our love to Sally," Chad heard his mother say as he had picked up the 

upstairs receiver. 

"Yeah, I will, if 1 ever get round to writing to her," Stew replied, and Mrs. 

Spencer cheerio-ed with a false, sociable laugh. 

Later, Chad joined his father watching the day-night match from Sydney. It 

was a delayed telecast and he already knew the result, from the upstairs radio, 

pretending ignorance to create the illusion of something shared. Together, they 

analysed another Australian run-out and apportioned blame. 

"It's Waugh. You watch him, he does it all the time." 

"Yeah, but that time it was his call. Healy hesitated." 

Mrs. Spencer emerged to pour herself some herbal tea. Encouraged by Chad's 

presence in the loungeroom, she placed her mug beside an empty beer bottle and 

sat in her leather recliner, disinterestedly observing the small, colourful figures 

moving around the smooth, green mat. One of his mother's handicaps in life, Chad 

thought, was her inability to enjoy or understand sport. After ten years, she still 

hadn't bothered to learn how surfing competitions were scored, which events were 

important, or even which way was goofy. The most depressing thing about staying 

at Alderbury Street was her habit of quietly nagging about "his career," not the 

surfing one but whatever it was he might decide to do when the tour became 

impossible. She had been incredulous about Gen's adolescent involvement in 

athletics, and now openly scoffed at her daughter's rowing ambitions. 

"All that effort!" she told a cousin at Christmas, without admiration. Gen had 

smiled, patiently. 

Chad's father seemed to be ignoring his wife's presence, but the trickle of his 

cricket wisdom suddenly dried up. Bill Lawry was on his own, the most articulate 

vertex of a fragile quadrangle. 

"That was nice of Stewart to ring, wasn't it?" Mrs. Spencer said finally, mid-

over, insensitive to the delicacy of the situation at the SCG. "It'd be nice if you 
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Started seeing some of your old mates again. Gee, hasn't he done well!" 

Mr. Spencer glanced at Chad. "Who, Sally's brother? Why, what's he been up 

to?" 

"Well, he finished Med. He's married, too, poor bastard." 

Chad said this lightly, an involuntary afterthought. 

"Chad! What a stupid thing to say." 

His mother's tone raised Chad's hackles. He was trying to become immune to 

her overractions, but the severity of the admonition seemed, in present 

circumstances, offensive and absurd. His father leaned forward and picked up his 

beer glass, smirking, knowing she hadn't finished. 

"Your trouble is, you don't realise you have to grow up!" 

"Oh, ease up, Janine," her husband warned, his eyes still fixed on the cricket. 

She lowered her voice before continuing her assault. 

"You take yourself so seriously, don't you, Chad, but deep down you think life 

is all waves and surfie chicks. 1 know, I've seen your magazines, with all that 'surf 

ya life away' nonsense. You actually believe that, don't you? If you woke up to 

yourself, you'd see that they are just marketing a lifestyle because of what it sells." 

Chad knew that there was some truth in this, but was outraged that she 

assumed him to be so completely naive. Sarcasm was an old defence. 

"Wow. Really heavy. Mum. Like, deep. 1 didn't realise you'd, hke, thought it 

through. Course, I am a dumb bastard. I don't have the brains to do that." With the 

baring of this wound, he adopted a more combative tone. "Yeah. I do take surfing 

seriously. And so do milhons of other people in this world. I'm fucken professional, 

so why wouldn't I?" 

Mr. Spencer chuckled, nervously, but his wife recoiled. The F-word. 

"There's no need for that, Chad," she said, injured. 

"Anyhow, how the hell did 1 come into this? All I did was make some crack 

about Stewie, didn't I?" 

"At least he's trying to build a life for himself." 

Chad rose. Staying would get him deeper into argument, leave him wearing the 

same old load of disapproval. 

"I may as well let you revel in the joy of your own perfect life, then," he 

murmured as he reached the stairs. 

* * * 
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Curled up, years ago, in darkness under his blankets. Downstairs, Katie was 

practising the piano. He knew his mother was there, watching her girly fingers. 

Chad pretended he was a foal, kicking in the womb. It was warm, he could hear the 

world and it was so warm. 

Katie played easily, and Gen was learning too, scales too loud, the tempo all 

wrong. When the girls were still babies, Mrs. Spencer had begun teaching Chad, 

gently at first, sing-song, and then with flat frustration. She became insistent, 

working up to the repetition of instructions in shrill, threatening tones. One day, 

she gave up. 

There was one thing the boy remembered: E-G-B-D-F. Every Good Boy Deserves 

Fruit. 

* * * 

Chad arrived in a taxi with munchies and a bottle of wine, expecting to be ushered 

inside. Instead, Stew and his skinny wife were dressed for the night and locked the 

door behind them, announcing that they had a table at Matilda Bay. The 

misunderstanding irritated him. He checked the contents of his wallet, noticing as 

he did that Rebecca seemed equally annoyed, embarrassed by Stew's failure to make 

the invitation explicit. She apologised profusely, the sweetness and sincerity of her 

cultured voice calming Chad by the time they reached Stew's Merc. 

A waiter accepted the bottle, politely emphasising that the restaurant was, in 

fact, licenced, and they were shown to decking overlooking the wide, black Swan. 

The quiet city was visible across the water, tall buildings in a cluster beyond the 

scrubby rump of Mt. Eliza. Chad and Rebecca were still identifying landmarks when 

the wine was delivered open, a twelve-dollar white scmtinised by Stew without 

comment until, during entree, he ordered an expensive red from the wine list. 

They relaxed into the indulgence of the alcohol, oysters and lobster. Rebecca, 

Chad discovered, had been a ballet dancer, her career aborted by back injury, and 

her questions grasped the importance of dreams and the fear and frustration of 

physical impediment. She recalled her depression, the haze of a year drinking, the 

difficulty of readjustment. Her spidery arms seemed to accentuate her frailty, but 

there was conviction and wisdom in her wide, moist eyes. 

"I first met Beck at a cocktail party," Stew told Chad. "In those days, she could 

put away more cocktails than the entire Faculty of Medicine at uni. And I'm'telling 

you, that's saying something!" 
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Chad was unaccustomed to drinking wine and, halfway through the main 

course, the deck began to roll adrift on the gentle lap of water beneath them. He 

was half m love with Beck, moved by her belief in his ability to retum to the 

rankings, the importance of giving himself that chance. Stew looked on, handsome, 

confident, and benign, dehghting in the red and his intricate knowledge of the 

surgical advances which made sporting comebacks commonplace. Their eating 

slowed and they slouched in their chairs, Chad and Stew puffing out chests over full 

bellies, pleased and comfortable with their acquaintance. 

"How's about Cafe Pavarotti for dessert?" Stew looked at Beck for confirmation. 

"It's in Hampden Road, just around the comer from our place," he explained to 

Chad. "Absolutely awesome sweets, mate. You'll need to starve tomorrow!" 

"And you better swim a few extra laps, my dah-ah-ling," Beck chimed, 

sparkling. "I've told you, I'm not allowing you to have a middle-aged spread until 

you're at least forty." 

Hackett Drive was quiet and the old Mercedes sailed past the university on 

automatic pilot. Chad watched Stew and Beck from the back seat, faces angled left 

in a proprietal inspection of the campus boundary. Their world was not his, and 

their togetherness was something he had only experienced with the sea. On Stirling 

Highway, turning into Hampden Road, Stew rested his hand wearily on Beck's thigh 

and Chad saw her envelop it with her long, pale fingers. Woozily jealous, be 

imagined them in bed, man and wife, and then himself in Stew's place. For all the 

sex with all the girls in all the places he had been, this was another planet. Chad 

remembered the argument with his mother: poor bastard. He leaned against the 

window and lifted his injured leg on to the seat with a sigh. 

"You right there. Nobby?" Stew called back. 

"Yes, Dad" 

Stew's Merc closed them in as they cruised for a kerbside opening. Chad made 

soft noises, the kid in the back, trying to imitate the distant breaking of waves. 

* * * 

When he dreamed, the accident never happened. There were times he was smacked 

but he never got hurt. Sometimes, he was wailing, clearheaded as he brought off raw 

carves and floaters he couldn't believe. One afternoon he woke, his sweat mingled 

with the morning's chlorine, confused by a memory of desperate grovelling in white 

water, no longer scoring but conscious of a brown-skinned girl watching from some 
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rocks. He thought about her, tried to place her. Finally, he recognised her as a 

physio student who sat in during one of his rehab sessions. In the dream, the knee 

was fine and never otherwise. She was waiting for him. 

* * * 

Cafe Pavarotti was quiet and they sat inside, watching the pizza oven with their 

steaming drinks and rich food. Chad's coffee countered the effects of the •wine as the 

conversation drifted to their families. 

"I see Katie on TV now and then," Stew said. 

"And he always says, 'She went to our school', as if he hasn't told me before!" 

"Yeah, she's doing well for herself. Mum goes wild about it." 

"But she is good, though, she comes over really wefl..." 

Five older people had settled outside at one of the umbrella-skewered tables on 

the pavement. Chad recognised one of the women as an old friend of his mother, 

and then he saw that his mother was also there. Laughter hung in the air around 

them like a summer mist. A man with wire-framed glasses and long white hair 

conducted the final bars of a piece they all knew, holding the penultimate note with 

Spike Milligan lampoonery. The group applauded, turning to each other with 

uninhibited mouths and horse teeth and glasses slipping from glee-contorted faces. 

Chad saw his mother double over, hysterical, resting her hand on the arm of the 

white-haired man. Never had he seen her so unburdened. 

"Back in a minute." 

Chad scraped his chair back. Stew and Beck puzzled as he sauntered outside. 

"Well, I never!" Mrs. Spencer said, calling the group to attention. "This is my 

famous son... You remember Geraldine Bums, don't you Chad? This is John..." 

"Pleased to meet you." 

"This is Lois... and this is Patrick. We've all been out to the most wonderful 

recital at Winthrop Hah." 

"I've heard all about you, Chad" said Lois, winking. "What a marvellous life it 

must be for a young man, travelling the world, free as a bird..." 

"With women thro-wing themselves at you." Patrick added dreamily, still 

looking like Spike Milligan. 

"And why notl" Lois asked. "Look at him! He's gorgeous, no wonder you're so 
proud of him, Janine!" 

"I'm with Stew Mahon and his wife. Mum, I'U catch you on the way out." 
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Chad smiled at Stew and Beck apologetically. "Can't get away from her," he 

said. "My mother, here of all places." 

They drained their mugs, paid at the register and exchanged pleasantries with 

the group for a few moments before leaving. 

As Stew unlocked the Merc, Chad was amused by the thought of walking back 

and asking his mother for a lift home. He glanced back, up the street to the cafe. 

From that distance, the people sitting outside seemed almost faceless, any group of 

people of any age, with shared mirth and private sorrows, their public selves and 

inner lives. Had he really seen her, was it really her? Thinking through the 

transformations involved was bewildering, unnerving. At what point did she change 

back into the Alderbury Street version, frustrated by his choices and dissatisfied 

with her own? How did she do it? How long had she been doing it? He thought 

of her without anger. He thought of her with pity. 

"I'll call a cab from your place, guys," he said. 

"Nah, fuck off Nobby. We'll drive you." 

Now, they drove in silence. 

"Take care, Chad," Beck said when they arrived, twisting round to kiss him on 

the cheek. 

"Yeah, good to see ya. Nobby." 

The Merc stafled, was revved back into service, and disappeared around the 

comer into Brookdale Street. Stew and Beck, bound together by love and hope and 

possibilities. Nobby Spencer, alone with his terminal career and crashing dreams. 

The old house stood silent, dark and unwelcoming, with its neat bricks and the 

mortar of obligation. 

* * * 

The worst of them were real, thoughts he might have had waking or dozing through 

long Alderbury Street aftemoons. The worst was knowing there were opportunities 

missed, mistakes he would rue forever. 

One time in Hawan, just into the Top 44, the newest of sixteen Aussies and still 

an unknown quantity. They were rolling in eight to ten foot at Sunset, lumps of 

water to cmsh you. He was scoring high early and took out a young Brazilian in the 

quarters. To go up against Occhilupo in a semi final was a thrill, but on his second 

wave there was too much weight up front going into the bottom turn. The fins didn't 

settle and he started losing it as the board began to track. He tried to stomp the fins 
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in, rocking from rail to rail, but the front foot was just wrong and there was no 

release. He fell aside and the board shot ahead on its strap. Then he was sucked up 

the face and pitched over the falls, the board between his legs like a giant dildo. 

Losing to Occy was fine, but whenever he remembered it, each time it came 

back, there was the feeling of losing more. The weight distribution thing, that failure 

to adjust: it was all focus, a lack of self respect. It was the hole in his head which no 

one saw, and it wouldn't go away. 

* * * 

Chad moved through the house, knowing the darkness, avoiding the obstacles. He 

took his wettie and his stash and an old squaretaU which had stood in the corner of 

his room for three years. He went downstairs holding the board upright, awkward 

as a partner in Year Eight dancing classes, and felt around in the fruitbowl for the 

keys to his father's ute. 

He was out. Somewhere in the night he would find a wave, somewhere off 

these strange home shores he would find an answer. It could do its worst. The leg 

felt good, but it made no promises. 

Before morning, Chad would know whether it was time to start again, or time 

for starting over. 
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Bruce Dawe 

In Absentia 

what I notice most now 
is each day's soundlessness 
—talking to the dog, the cats 
does not diminish it; 
behind every sound 
there is its ghostly pacman 
gobbling it up. 

The familiar padded 
fumiture of the spirit 
has been repossessed 
and the walls have become 
blank spaces where meaningful 
images once spoke. 

In the garden I am 
continually trying to find 
in the branches of trees 
the secret face 
as in a children's puzzle 
but without any luck. 

Meals, clothes, bed, the busy 
exercise-machines of living, 
are already beginning to gather 
infinitesimal dust. 
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What to do next.... 

To lock the front door for the last time, to walk 
down the front steps to the path, to open the gate and close it (softly), 
to go away as if leaving a dream with the gentle entrance of morning light 

like a family servant, 
to travel south as once you travelled north 
in a silent epic screening for you only, 
to enter a future that has never heard of you and doesn't really care 
from a past too well-known to be lived in forever, 
to do a polite impersonal violence to your context, 
to convert sub-text into text, 
to step into new shops as if into Brobdmgnag, 
to try your rasty dialect and your curious face on neighbours 

for whom you have suddenly just sprouted hke a week from Mars 
to travel on buses and trains and trams wdth all the apprehension 

of the first Comanche gripping a Spanish horse between his knees, 
to leave present friends fluttering like confetti at a wedding and wave 

a sadly inadequate goodbye to such goodness and kindness 
blurring in your rear-vision mirror, 

to listen in the long night-hours to new meanings rising in the dark 
like mists whose dew will record your footsteps in the morning 

—to draw up a new blueprint in the hope that it may one day 
salvage from the broken bricks, the fallen masonry, 

the charred timbers 
sufficient worthwhile materials to make a home, 

to swing around just about now 
and start walking... 
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Picnic at Forster 

can't remember getting from the headland to the blanket where daddy's head 

rested in mummy's lap while she stroked his hair and smiled at him. What I do 

remember is that they were surrounded by the iced chocolate cake we'd been 

promised for afternoon tea in its plastic container, the tartan-patterned thermos 

flask and jar of milk and cups that waited for mummy and daddy, and the plates left 

from lunch. 

I'd thought mummy and daddy would make it right but daddy made me tell 

him twice about the stranger, just to make sure 1 wasn't fibbing and he shouted at 

me because I started to cry and took so long to tell it. 1 didn't like telling him—it 

made me feel as though it was all happening again. Before 1 had finished he had 

snatched up the picnic blanket, everything bundled in it and threw it all higglety 

pigglety into the car. He did the same with me, my sister and mummy, and he 

slammed the doors so quickly that he nearly caught my mother's fingers in his 

hurry. She drew back as though they really had been crushed and curled them up 

near her mouth. In my belly 1 felt what that hurt might have been. 

Daddy didn't notice. His eyes kept looking away like he wanted to be running 

up that headland 

Mummy's car window was still open. Daddy was pacing around like an angry 

lion, and then with big strides he came round to her side of the car, stuck his head 

in through the opening until his face was so close she had to pull her head back to 

see him. He snarled, "Don't any of you move, not one of you," and his finger 

pounded right into mummy's chest. "And shut this window!" His face was screwed 

up so he no longer looked like my daddy, he looked more a stranger than the one 

on the chff top. And 1 feh oh so tired. 

"Let's forget it, nothing happened, just a fright. Please, let's go home." Mummy 

pleaded, her voice croaky and tight, maybe she was crying, but daddy walked away 
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as though he hadn't heard. Then mummy called out, "Don't do anything silly, 

please. Are you listening? Remember, the girls were only frightened. Please. Don't 

make things worse." Mummy's voice made me really scared. 

Daddy picked up a branch of a tree. It was thick and heavy and he swung it over 

his head like a club then pounded it into the ground with a thunk that shook the 

car and went right through my body. Daddy had wanted the stranger to be that 

piece of ground and I wanted to spew. As he ran off towards the low trees where 

we'd been playing Mummy began to moan. 1 said "It's all right mummy please don't 

cry," but she didn't seem to hear me though she did stop moaning. 

There is nothing like an adult to spoil kids' fun. The stranger's voice made me look 

up, and there he was, like a marionette who'd escaped his strings, long dangley legs 

that kept on moving, big eyes that darted here and there, and a funny loose mouth. 

He must have been standing in the bushes watching us play. He had a strange, son 

of sad look on his face, though he forced a smile when he saw us looking at him, 

one of those all teeth and tight lipped ones you do for your school photograph. 

Maybe he was lonely, maybe he saw us having fun and wanted to join in but knew 

be couldn't because he was a grown-up. Wefl, that was for certain because my sister 

and I were playing our o'wn special game, and it was for no-one else, only us two. 

Anyway, grown ups don't play make-beheve, not usually. 

"1 have just climbed up that cliff," he told us. He was puffing and panting, quite 

over doing it, 1 thought. He must have badly wanted us to believe that he'd been 

very clever, and he even pointed behind him to show us where that cliff was, like 

we didn't know. Well, daddy had already showed it to us that morning. 

Daddy had taken us almost to the edge of the cliff and instructed us in his deep calm 

father voice, "Now I don't want you to go anywhere near this. As you can see it's a 

long way down." He'd directed our eyes downwards to the golden sands and white 

topped rollers of the beach ghmmering below, as though God's spothght shined on 

them. "It is very dangerous. Now promise me." Our father had backed these words 

with a stare that was almost as threatening as the cliff itself and directed straight at 

me because I was the older one. My eyes had followed his pointing finger down, 

down, dovm, and saw the beach disappear almost beneath our feet, slipping neatly 

under the clifft What was holding up that piece of headland, I wondered. My 

stomach churned as I imagined how it would feel to be falling, rocks and sod, daddy 
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my sister and me, when it gave way. My head spun, my legs grew weak and 

instinctively 1 had taken two steps backward, while vigorously nodding my head in 

a silent but heartfelt promise not to go near the edge. My sister was oblivious of the 

cliff and the danger. All the time daddy had been lecturing us her eyes had been 

slipping sideways, her fingers pinching my leg and her head pointing out her find. 

Once, when 1 felt free of daddy's stare, 1 looked to see what was attracting her 

attention. It was a tight little mass of stunted trees that filled the low ground behind 

the headland, off to one side from where our car was parked and where we'd dined 

on our picnic luncheon. I knew what she was thinking, what a perfect location for 

her favourite game. I could bet she had already sized it up, how the low growing 

trees would form a perfect roof and the clear ground below would be the plushest 

carpet. Daddy gave us one final warning and left us and she grabbed hold of my 

arms and began jumping up and dovim and dragging me forward. "Come on, come 

on, it's going to be great!" she squealed. 

The bit about the cliff must have worked on us because for a brief moment we 

stopped our imaginary family life, forgot who was Mrs Brown and who was Mrs 

Jones, and looked at him. He seemed to be taller than my daddy and that was 

strange because he didn't have a grown-ups face, really all he looked like was a very 

tall boy pretending to be an adult, especially as he couldn't keep still, and he even 

had a pretend moustache of sweat which he either licked or wiped with the back of 

his hand and then dried that on the leg of his trousers. Gross! But when we stopped 

and looked, he began to babble. 

"Ah, what ya doing kiddoes? Bet you haven't explored all over this place like 

me, ah've been up and down this headland, met all sorts of people, even some guy 

trying to catch fish," he said pointing grandly back somewhere beyond our eyesight. 

Our eyes followed his finger, but there was nothing to see. "1 said to him, hey mister 

how about lettin' me have that fish for my tea, I love fish, but he wouldn't come 

round, lousy bugger, no, wanted it all to hisself Bet he's got hundreds of fish, what 

would one little miserable fish matter, but he kept it to hisself." 

Well, that confirmed it. The cliff bit was all talk, and he was just a nuisance, a 

stupid nuisance at that. 1 thought he'd soon be bored and move on, like most adults 

once they saw we were too young for a decent conversation. Neither or us answered 

him. We stood there like httle statues, trying to outbluff him, give him the hint, 

while our minds wandered, half on what he was saying and half kept slipping back 
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to where we laid out our pretend rooms and thinking of what we might do next. Get 

to the point, I wanted to shout but instead, as we had been taught to behave with 

grown-ups, we politely waited for him to finish whatever he had to say, and 

suppressed our impatience to return to our world of make befieve. 

"You two go to school, well I don't and just as well cos I hate it, teachers hate 

me and I got better things to do, ha ha, like watch you two play, ha ha." He moved 

closer, almost within touching range. We stared back, we waited, would the waiting 

never end? "Ya mum and dad here, ah, having a picnic, lucky buggers." He came 

closer still, until his hand rested lightly on my sister's shoulder. This was not 

normal, this wasn't right. Adults either tell you off or say polite things and move on, 

they don't usually bother with a five and a seven year old. He was making my skin 

itch. 

First I looked at his face. It was the same: flicking eyes, licking tongue, nothing 

that told me what he was really doing. 1 looked at my sister. Her face was blank, her 

eyes were on his face and she didn't move. To me what her face was asking was 

"when are you going, mister?" She was what my mother would describe as a good 

girl, waiting to see what this adult expected of her. What should 1 do? What can a 

kid do against a grown-up? Without knowing why, I moved in closer, wanting to 

grab my sister and pull her away. It made no difference because he continued to talk 

and move until he was between me and her. Right then his face looked even more 

like a boy's, like a new boy at school, eager to be liked, wanting to join in but 

expecting someone to say get lost. I thought, maybe he had grown too fast, maybe 

that's what was odd. Anyway, he was not a boy and that was what made it wrong! 

His hand was still on my sister's shoulder. 

"You been swimming?" he asked but didn't wait for an answer. With a swift 

movement of his hand, he lifted my sister's skirt head-high and asked another 

question. "Got panties on or bathers, eh?" There were strange noises in my head, 

clangmgs and rattlings that blocked out my clear thinking, made my head all fuzzy. 

As quickly as I moved toward him to push him off, his hand moved quicker and my 

sister's panties were hauled to the ground. I could hear my mother's voice in my 

head: that's not right, that was mde, don't undress in public, don't talk to strangers, 

it IS wrong, wrong, wrong, naughty naughty girls. Anger bubbled up inside me, 

adults are supposed to look after children, not make them frightened, go away, stop 

it, let things be like they were, go climb your silly old cliff, leave my sister alone you 

funny looking adult, you. I ran the last few steps towards my sister, my fists 

pounding out at him, but I could not get my legs to move fast enough. Nothing was 
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clear in my head except I must get to my sister and get her away from him. 1 was the 

big sister, to look after her was what I should do, mummy and daddy would be mad 

if I didn't do ft well enough. 

Somewhere in the distance 1 could hear a child's voice screaming. The stranger 

must have heard it too as his head turned this way and that, eyes darting into the 

bushes in front and behind him. Then he was off, a long legged looping run, still ' 

looking more like a boy than a man, crashing and bashing through the ti-trees, back 

the way he came. For a second, though I didn't really care, I wondered if he was 

going back down that cliff. Maybe this time in his hurry he'd fall, and his tall thin 

body would go rushing against the breeze to the beach below, pretending he was 

superman as he swooped down, and he'd land softly on his feet and the golden 

sands would squeeze their gritty grains up between his toes. 

It turned out it was me screaming. As the stranger disappeared 1 stopped and 

wrapped my arms around my sister then I gently pulled her panties back up. That 

was when she started to cry. Too late, 1 thought, because she hadn't moved until 

then, hadn't said anything, just stood there, being a good Ultle girl. 

1 watched daddy until he disappeared up on the headland, heading for the cliff, then 

my mind traced the path he'd taken us along that morning, and remembered the 

overhang and the danger and vidshed it was all over. 

The three of us sat where we'd been put. No-one moved. My sister had been 

sobbing quietly to herself. Mummy didn't nurse her, or say anything nice to make 

her stop, just sat there in silence, sucking her fingers, so we said nothing. We could 

see her looking up towards the scrub and the headland, maybe thinking daddy 

could fall down, and her hand kept clenching and unclenching in her lap. It was 

growing dark. Maybe daddy will get lost m the darkness, and how would he see the 

cliff edge, how would he stop himself dropping. That must be a kid's worry because 

1 felt certain it wasn't the cliff mummy was worrying about. I was losing my battle 

with tiredness, I badly wanted to go to sleep but 1 didn't think that I should, it didn't 

seem right when mummy was awake and worrying. 1 finally got the courage to look 

at my sister. She had fallen asleep sitting where she'd been put, her head flopping 

over on her chest, the stains of her tears still showing on her face. That was good 

enough for me, but as my eyes began to close 1 saw the man-boy Jack quickly 

climbing down the beanstalk with the golden goose, throwing his head back, 

laughing and licking his lips, and then 1 saw the daddy Giant climbing after him. 
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The daddy Giant was mad and was swinging his club until it made him lose his 

balance. He fell and fell and fell until he was only a black dot on a golden beach and 

the waves were washing up and trying to wake him but he did not move. Next the 

man-boy clambered over the cliff top, then he was near our car, then he climbed 

into daddy's seat. He became my daddy and he drove us home. 

The slamming of the car door woke me, the whole car shook with the impact of it, 
and I opened my eyes and sat up very quickly. My sister was still asleep. It was dark 
outside, and all I could see was a black shadow climbing into daddy's seat. Oh no, 
not the man-boy. I heard mummy ask, "Did you find him?" and daddy answer, 
"Could have gone anywhere." He sounded sad and tired but 1 was very pleased to 
hear his voice. Then he thumped his fist on the steering wheel and growled, "The 
bastard!" 

Mum reached over and patted his hand. "Never mind, you did your best." She 

had said the same thing to me when I came last in the 100 metres sprint The inside 

of the car grew very quiet, Hke everyone had stopped breathing, and ft stayed like 

that until daddy turned the key and the engine began to purr. We drove along a dirt 

track for a while, and still mummy and daddy did not speak. But after we had turned 

onto the smoothness of the bitumen, mummy and daddy began to talk. It was quiet, 

normal, and like any other drive home after an outmg to the beach. This felt right. 

I began to drop back into sleep. The last thing I heard was Dad saying "That's the 

last time we'll go to Forster for a picnic." It was, and no-one's talked about it since. 
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Rob Finlayson 

Lasseter's reef 

t's an Australian theme, he'd said, and you know me, he lost me then, 1 

mean, I was out in the bush wdth Lasseter, if you feel like beating a dead 

horse, as in, the Australian theme walked out on me in the sixties, I'm sure 

of it: mum was sitting in the car with me and out it came, the Austrahan theme, with 

the raspberry cordial and the glass of Pimm's, it's that sort of thing, isn't it, drives 

me mad, I'm sure 1 went mad then, I'm only just recovering, so when he said, It's an 

Australian theme, I started thinking of Sunday Too Far Away, and how many 'a's' 

there are in Ballarat, and 1 started seein', in that old-fashioned way, black and white 

pictures of rabbits piled up in the comers of desolate paddocks, and bloody farmers 

in FJ bloody utes, and Bruce Beresford, whoever he is, I keep hearing his name, and 

I know he's Australian, or he was, has he done a Murdoch, o god, and then Brian 

Bloody Brown and A Town Like Alice and him saying It's all red and real beautiful, 

Mrs Boong, and I've always wondered just what it was he was describing, and 

history, where is it, I don't know, it's ridiculous, hke we're living in some tawdry 

joke full of bowyangs, which 1 think held up yer strides, because of that cartoon 

strip, and Norman bloody Lindsay, o god, I used to think he was wonderful, and I 

suppose he was, and, is, to some film maker somewhere or other, but what material 

to have to make sense of, eh, that's what gets me, it's so bizarre, and even my 

incredulity has been done to death, hasn't it, surely, what a relief when it all fades 

well and securely into legend, then it'll be fun when scholars argue over whether the 

billabong's bloody real, or the legend's real, or whether they, the scholars', degrees 

are real, or what, 1 mean, really, what a lot to go on with, so to get back to Kevin, 

when he said it, when he dropped his clanger, when he said. It's on an Australian 

theme, 1 was thrown into confusion, and had to think all of what I'd just told you, 

instantaneously, isn't it amazing how we do that, think all of that, and heaps more, 

in under a second, it's incredible, so there I was, thinking all that, and Kevin kept 
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on talking, something or other, you know how he can just go on, and I was thinking 

away underneath his speaking, and forgot to listen properly, this kid was going on 

behind me about some kid he was going to snot, and another couple were telling 

him to drop dead he was a dickhead, so I didn't find out just what it was that was 

supposed to be on an Australian theme, and then his stop came, and he'd been so 

enthralled in telling me about the theme, applied to whatever it was, that he almost 

missed it, you know how he gesticulates and waves his hands about and talks very 

excitedly in a low, far too low, voice, so he jumped up in mid-sentence and fled, 

that's a good word, fled from the bus, and 1 didn't have a chance to carefully find 

out what it was I'd missed, or even shout at him over the school kids and the roaring 

bloody bus. What! What's the Australian bloody theme apply to, eh? So I was, and 

am, stuffed. What's a bloke to do, is there an honourable way out of this without 

looking like a complete dork, is there, I'm buggered if I know, it's got me stumped, 

o shit, I'm even starring to talk hke them. What? Them. You know, the Australians, 

those mutton-eating bastards hanging about under Hills hoists letting their noses 

peel off while the bloody wogs fuck their daughters and Abos get kicked out of the 

pub for d and d. What? Of course I'm not a bloody fuckin racist. You're more of 

a mug than I fuckin thought mate. O shit, sorry, I'm doin' ft again. Look, I'm sony, 

I'm just a httle upset about this. I'm glad you noticed, somerimes I think you don't 

really care. I do, really, sometimes you're so ... so ... distant, that 1 think you'fl never 

come back, if you were even here, and maybe that's part of being Australian, you 

know, the Tyranny of Distance, that sort of thing, sort of puts a new hght on it, don't 

you think? No, you're right, it's not much of a light, and not very new. I'm sorry, 

what were we talking about? About us, of course, look, I do get upset about Kevin 

and the way he comes out with those lines, they're very unnerving. 1 do, I do take 

It too much to heart, I am too serious, but I can't help it. My mother was like that 

too, especially when my father wouldn't talk, or only speak cryprically, or 

laconically, as they say, as they used to say. What? You know, them, the 

commentators. No, not the bloody race callers, the social commentators. About us, 

about Australians. Laconic. We speak in a laconic fashion, or, he laconically told 

them to get fucked, then wiped the back of his hand across his mouth without 

removing his ciggie. Can you imagine that? I mean, really, what a bloody legacy 

we've got to deal with. Didn't anything else happen? Wasn't anyone else alive? Is 

Barry Humphries it? Look, I think ft was the fifties and sixties that did ft to us, and 

films. The previous century seems like quite an interesting and erudite place. It 

was! Read about it! Bugger the films, with a pointy stick, 1 reckon, they're the silly 
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bastards that fucked things up, them and Robert Fuckin Menzies. There, I've done 

it, liberated meself from facile, kowtowin', jerk off, mytho-fuckin-logical analysis of 

the so-called nation and even managed something to do with politics. A nutshell. 

Speaking of films, did Kevin retum that video to the shop like he said he was going 

to? O. And, by the way, where is he then? Hmmm? Why hasn't he rung? Do you 

have any idea, by the way, of what's supposed to have the Australian theme? Did 

he let on to you? No? O. I thought after all my ranting and raving you'd be able to 

provide a suitably bathetic finale and we could open a wine, or a beer, and have 

done with it. You're right, we could still open a wine, or a beer, and have done with 

it, without the suitably bathetic finale. Let us continue along that noble path. 
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The Hybridising of A Poetry: 
Notes On Modernism & Hybridity-
the Colonising Prospect of Modernism, 
and Hybridity As A Means To Closure 

Modernity is the transient, the fleeting, the contingent; it is one half of art, the 

other half being eternal and immutable. 
— Charles Baudelaire 

For me "art" is finite and entirely conringent. It has no glory, it is paranoid and self-

satisfying. Hypermodemism is a millennial modernism—it is action without 

movement, it is the flow and exchange of "data", and is entirely static in any natural 

sense. It subverts the laws of profit only insofar that it is useless, ephemeral and the 

wealth it generates is illusory. 

>f =t >f 

In Australian poetry an awkward relationship with Modernism has had a dual 

legacy: it has led to a fierce rejection but conversely a desire to move "beyond". 

Australian Modernism might be described as a reflexive/reflective dichotomy: it is a 

field m which reflex is possible (put simply, reflex is a reaction that is impulsive and 

necessary). On the other hand, it is a general characteristic of the Western 

Continuum that much experimentalism is reflective: the present being examined 

through the past, rather than acting against it. 

There is a poem of Lionel Fogarty's that I'd like to note as a possible starting 

point for discussion: "Remember Something Like This". It concerns the nature of 

memory, the flexibility of time and space, and examines the specificity of incident. 

There is a communalising of the lyrical I taking place. The poem resists prosody, and 

enhances a recolonisation by entry into the pubhc place (as per the Western 
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Continuum) as entertainment and art: 

Where's this and that, you know. 
So they find out where him came from 
by looking at the tracks. 
He's headed for the caves 
just near milky way. 

Fogarty comes close to crearing something that is both culturally and linguisrically 

unique. While reacting to the colonising of his Murri tongue by English he in effect 

colonises En^ish, rendering it subservient to his inheritance, to his spatiality (time/ 

space). He sees this as a natural and necessary action. It is impulsive and decisive, a 

reflex action. If this sounds confrontational then 1 should emphasise that it is! 

Fogarty makes language a tool or even weapon of resistance; or even more, an 

offensive weapon. His is the most revolutionary of languages being used in 

Australian poetry. Freedom doesn't come solely by marking territory and occupying 

a conceptual space, a space linguistic in nature. One must reterritorialise lost 

ground. This is especially true for a culture where the rites of naming are all 

important in establishing a map of social and cultural identity. Where song is 

cohesion. 

In an article entitled "Poetics in the Americas", published in a recent issue of 

Modernism/modernity, Charles Bemstein interestingly notes: 

The invention of an ideolectical English-language poetry as a poetry of the 
Americas involves the replacement of the national and geographically 
centered category of English (or Spanish) poetry not with the equally 
essential category of American poetry but with a field of potentialities, a 
virtual America that we approach but never possess. English languages set 
adrift from the sight/sound sensorium of the concrete experiences of the 
English people, are at their hearts uprooted and translated: nomadic in 
origin absolutely particular in practice. Invention in this context is not a 
matter of choice: it is necessary as the ground we walk on. 

While this comment is in many ways transferable to the Australian condition, there 

are differences between the American and Australian situations. Once again, turning 

to Lionel Fogarty—^while his language is conceptual it is also exclusive. It does desire 

1 Poetics of the Americas: ModemisrrUModemity 3:3, 1996. 
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(and I use this in the fetishised sense!) to communicate to people other than his 

own, but only insofar as it will allow his people the space they had occupied and 

should still occupy. In a sense, this ironically makes it an incredibly utilitarian 

poetry, albeit as an enemy of a market place that actively seeks to deny his people's 

exclusive rights to territory. This is not to say that poetry can't be a universal and 

universalising mode of language, but rather that this is something to be wary of. 

Bemstein refers to the Nomadic. By way of cultural generalisarion, Fogarty is of a 

"Nomadic people" (a cuttingly reductive collective noun when used from outside 

the discours —and 1 am consciously divorcing it from Bernstein's context to 

highlight the point), whether they "wander" or not. They are classed accordingly, at 

least in certain Empire text books. His poetry does not work against the concrete 

experience of the Murri people, and 1 mean this in an objective and not subjective 

sense. Any use of the English base/standard, regardless of intent, is recognising, 

interacting with, reinforcing, and qualifying, a particular English historicity. The 

fringe should call the shots vis-a-vis its relationship with the coloniser! 

* :f * 

I talk of hypermodemism as a qualification of a framelessness of the field of the 

page. I argue that hypermodemism does not, per se, issue from the Object a 

structure, that its forms—in a Platonic sense—are not plasuc, but conceptual. In 

approximating this idea to the Modernist project one could look again to Bemstein: 

1 would propose at least three modernist projects: subjective, objective, 
and constructive. By nonsymbological or constructive, I am referring to 
the fact that in many of her works Stein does not depend upon supple
mental literary or narrative contexts to secure her meaning but enacts her 
subjects as continuously actualised presentations of meaning. Unlike 
Pound or Eliot, with their myriad literary and other references, or James 
Joyce with his etymological anaphora, with Stein you are left with the 
words on the page and imaginary structures they build.^ 

For me, the imaginary structure is the page, as it would be, 1 imagine, for Fogarty. 

The page is a representation of a field of myth-thought, of song-dream continuity, a 

place that refuses closure. Its imagined frame is construct. Language rendered as text 

2. Poetics of the Americas: Modemism/Modemity 
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categorises the breakdown and results in a loss of occupancy and produces closure. 

The word itself does not liberate in this written context. Hybridity in this sense is an 

attempt to keep language moving, though with the inevitable (and politically 

desired) result being confinement through qualification, and consequently control. 

The words work as double agents. 

I've referred to the kinds of poetry Fogarty and I write, from entirely different 

perspectives, as examples of "hybridising". By hybridising, 1 don't mean a mixing, 

or a producrion of a third-party alternative from a set of specific material. A hybrid 

is not a possible next stage in a developmental sense, nor a "dilution" of the 

component parts! Nor is it a fusing of traditions. It is, in fact, a conscious undoing 

of the codes that consritute all possible readings of a text. It is a debasement of the 

lyrical I. What am 1, I am this ... contradicts the certainty of the informed and/or 

plugged into the sensorium of the poet per the Western Continuum. Master of 

nothing, rather than Master of all surveyed. It is not a rejection of frameworks but 

of contents. It recognises frames for what they are: empty shells. Bemstein recently 

termed this my Trojan Horse theory of poetry—get inside formalismAVestem poetic 

traditions and dismantle. It is not an homogeneous poetry that replaces certain 

demarcations, borders, divisions, and qualifications. In some sense it highlights 

these separations. I use the sestina and villanelle and sonnet. Though I doubt 

Fogarty does. The result is a denial that is cultural as well as linguisric; a refusal to 

accept that the component parts are relevant to the discourse. I use the word 

"hybrid" in a specific sense, outside regular post-colonial discourse. 

1 mentioned an undoing of codes that constitute all possible readings of a text. 

1 should stress that this is insofar as the author understands them. It stresses the 

distance between author and reader. It is a theory of unfamiliarity. In a sense it 

invites closure, but only in that an end means another hybrid might and should 

develop. A parallel fertility. However, it is process, not an end result. Though 

through its methodology one hopes for a political response. Once Fogarty has 

achieved his aim, his hybrids (wfll) revert to the continuum of his Murri tongue. 

That is not to say that they'll be reintegrated, as a hybrid is too much of a conscious 

break, but rather that the old tongue, now liberated, will appropriate them. They will 

become part of the land, and its meaning. The work of the poem will have been 

done. There will be closure, and only then is it desirable. 
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trade winds 

islands hum within the sea or ocean's fizz 
and swell so pertinently vague— 

reveal their lime and jade epiphanies to 
those who close their flickering eyes 

inhale the incense of the smoky waves— 
where colour slides through veins deeper 

than any psychedelic spiel you cannot 
wear such moments on a tourist 

shirt a pair of holiday shorts that 
feel so fond of turning the 

exoric, the erotic drift into 
the loudness of cartoons— 

the islands simply hum land 
leaking into water like the ripples 

of a vast aura's colour bands, your 
throat drips into liquid air 

the wine dark sea mellows 
into aqua turquoise, muted 

verdancy, like tie dyed silk 
the rosy fingered dawn blends 

and blushes towards mango 
guava pink: zones cross 
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cartographers' meridians in 
spontaneous betrothals a 

mediterranean-tropical consanguinity: 
transmythic lyric rides on new thalassic hips-

orpheus charms the porpoises 
with a lyre of sea grass all the 

coral of the oceans billows in 
reply; ulysses lolls back like 

fletcher christian in a coconut 
milk rock pool feeding frangipani 

fresh hibiscus to his sibyl octopus; 
from Sardinia right across to ball 

and beyond the arafura sea hundreds 
of persephones straddling dophins rise 

to choreograph the waves you just 
surrender to the wind— 
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Brooker Highway 

How sad, when that hundred year-old pane broke, 
my cataracted view across the highway corrected, 
like a visit to the optometrist—this better? or this? 

Those trees standing patiently over the road, 
above the service-station forecourt, blowdng 
in formation like line-dancers, used to shimmer 

Streeton-like against the hill, before the giving up 
of that elderly sheet of brittle fiquid, drifting down, 
impossibly slow and eccentric with the years. 

The new glass doesn't acknowledge these foibles, in 
its corneal youth and clarity—a harsher, simpler vision 
of a landscape swaying with old, opaque troubles. 
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Hunters 

R
ay, wiry, bearded and a little past forty, had to admit that the newcomers to the 

district were good for business. Of course the town had been more peaceful 

before they came; but the plants he grew in his little nursery appealed to people 

who were buying up the old farms and cottages and dreamed of creating picture-

postcard country gardens. Last year Ray had made enough sales to take the kids on 

a camping holiday at Christmas and lately he had been able to employ Kirsty to help 

him with the work. 

Vera Davis-Hocking and her husband, Charles, were far from being 

newcomers. Their family were amongst the earliest land holders in the district. 

Dignified and dressed in aged tweeds. Vera had regularly driven her car to visit Ray 

at the nursery, swaying dangerously along the highway then erratically along the 

track to his house as she peered about, checking the growth of his garden. On the 

seat beside her would be a bunch of flowers for him from some elusive treasure in 

her own garden. Great blowsy peonies, or branches of fragrant blooms from a shrub 

which defied lesser gardeners to produce a single flower. But Ray hadn't heard from 

her in months and presumed she must be too ancient to do much about her garden 

these days. He had even wondered, from time to time, if the old couple were still 

alive. 

It was Friday morning. Ray wiped the soil from his hands on his trousers and 

picked up the phone which rang from under a pile of invoices on the potting bench. 

When he heard Vera's commanding voice on the line, he concealed his surprise. 

"Would you have some foxgloves you could bring up for me?" She asked. 

"They won't let me drive any more." The firmness of her tone belied her great age. 

Despite his long relationship with the Davis-Hockings, Ray had never visited 

their garden. He yeamed to explore behind the hedges screening the property from 

the mtted road which wound out from the town to skirt the hill; but the Davis-
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Hockings guarded their privacy. 
"Bring your secateurs with you." ordered the old lady unexpectedly. "You can 

have a hunt around the garden and take some cuttings while you're here." 

Suppressing his delight, Ray hastened to assure her that he and Kirsty would be 

free to bring the plants up that afternoon. 

Standing beneath a beech tree which dripped spring mist, the two figures turned 

slowly to survey a full circle. They saw that with sleight of hand worthy of a 

conjurer, the gardeners in this place had concealed not a mere rabbit in a hat, but 

an entire landscape. Masses of jonquils pushed through wet moss beneath their feet, 

buds swelled on leafless shrubs, trees rattled their grey sticks overhead against a 

background of dark conifers. Ray looked upwards to watch songbirds dart in a 

leaden sky. 

"Tell me I'm not in England," he breathed to Kirsty, shoving his hands deep into 
his pockets. 

Kirsty laughed at the lean plantsman by her side and stamped her boots on the 
ground. Her hair, the colour of the dried plumes on paddock grasses, was tied with 
string she had taken from the box of plant labels in the nursery. 

"It's as cold as bloody England," she said. 

The two set off side by side between the trees. A sudden drift of wind set the 
branches clacking above the pathway and a shower of heavy drops rained down on 
their heads. They peered through the mist and a gable fronted house with Tudor 
boarding emerged from the gloom. 

"I feel like I'm in a fairy tale," said Kirsty. 

The woman who opened the door towered above both of them. She swayed in 
the dark entrance as she greeted Ray, smiling, and peered curiously at Kirsty. 
Reaching out a heavily ringed hand she ushered them into the house. With a 
polished stick she pushed the door closed behind them. 

The hallway where they stood was lined from shoulder height to the floor with 
heavily grained rimber. Above the panelling hung a line of paintings. Kirsty ran her 
eye along them and found herself in an unfamiliar world. Two Scottish terriers were 
depicted killing a salmon in a mountain stream, a heard of giraffes grazed on the 
African veldt and the glassy eyes of two pheasants caught her own from beside a 
thickly daubed bowl of fmit whilst their heads hung limply from their broken 
necks. 
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From somewhere within the house, faint strains of a fast food commercial 

floated on the air. 

"I'll show you where to put the foxgloves and then you can look at the garden," 

said the old lady. 

Ray and Kirsty were escorted through a lounge room smelling of air stopped in 

time. A group of armchairs upholstered in green chintz were arranged around a coal 

grate which looked entirely inadequate for the task required of it. A bar of light 

filtering in through the boxy, lead-light windows illuminated deep relief carving on 

a small table fashioned from an African drum. The cold seemed to rise from deep 

within the soul of the building. 

Kirsty glanced at Ray who was walking behind Vera. He raised an eyebrow and 

clutched his coat theatrically about him. Reed thin and wavering, she led them 

through the house to an enclosed back porch. 

"You can put the plants here," she said. "I'd like to take you around the garden, 

but I'm too unsteady to get to the bottom these days. You'll find things to interest 

you down there. Take some root cuttings from the peonies—I haven't been to look 

at them for months, but they're survivors. Good hunting. Come and have a cup of 

tea when you've finished." 

The two stepped back into the garden and set off towards their van. 

"She's older than the trees," whispered Kirsty, laughing softly. Her strong 

fingers clutched an elm sucker as her feet slipped on the green stones of the 

pathway. 

"She's younger than he is," replied Ray. 

They carried the plants back to the house and put them on the porch. Carrying 

a fork and secateurs, they followed a rusting hand rail by a pathway. Kirsty 

withdrew her hand quickly from the freezing metal. As they wound down the hill 

their boots squashed a myriad of bulbs which were growing so thickly it was 

impossible to avoid them. Tree trunks were mottled with patches of pale, 

luminescent hchen and the scent of rotting leaves drifted from under their feet. 

They crawled beneath the branches of massive rhododendrons and snipped 

careful cuttings from rare shrubs. At the bottom of the garden were remnants of a 

vegetable garden and compost heaps. Fences of silvered hardwood supported 

sagged netfing and outlines of beds stfll showed through the weeds. Ray picked up 

a broken stake and pushed away a rose which clawed at their hair from a trellis 

overhead. 

"It must have been wonderful in its day," he said. 
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Beyond the vegetable garden, almost concealed beneath a growth of blackberry, was 

a wefl shaft. Kirsty lay down m the grass to peer between rotting rimbers of its cover. 

Rheumy air breathed up into her face. Anchored by her grip on grass ropes, she 

watched her misting breath disappear into stillness while she listened vainly for the 

sound of water or the croak of a frog. No ferns or mosses grew on the rows of bricks 

which spiralled downwards into blackness. Hastily she drew back from the lifeless 

void. A sudden shiver which overcame her did not seem to be caused by the 

dampness her clothes had collected from the grass. 

"We should find something to cover this," she said shortly. 

As they stmggled to drag a sheet of metal mesh from its grass prison and throw 

It across the opening, Kirsty allowed her cheek to rest momentarily against the 

wholesome warmth of Ray's jacket. 

The path began to climb again. It ran beneath the wall of a shed built from 

stones. On the sheltered northem side of the building they came into brightness. 

The two plant hunters crossed the open patch of ground to a group of low-

branching shrubs. 

"I can't believe they're peonies," signed Kirsty in awe. "1 had no idea they grew 

so big." 

"It's their age," said Ray. "The garden was planted by the old man's father—he 

brought the plants out from England. They've been here ever since—the plants and 

the people." They gazed dovvm on the vigorous woody stems. 

"They don't look all that exciting at this time of the year, but wait 'ul they come 

into leaf—they're beautiful—even before the flowers." 

Using his hands to avoid causing any injury to the plant, Ray gently scraped 

away the soil at the base of the clump. Deftly he divided off sections of root, stowing 

them in a plastic bag with the other cuttings. They replaced the soil where it has 

been disturbed and pulled a blanket of rotting mulch around the plant. 

"Are there any more gardens like this one hidden away?" asked Kirsty. 

"This one's unique because it hasn't changed hands—but there are still a few 

others left," said Ray. "They only survive if no-one knows about them." 

They collected their tools and set off up the pathway towards the house. On the 

porch they tucked the previous bag of cuttings into a comer. Ray knocked on the 

door and they pulled off their mud-covered boots. 

The door was opened by Brenda, who told Ray and Kirsty she came most days 
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to "do" for the Davis-Hockings. She showed them into the house and they followed 

her to a dining room where a polished table was set for tea. A plug-in radiator made 

the room a httle warmer than the others they had walked through, but cold from 

the floor soaked quickly through the thin carpet and their woollen socks. 

At the table was seated the oldest man imaginable. Like his wife, he was 

infinitely tall and thin. Sun-stained, parchment skin looked as if it would tear at a 

touch. Above a bristling silver moustache, sky-blue eyes stared blankly ahead as 

Kirsty and Ray entered the room. 

As Vera lifted the teapot, Kirsty restrained an impulse to grab it from her 

quavering hand. Tea filled saucers and cups and they talked about plants, then 

chewed dry cake in stilted silence. Kirsty examined the room while she sipped her 

tea. Her eye was suddenly stopped by a sight in a far comer. 

The leg of a massive elephant had been brutally severed below the knee. Ivory 

toe-nails gleamed from rigid folds of deeply fissured skin. Two black umbrellas, a 

clutch of walking sticks and the elegantly tumed handle of a frilled, silk parasol 

poked grotesquely from a cavity in the leg. Ray followed Kirsty's gaze. 

The cracking voice of Charles Davis-Hocking filled the room with a suddenness 

that caused them to start. 

"Chased the brute for six hours, we did! Had to kill its mate and a calf to get it. 

Jolly dangerous devil of a thing, but we got 'im in the end?" 

The animation disappeared from the clear, blue eyes as suddenly as it had come 

and the old man relapsed into vacant silence. 

Rising, quavering from her chair, Davis-Hocking crossed to where her husband 

sat and put a protective hand on his shoulder." 

"It was another world," she said. 
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Shells 

W e are playing on the beach when I pick it up. My son calls out. "What's 

that you've got. Dad?" I tefl him it's a shell. "Oh is that all. I thought 

you'd found some money." 

But it is a nice-looking shell, long and tapered, creamy-white with brown rings. 

I put it to my ear and hear a distant buzzing, like someone trying to get through on 

a telephone. 

My son kicks the soccerball over the sand and calls to me to boot it back. But 1 

suddenly don't feel like playing any more. I tell him it is time to go home and I walk 

across the sand to the concrete promenade. Pulling a face my son picks up the ball 

and follows me. It is about four o'clock; we have been at the sea since twelve, time 

enough for a swim, for lunch, and to play on the sand. It is in the middle of summer 

and it is a hot day. Normally my wife would be with us but she hasn't been feeling 

wefl. She is pregnant again, five months gone. We hadn't planned it; it had just 

happened. She had ran out of pills one long weekend and we had taken a chance. I 

still don't know how 1 feel about it. Am I happy? Unhappy? Another face in the 

world. Just what the earth needs, more people. 

Reaching the car 1 look back, puzzled, clutching the shefl. The beach is still 

crowded, people lying in rows on their towels, a few radios playing, the sea blue and 

flat, no breeze, no surf to speak of. 1 put the shell to my ear and listen; it seems to 

be trying to tell me something. Any moment I expect to hear a voice. But telling me 

what? 

I stand barefoot on the concrete, hopping steadily from one foot to the other, 

thinking. "Dad, why are you looking like that?" Bobby asks. "Like what?" "Like 

you're confused." "Get in the car," 1 tefl him. Then I slide behind the wheel, the hot 

seat burning my bare thighs. Bobby jumps in and sits on his towel. Do I want 
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another one? What would it be like to go through all that again, another person to 

consider, to make allowances for, to try to understand? 

1 switch on the radio: the announcer says it is another hot afternoon and no 

respite m sight. It is a Sunday and 1 have to go to work tomorrow. I hate working in 

the heat. Carol has stopped working now; she hasn't been well since the pregnancy. 

At first 1 thought of asking her if she wanted to terminate it; I'm not sure how she 

feels about it either. Does she want ft? 

"If we sit here any longer the tyres will melt," Bobby says. I tell him I'll go when 

I'm ready. He's a nice boy but cheeky; he is eleven; a long time between children. I 

start the car, stiU fingering the shell though why 1 have kept it 1 don't know. But it 

seems to have a meaning, something that life often lacks. 

We drive home slowly; it is not far and as I swing into the drive 1 see my wife 

sitting on the front verandah. She smiles and waves as we pull in. She is a small 

blonde woman with a pretty mouth, fair and pink. She never tans, even when we 

used to go to the beach every afternoon. 

She heaves herself up, her body swollen and heavy. "How was the beach?" she 

asks. Bobby tells her it was great, the water cool, the sand hot "We played soccer." 

She asks what I'm holding and 1 show her the shell. "Pretty," she says. "Wash it and 

we'll put it on the bookcase." 1 ask her how she is feeling and she gives me a sick 

grin. She tells me in a low voice that she has been vomiting again. But she is not in 

any pain. 

We go into the house. It is fibro and it seems to hold in the heat. Our bedrooms 

are small but we have a cosy livingroom. In another five years we'll own it. Or we 

would have if Carol had kept working. I close the front door against the sun. Bobby 

gdesoff to shower and change; I carry the towels to the laundry and put them in the 

sink. Carol comes to the doorway while I am rinsing them. I wash the shell, shaking 

out some sand, and hand it to her. "Listen," I say. Carol puts the shefl to her ear but 

then shakes her head. "I can't hear anything." she says. She hands it back. "What do 

you think you can hear?" she asks. "I don't know. The sea perhaps, the tides, the 

wind," Carol tells me that I have some imagination. 

She goes to the kitchen and prepares dinner while I shower and change. Bobby 

is watching television. 1 sit with him for a while then Carol calls us and we go into 

the kitchen. It is too hot for cooking and she has made a cheese salad. 1 don't like 

salads but when we were first married I promised myself that I would eat whatever 

she put before me. 

"Remember last summer?" I say, as we eat. "We used to have picnics on the 
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beach nearly every evening." "When 1 have the baby we can do it again," Carol tells 

me. "It'll be too much with the baby," 1 reply. "The baby won't change things that 

much," Carol goes on. Bobby says he hopes it's a girl. "Eddy Danials has two sisters," 

he goes on. 
Bobby goes in to watch television and Carol and I clear the table. I put the rest 

of the cheese and tomato in the fridge for Carol's lunch tomorrow. The kitchen is 

any but neat, everything in its place. We wash the plates, Carol washing while 1 dry. 

Carol looks at me and smiles. "You look really handsome when you've been to the 

beach, out in the sun and the sea." "You look pretty afl the time," I tell her. "Are you 

happy?" she asks. "I mean about the baby?" "Are you?" 1 reply. "I don't want you to 

be unhappy," she goes on. 

I hear Bobby open the front door and go out on the verandah, then he comes 

bursting back into the kitchen. "Can 1 take my bike out on the street? Some of the 

other guys are out there." I tell him to be careful and he mshes out. 

1 pick up the shell; it gleams in the hght; its birth and growth are almost a 

mystery. Now it has been cleaned I can hear even better, a duU whispering, eager 

and insistent at the same time. Carol is watching me, her eyes serious. 1 remember 

our discussion. If it was simply a matter of loving her 1 would say yes, I am happy. 

I couldn't do without her. 

"Let's sit on the front verandah," she says. "The air is a bit cooler now the sun's 

going down." 

We go out, along the narrow hallway to the street, and sit on the chairs we put 

there in summer. The verandah is cool. Across the road Mr Walters is hosing his 

lawn, cars pass slowly; it is a quiet street. The boys ride past on their bikes. "Hot!" 

Mr Walters calls. He is sixty, lives alone. When I first came here he used to sit on 

his verandah with his wife, now his wife is dead. Bobby rides past with his bands 

behind his head. Mr Walters waves to him. 

From behind me I hear the television in the livingroom. I finger the shell. Is 

there life on other planets? Is there some man sitting on his verandah in some distant 

galaxy wondering how he feels? 

"You're quiet," Carol says. "I've got things on my mind," I tell her. "You too," 

she says. I laugh; she is right. We are both involved in this. We hold hands. Since 

she has been sick we haven't made love but she knows I have needs and she helps 

me out, taking me in her hand or in her mouth. Carol too is a physical person; she 

has strong urges. She puts her head on my shoulder and I tum and kiss her ear. Mr 

Walters discreetly faces another way, hosing his roses. 
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We stay that way for a long wjiile watching the sun disappear and the stars 

finally come out, distant and pale blue. Then Bobby rides into the yard, laughing 

and puffing, and drops his bike near the car. "Barry fell off. He was riding no hands. 

His father smacked him and sent him into the house." "That's what I should do with 

you, showing off" I say. He laughs, not believing. "I'm going to watch some 

television." He goes into the house and Carol and 1 are suddenly alone. 

I ask her how she is feeling now and she says better, no queasiness. "Still got 

your shell, 1 see," she says. "Funny of me to bring it back," I tell her. "Maybe it's 

lucky," she says. 

The summer night seems to breathe around us; I can smell the roses and gum 

trees in the yard. "Tell me what you are thinking?" Carol asks. "I'm not sure what 

I'm thinking," I say in a low voice. "This new baby. It's so unexpected it's thrown 

me off" "I thought of getting rid of it," Carol says. "So did I," I teU her. 

She stretches her swollen body, stretches and scratches like a cat. "I'm going to 

change into something lighter," she says. She gets up and goes inside. I stay on the 

verandah for another ten minutes just watching the stars and fingering the shell. I 

have never thought much about life. 1 have always been content to forgo the larger 

questions, the basic questions of existence; when I was younger I thought I knew 

what life was about, love, a home and family. But now I feel lost. 

I go into the house. Bobby is lying on the floor in front of the television, the 

volume up full. I tum it down and he groans. Carol is changing in our bedroom. I 

go in. She has small pale legs and small buttocks, her thighs are strong though, her 

belly swelling over them. "Don't look at me," she says as I enter. "I know I look 

deformed." "No, it's beautiful," I tefl her. "Basic and primitive." "Has life changed 

that much since it began?" She studies me across the bed, where for twelve years we 

have made love and planned our future. 

She sits on the bed and then leans back. 1 cross the carpet and bend over her, 

fitting my body to thighs and breasts. Carol gives me a sly smile. "When I'm better 

we'll make up for lost time," she tells me. 1 roll off her, put my hands under my head, 

and feel the shell pressed against my skull. 1 hear Bobby turn the television up again 

and a sudden anger rushes in. "Tum it down!" I shout; "Do I have to come out 

there?" I start to get up but Carol pulls me back down. "I think it's going to be all 

right," she whispers. 

There is a heavy knock on the door and Bobby bursts in. He grins at each of us 

in,turn. I forget my anger. "I'm lonely," he says, smiling. "Nearly time for you to go 

to bed," I tell him. Carol gets up; the three of us go into the livingroom. I tum off 
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the television. Bobby is suddenly quiet, tired after a long busy day. He kisses us and 

goes to his room. Carol sits on the lounge, near the bookcase. Neither of us says 

anything. I hold the shell up to the light, peering into it. I have heard that shells have 

been found which are miflions of years old. 

"Money wifl be tight but we'll get by," Carol suddenly says. "We have before," 

I agree. "We can't afford a bigger house so we might have to add on," she says. 

"Maybe I can take out a loan at work," I tefl her. "It won't be easy," she goes on, half 

to herself, "But — " 

She closes her eyes and her head nods, her ftps parting. I shake her arm and she 

lurches up. "Time for you to go to bed," I say. "First I have to know how you feel?" 

she tefls me. "I'm with you," I reply." "Are you happy though?" "Now, yes." And I 

realise it is true. I suddenly want this child. 

Carol walks down the hall to our bedroom, nodding sleepily. I switch off the 

livingroom light. Then I do my ritual; 1 walk around the house turning off the lights 

and checking the windows and doors. When 1 go into Bobby's room he is lying on 

his bed asleep, his radio playing softly. I switch it off. Foj a moment I stand near his 

bed and look at his face. He has Carol's pretty mouth and chin and my eyes and 

nose; we have put him together as if he were a jigsaw puzzle. I study him quietly, 

furtively. Then afraid he'll wake up I turn off his light and go out, leaving the door 

open to let in some air. 

Carol is in bed asleep, arms wrapped around herself as if even in sleep she is 

thinking about the baby. I take off my shirt and shorts and lie on the bed in my 

underpants. I switch off the lamp and the darkness jumps at me. Then gradually the 

room takes its familiar shape. A bright summer moon shines against the window, 

onto the wardrobe and the chest of drawers, the pale stars in the wardrobe mirror. 

Furtively, as if overhearing someone's conversation, 1 put the shell to my ear. 
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Jude Aquilina 

Knifing the ice 

I forced the Simpson to abdicate. 
Switched off from duty, 
its empire crumbles to my deft blade. 
Marble white ruins fill my sink. 
Bread tags float like the Armada. 

For two generations 
women have performed the ritual, 
enduring the smarting pain 
to rid the fridge of its lining. 

More than nine months 
since I last padded the floor 
with old towels 
and waited for the trickle. 

Tonight, 
I eat a defrosted feast, 
to celebrate kitchen victory; 
a new cycle. 
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KrisHe Overs 

Conversation in a Kitchen 

This woman has made her peace 
at last with things she touches every day 
This is my pumpkin knife her words linger 
in sunny plots of herts outside her window 
and pick their own way down 
to the wetland where wild swans 
win stay sometimes knowing her ways now 
the way she vidll stand still in the long grass 
sifting the years which settled on her mind 
like clay for the shining grains 
she knew were there all along 
In this her kitchen 
she holds these in her hands for me to see 
as if they were vegetables gathered from her garden 
The children had to play behind the shop 
They made me mud cakes I had no time 
I'd save delivery boxes for their cubbies Her hair is thin 
like gossamer and the light shines through 
her words making me see a shape of things 
time garnered in a woman's room 
a bowl of flowers 
blue herbs 
wild swans rising 
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At Home 

Sometimes my hands are left behind 
folding clothes 
preparing food 

Bringing in fire wood 
I find the secret smell of mildew on the underside 
and a cocooned grub 
infolded 
1 rake the grey soft 
ash 
stack pine cones on newspaper 
Their winged seeds 
I save in a dish 
for my windowsill 

When I light the fire 
my ear selects the quietness behind the crackle 
a breathing quiet of flame 
and if I dim my light 
to a pale globe 
hanging in rain wet trees outside the window 
shapes 
of queens and kings 
the witch house 
the archetypal cat 
cut out and stuck to the night by my daughter 
flicker to life 
a pantomime unfolds inside 
the blue tree dark of the water night 
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Ouyang Yu 

Is Literature Dead-
A look at the problems facing Contemporary 
Australian-Chinese Writing 

Chinese have been in Australia for the last 149 years ever since they first arrived in 

1848. However, for various reasons, such as the commonly known ""White 

Australia" policy, Australian-Chinese literature is a latecomer to the scene. It was not 

until the late 1980s that things began to take a turn for the better. Indo-Chinese 

writers took the lead, followed by the mainland Chinese writers and Taiwanese 

writers, producing a range of literary works in fiction, poetry, drama and other 

literary genres. 

1. Achievements 
According to incomplete starisrics, up to May, 1997, eight novels by Chinese writers 

have been published in Australia including Lawrence Wong's Surprising Dreams in a 

Sunken City (1990) and Surprised Souls in an Angry Sea (1991), Huang Huiyuan's A 

Pair of Love Mandarin Ducks in a Bitter Sea (1992), Li Wei's Lost Humanity (1993), 

Tao Lesong's Left at the End of the World (1992), Bi Xiyan's A Dream of the Green Card 

(1996), Liu Ao's Clouds Broken over the Road to Australia (1996), and Mark Shiju Ma's 

A Difficult Spring (1997), fifteen coflections of essays including Juhe Chang's Aliem 

m an Alien Land (1992), The Land of the jumping Kangaroos (1993) and Bellbirds under 

the Southern Sky (1994), Xu Jiazhen's Essays written in South Australia (1991), James 

Chang's Threshold of a Golden Era (1993), Zhang Aolie's A True Account of Sydney 

(1994) and Alluring Australia (1997), Leslie Zhao and others' Eight Eccentrics of 

Sydney (1996) and Xin Qianbo's Essays written in Australia (1997), many reportages 

including Wu Li's Taking a Foreign Woman as My Wife (1994) and My Five Little 

Guilao, and four collecuons of poetry including Lawrence Wong's Tenderness 

(1992), Fang Langzhou's The Birth ojan Eagle (1995), Lin Zhengdong's From Sydney 

with Love (1996) and Ouyang Yu's Summer o/Melbourne (1998). There are numerous 
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novellas and short stories scattered in numerous newspapers and magazines. The 

only collection of short stories and essays is Huang Weiqun's A Different World 

(1996). It must be pointed out that writings by Chinese writers who stayed in 

Australia for a short while but have since left for China are not included in this 

discussion. 

2. Marginalisation of Australian-Chinese Writers and the 
"Vacuum" in the Austrahan-Chinese Literary Market 
There are two main groups of Australian-Chinese writers. One is more established, 

and includes writers like Sang Ye and Ding Xiaoqi from the mainland China, and 

James and Julie Chang from Taiwan, who had already established a reputation in 

their home countries before they came to Australia. The other group consists mainly 

of new writers who have yet to find a voice in the literary market. However, more 

established writers do not normally regard Australia as the market for their writings 

in Chinese and do not write for it. For example, it would be hard to find anything 

written by Sang Ye in any one of the twelve Chinese newspapers in both Sydney and 

Melbourne. In one recent Chinese article listing the Chinese authors currently living 

in Australia, Sang Ye was not even mentioned. As a rule, the established writers get 

their work published first in China, Taiwan or Hong Kong before shipping it back 

to Australia, a situation similar to the early days in Australia when writers had to 

look to England for access to publication of their works. They do this because they 

already have a readership in their home countries and they cannot find an outlet for 

their work in Australia as there is not a single Chinese publishing house that 

specialises in publishing Chinese-language literature and those that do publish 

writings in Chinese, like newspapers, are normally regarded not as of high quality. 

More importantly, there are many annual literary awards and prizes in China, 

Taiwan and Hong Kong, which they have a chance of winning if they send their 

work back instead of publishing it here in the newspapers first; the rule in those 

countries or places is that they don't accept anything that has already been 

published overseas. Some of the writers in this group get their work translated and 

published in EngUsh. This will be discussed below. Even the writers in the second 

group take to the same road by first publishing their work in one of those three 

places. Several Chinese writers based in Melbourne shared the view that their 

readership did not exist in Australia but in China. This tendency to cast one's literary 

eyes homeward has resulted in the marginalisation of our writers who live in 
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Australia as citizens or permanent residents but whose heart lies elsewhere, leaving 

a vacuum in this market, where few write for anyone else. 

3. Prosperity of Mediocrity and Barrenness of Criticism 
To be fair, the space offered by the existence of twelve newspapers in Sydney and 

Melbourne is enormous and it has an enormous appetite for anything of a printed 

nature. This accounts for the current prosperity of a mediocre kind of writing that 

turns many good writers away from it all, leading to a crisis of quality. First, the 

subject matter is flat and linear, focussing on Chinese doing menial jobs, making 

money and missing their home in China, lacking depth of artistry and thinking; 

some of the writings have titles that are so superficial that one wonders if there is 

any point wasting one's time reading beyond the titles themselves. One novella 

published a few years ago has for a title something like "Sentiment Gambling" and 

another one has something called "It is difficult to make a bit of money", boring stuff 

that turns one, or at least me, right away. No wonder a few Melbourne-based 

Chinese writers confessed to me that they'd never send anything to those 

newspapers for publication. It would be a shame to them. In fact, two of them have 

since had one novel each published in the mainland China by major Chinese 

publishers. 

In addition, the structure of these writings is simple and the characters are often 

stereotypes. Basically, a lot of stories start from when the main character goes on 

board the plane in China and, after his or her arrival in Australia, proceeds through 

a series of semi-adventures consisring of finding a job, working in a factory or a 

restaurant, going through a period of difficulty, ending up either in disasters (work-

related injuries) or happiness (usually in the form of obtaining permanent 

residence). Another problem is that many writers write freely about sex as if that is 

the only thing that interests them after they gain freedom in this country. Third, 

quite a number of works are produced hastily, giving one the impression that the 

writers want to make money quickly. There is much shoddiness and a lack of deep 

research, to say nothing of revision. Quickly written and quickly published in the 

newspapers, these writings are seldom reviewed or criticised, so that the whole 

thing goes in a vicious circle. Fourth, the vvritings show little interaction of Chinese 

with Australians, constantly referring to Australians or other Europeans as "devils". 

There is some improvement recently but the description tends to dichotomise the 

good and bad Australians. 
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One remark caught my eye when 1 was consulting a Chinese dictionary on 

contemporary Chinese literature. In referring to the so-called "liuxuesheng 

wenxue" or "overseas Chinese students' literature", the entry reads, the works in this 

genre "are relatively weak in their artistic sensibilities and expression and most of 

them manage only to describe the superficial phenomenon or are full of too many 

ideological beliefs. Rarely, there are any profound works yet." 

This reminds me of a critical remark a well-knowm contemporary Chinese critic 

made of Wu Li's Taking a Foreign Woman as my Wife. Published in China about the 

author's marriage with a South Korean woman, the book has since been severely 

attacked in the Mainland China as "gaudy trash". Wu Liang, the critic said, "Now 

that criticism has been replaced by reports that have no judgement, people can only 

passively read news.... Migrant's literature is quickly going astray amidst a cultural 

environment whereby rubbish is increasing in quantity. It is basically formed by 

lies, self-aggrandisation, pseudo-patriotism, morbidity, flaunting [one's wealth 

gained from] overseas like Ah Q and the kind of petty vanity in which one is afraid 

to have no-one to admire him because he has to go in the dark wearing beautiful 

clothes". He then swiftly hits the nail on the head, "we have now read another 

disgusting work. Taking a Foreign Woman as My Wife—this boring title and its 

extremely mediocre content suffice to show to what degree people's reading taste 

has dropped.... Publicisation of one's private affairs without any depth of feelings, 

listing one's daily details including income and expenses, advocating values of 

cheap happiness, depicting a commercial-like tender interior of domestic life with a 

narrow social vision and trivial, vulgar attention to detaU, stale didactic teachings 

and a pretentious statement of difference between cultures—that is the total 

landscape that this disgusting work has presented to us." 

I don't know if this critical remark can apply to all the works mentioned above, 

but 1 doubt if many can stand its scmtiny. 

On the other hand, literary criticism is nearly extinct for no-one dare say 

anything critical. The slightest criticism would cause anger followed by abuse in 

attacking arricles. Occasionally, there are articles, not of criticism but of praise, or 

rather, flattery. We often encounter the situation in which people are scathing about 

certain works in private but if you ask them to put their thoughts down on paper 

they become frightened and decline the offer. In editing Otherland, we had great 

difficulty soliciting book reviews either from the authors or from the book 

reviewers, the authors were afraid that their work might not get a good review and 

the reviewers fearful that they might hurt the authors' feelings by being too critical. 
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When 1 raised this issue at the conference, one editor from a nationally 

distributed Chinese newspaper based in Sydney said to me that it was not that there 

wasn't any criticism but that they couldn't afford to publish the criticism because 

they had already gone through a litigation process as a result of criticism published 

in their newspaper! 

4. The end of poetry 
As I am a poet, I am concemed with the fate of poetry. My gut feehng is that there 

is no way out for people who write Chinese poetry in Australia. In the first place, 

you have to pay for anything you publish. Three out of four poets who are listed in 

the first part of this article belong to this category. And then, there are few places 

where Chinese poetry can be published in Australia. There used to be two semi-

literary magazines, Manfiang Hong and Great World, which published poems but 

which no longer exist. Few Chinese-language newspapers in Australia now publish 

any poetry except Chinese Post, The Independence Daily and Sing Tao Daily. Even 

when they do so, the published poems are usually made inconspicuous by being off-

centre or they occupy a comer at the lowest possible bottom. If you ask editors of 

some of the other poetry newspapers why they won't publish poetry, they would tell 

you that people do not read poetry these days. Fair enough. 

Fair enough? Well, the upsurge is that poets are actually "squeezed" out of the 

market by the "hacks", forced to seek a publisher overseas in Taiwan, Hong Kong 

and China. Some even get their work translated into English, as a few Melbourne-

based Chinese poets have successfully tried to do. From my own experience in 

Australia, English poetry does fight a losing battle vvdth other competing genres of 

fiction and biographies but there are at least many outlets for its publication and 

there is the payment, too. 

5. Chinese writers and the English way out? 
I remember coming across a reference to Yang Lian as a "Chinese poet" being not a 

"Chinese-race poet" but a "Chinese-language poet". I hke that because many, of us 

have acquired foreign citizenship but srill write in Chinese. It is a bit like "english", 

not "English" writers. As I pointed out earlier, a few Chinese writers have begun 

seeking a way out in English. These include Sang Ye and Ding Xiaoqi. There are 

books like Sang Ye's The Year the Dragon Came and The Finish Line, Ding Xiaoqi's 

Maiden Home, Fang Xiangshu's East Wind West Wind, Lilian Ng's Silver Sister and my 
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own Moon over Melbourne and Other Poems and Songs of the Last Chinese Poet. 

This is a phenomenon that needs to be taken into serious consideration. With 

the aid of advanced means of contemporary communication such as digital desktop 

publishing, writers do not have to face the readers of their own mother tongue but 

can have their work directly translated and published in another language in one 

strike. However, 1 often feel at a loss at this, a situadon described by the mainland 

Chinese poet Ouyang Jianghe as "regarding Chinese language as one's divorced 

wife." The question for me is whether I should change my entire blood from Chinese 

into English or hang onto what Ouyang Jianghe refers to "homeland in the broken 

mirror". 1 don't know the answer yet but perhaps my only way out is to use the two 

languages? I'm not sure yet. 

(This is a translation in English of the original Chinese article delivered at the 

inaugural meeting of Oceania Chinese Writers' Association in Melbourne in May, 

1997, with some new material.) 
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Emma Fogarty 

Tricks 

E veryday Kate made birdseed: birdseed befls, birdseed hearts, birdseed blocks, 

bars and squares. She breathed birdseed. She sometimes ate birdseed. She 

listened to birdseed running up and down the silos. She got birdseed up her 

nose, in her ears, and in her toes. Suffocated by the dusty musty air of the dingo 

factory, she became squashed between the tiny crack of reality and a dream so that 

her life resembled a putty-like filler, containing no real substance. 

Although three other female workers had commenced at the same time, it was 

the cheerful young English girl who captured Jo's thoughts. During work he 

observed Kate, scrutinising the way she worked, talked, bounced and laughed. 

When she wasn't looking he spied her from behind silos, between sflos and across 

distances, inside the grey steel walls of the building. He noticed she was different 

from most other Westem girls her age. She worked furiously. He watched her thin 

fair-skinned arms struggle with heavy boxes, her elfin hands move swiffly wrapping 

and packing birdseed. 

The employees worked in pairs at the factory, and the first time Kate worked 

with Jo she was hesitant. His genteel manner, lingering eyes and monotone and 

mono-syllable speech were foreign. 

Music blared from the radio while they were busy being birdseed makers and 

bakers, jo's English was broken, disjointed and often incorrect, yet his craving to 

learn the language was formidable. 

"What they say?" he queried. 

"Oh, nothing much. Love and mushie stuff," Kate replied. 

Jo giggled m a boyish manner, "Mushie?" 

Kate pondered before answering, "Um ... you know, sickly sweet, lovey dovey 

stuff" 
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Jo's giggling became contagious, so that soon Kate erupted into laughter too. 

"Where are you from?" 

"China, the city of Nanching," he said, "a lot bigger than here, more people, 

different politics, crowded and much competitive than Austraha." 

"How long have you lived here?" Kate asked. 

"Four years, but 1 still don't get citizenship yet," jo responded. 

"Do you have family?" 

"Yes," Jo said, "wdfe and httle girl." 

"And you haven't seen them for four years?" 

"No," answered Jo. 

She wondered why he was here, when his family were in China. 

Grinning Jo intermpted Kate's thoughts. 

"You sing love tunes?" 

Although she couldn't sing, she imitated the slow corny tunes that blared from 

the radio. 

Sectioned by steel sleepers the concrete jungle houses monster tanks, silos, and 
many maniac machines. Below the steel sky, workers sorted and treated produce, 
and everyday seeds were transformed into solid shapes. Fumes filled the air — a 
potion of sweet sickly adhesive used to bind the seed, machines breathed burning 
mbber, others smoked oil and some cannoned clouds of carbon monoxide. 

After hours of repetitive action, Kate and Jo let the monotony settle into an easy 

silence. Moulding shape after shape, loading trolley after trolley, and moving 

mechanically all day long could be like therapeutic lessons in tolerance or perhaps 

classes in quiet insanity. 

"You scared of mouse?" Jo asked, breaking the silence. 

"No," Kate said. 

"Look!" he pointed. 

Behind the gas tank, a pair of miniature creatures nibbled on birdseed debris. 

Kate chuckled. "How adorable." 

"They our friends," and lifting his finger to his lips, Jo whispered, 

"Our secret, no one else know." 

Kate nodded and stared at the tank in hope the mice would poke their furry 

heads out for another feast. 

"One man got rich from mouse," stated Jo. 
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When Kate responded with a vacant look he continued. 

"Disney saw mouse like we did," he spoke "studied, illustrated and made a 

world. Lots of money from mouse." 

Fascinated by Jo's explanarion of Walt Disney Kate tflted her head and smiled 

meditatively. 

"Mickey!" Jo pointed, "and Minnie our friends." 

Nodding, Kate contemplated the money that stemmed not from genius, but 

from a simple idea, and the way Jo and Disney had observed insignificant creatures 

and dressed them for the stage. 

A steady rhythm settled in once again. Kate was not the sort to interrupt or start a 

conversation, especially when time was irrelevant. She preferred to swim in the 

silence of her head. But Jo had a fetish for social exchange, particularly female 

conversation. Kate guessed he rarely enjoyed the opportunity to talk endlessly and 

about whatever topic sprung to his mind. Either way Kate wasn't perturbed. Both 

Kate and Jo talked in hushed tones in their cosy capsule, while around them 

workers buzzed, fork-lifts zoomed past, and telephones rang every five minutes. 

"You have family here?" Jo asked. 

"No, I shifted to study this year," Kate said. 

"What?" 

"Writing. I'm a vvTiter." 

"I want to study piano but too expensive for me," Jo said. 

"Govemment want thousands. You thought of business or future?" 

"No, business isn't my thing," Kate stated, "I want to write." 

"Australians not so good at math," he commented. 

"No," Kate said, knowing she was one of them. 

"I (Jo algebra in my head, everyone here need calculator, 1 do m my head 

quicker," said Jo. "I'm not a worker, I'm a businessman." 

"That's great." She wasn't interested in numbers, only words, ideas and people. 

"I teach you Mandarin?" 

"Okay." 

Kate became Jo's student. He taught her to say hello, goodbye, how are you, 
and numerous other Chinese greetings. 
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Kate was by no means stunning, not even beautiful, but she was cute in an unusual 

way. With wild frizzy hair and a nose that ended in a fine freckled peak, Kate's 

cheeky smile gave the impression of a fickle and fun girl. Never had she 

encountered problems attracting the opposite sex, however, Westem and Enghsh 

males bored her because they always followed the same patterns. But Jo seemed 

different. 

"1 tell you Chinese story?" Jo said. 

"Okay." 
"You know about Chinese star?" 

"Yes, I'm an Ox." 
And then Jo began. "There was a farm, lots and lots of animals, twelve of them. 

Everyday they fought about who would be first in the stars. The animal who saw 
sunrise was to be the first of the stars. Then one day the Ox says, "I shall be the first 
in the twelve of us." 

"No," says the Rat, "I shaft be the first." 

In legend Rat very cunning. For days and weeks, the Rat and Ox argue. The 
Ox says, "1 am taller, I will see sunrise before you". The Rat then says, "We shall 
wait and see." 

Days before the sunrise was due the Ox set off on a long journey. The Rat did 
not know where he'd gone, but was very curious. After much travel the Ox reached 
a tall mountain, and slowly climbed it. When he got to the top he sat down and 
waited. A few hours later, he saw the sun rise up. "Ah, I'm now the first animal m 
the stars," he said. But he felt something on his head. 

"No you're not, I am the first," says the Rat, sitting on his hom. So the Rat was 
the first animal in the star because he was the first to see sunrise" ended Jo with a 
grin. 

"1 like ft," smiled Kate, "what animal are you?" 

"I am Rat." 

During long and tiresome work hours, Jo told stories, related Old Chinese history, 

quizzed Kate with puzzles and sang Australian love tunes, which caused her to 

laugh so hysterically she snorted. But Jo's speciality was tricks. He knew many, and 

like a gleeful boy he shared them with Kate. He showed her how to count to ten on 

one hand, made coins suddenly disappear with a flick of his wrist, and created 
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illusions by manipulating certain parts of his arms and legs. 

One day while they worked together, Jo started discussing business and pohtics. 

"We only workers, never enough money, only twenty thousand a year," he 

claimed, "but if you own business, sixty, seventy thousand a year, and car, expense 

on tax." 

"Yes, it's more money for sure," she said. 

Money had never motivated Kate, but now she found herself absorbed in Jo's 

capitalist ideal. He had come from the mflitary under Mao where bureaucracy and 

corruption reined, a Communist system so the elite made money and the rest 

remained poor. Jo's rebirth had begun. He discovered the potenrial to create money 

under a capitalist regime, and he possessed a definite plan to make dollars, 

thousands of them. 

"You like travel?" he tempted Kate. 

"Yes, I've never travelled though," she replied. 

Jo had triggered an intrinsic point in her path, which presently, she couldn't 

envisage herself reaching. 

"China a beautiful country, and they love Western girl" Jo said. Kate visualised 

herself as a wealthy, aristocratic, business-like goddess before thousands of Asian 

eyes. She imagined luscious rolling mountains speckled with primitive huts. 

Change symbolised progression, continuous change equalled motion in an 

existence, and combined these two erased regression. But Kate knew in her soul this 

was all an illusion. She had only been working at the birdseed factory for a month 

now, and already her most despised enemy — stagnation — had begun scavenging 

her spirit. Kate's dreams diminished into something that feathered creatures 

everywhere fed on. 

"I have plan for chicken shop in Brisbane for two year now," he elaborated, "'but no 

one to run it with me." 

"Why can't you do it by yourself?" 

"My Enghsh not so good. Need pretty girl," Jo said jokingly. 

"Mmm..." 

"You want to start business with me?" said Jo. 

Dollars dominated Kate's head. Wherever she travelled she could write; riches 
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and colourful culture might never cross her way again. 

"Maybe." 

That night they had dinner. For a moment two single souls crossed paths, and hope 

transformed into something animatedly real. During dinner Jo informed Kate of his 

plans. 
"If you come with me, I give you half of everything and more," he said. 
"I haven't made a definite decision yet," said Kate. 

"Yes, but you make money, and living free," Jo enforced. "I make you happy." 

"Why me?" 
"Me can't run business. English not good enough. Need pretty girl." 

"Yes, but why me?" she said. 

"I see in your eyes the first day and you work hard. Not lazy." 

"I'm like a bird in a cage. Everyday I jump around," he explained. 

"The government open the door a little and close it again, and then Kate open 
the door wide." 

Kate adored Jo. As a brother and hke a teacher, she admired his light spirit, 
desperately needing his discipline and desiring his money. 

"To fly 1 need vnngs," he pointed to the sky, "once 1 get them 1 fly high." 

Likewise Kate needed wings. Although she empathised with Jo she required 
more detail. 

"Why did you leave China and your family?" Kate asked. 

"Folidcs no good in my country. 1 tell my wife 1 need to come to Australia," he 
said. 

"Later she meet American. Good she happy." 

The next day Kale and Jo arrived at work. It was a Saturday, and because few 

workers offered their services on a weekend, there was only Kate, Jo and the 

Supervisor. As usual Jo entertained Kate. After lunch the Supervisor departed early 

leaving them to lock up at the end of the day. 

As soon as they were alone, Jo insisted Kate stop work, relax, enjoy a coffee and 

cigarette. Gladly she accepted. In the tea room, Jo showed Kate more tricks, he 

twisted his arm behind his back, indicating to Kate to do the same. 

"You try touch each finger to thumb," he said. 
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Kate tried and when she couldn't, erupted into a fit of girlish giggle. 

Jo laughed at Kate. 

"How high you?" asked Jo. 

"Um ... about five four." 

"Five what?" he said baffled. 

"Don't you measure in feet?" 

"In China we measure in metre and centimetre," he said. "Stand up." 

Smihng, Kate rose, and Jo placed a hand on her head. 

"How high?" she said stemly, inrimidated by Jo's proximity. 

"Your skin young, white and beauriful," he said grabbing and admiring her arm. 

Abruptly, Jo thmst his pelvis into Kate and smacked his lips forcefully on her 

mouth. 

"No!" demanded Kate. 

But Jo persisted. 

"I'm going home," she said snatching her keys. 

Safely in her car, Kate drove irrationally. Checking her rear-view mirror, she spied 

Jo's dark sunglasses, caught a glimpse of his blue car. Planting her foot on the 

accelerator, Kate quickly changed direction, and sped up to a side street, where she 

listened, for what seemed an eternity, to the deafening drum of her heart. She 

cursed her naivety for being blind to the matrimonial motive in Jo's business plan. 

She had up till now avoided his sexual attraction but she realised she had begun to 

build Jo's bridge between China and her country. 

Later that evening, the phone rang. It was Jo. When Kate told him everything was 

off, she felt hke a bird had coHided with her car windscreen. Splat! Her vision 

clouded and regardless of how much water she splashed on the screen, the bird's 

blood and guts never entirely came off. 

Kate stood staring at the phone. She pondered what life would've been like if she 

had completed the bridge. 
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Eleanor Hogan 

"Singing Our Place Little Bit New": 
Kim Scott's True Country as Borderline 
Aboriginal Life Writing 

"We gotta be moving, remembering, singing our place litde bit new, little bit special, 

aU the time. We are serious. We are grinning. Welcome to you".^ These words from 

the last page of Kim Scott's True Country (1993) suggest an invocation of 

Aboriginality as resilient and capable of renewal within the present. Marked by the 

use of the first person plural, this speech represents the voice of a coUective, tribal 

Aboriginal subject who surfaces like a chorus at intervals in the text, often to offer 

an alternative perspective to that of Bftly, the urbanised, white-educated Aboriginal 

whose quest for identity informs the central narrative. Here in the closure this voice 

extends a welcome to an unidentified "you", presumably Billy as he is at last 

integrated into the "true country" of his identity. But the onus could also be on the 

readers as "you", second person plural, to respond to this welcome and participate 

in True Country's exchange about Aboriginality. 

Marcia Langton has forwarded a non-essentialist understanding of 

Aboriginality in terms of social practices, emphasising its constant construction 

through forms of intercultural and intersubjective exchange. In Well I Heard It On 

the Radio and I Saw It On the Television ..., she writes: 

"Aboriginality" arises from the subjective experience of both Aboriginal 
people and non-Aboriginal people who engage in any intercultural 
dialogue, whether in actual lived experience or through mediated experi
ence such as a while person watching a program about Aboriginal people 
on television or reading a book. 

1. Kim Scott, True Country. Fremamle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1993, 255. All further references will be 
to this edition and paginated in the text. 
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Moreover, the creation of "Aboriginality" is not a fixed thing. It is created 
from our histories. It arises from the iniersubjectivity of black and white in 
a dialogue. 

In a recent Westerly interview with Kim Scott, Elizabeth Guy describes True Country 

m terms of an intercultural dialogue in so far as it "offer[s] a way m which the reader 

could participate in a negotiation between black and white but also between 

historical discourses and contemporary reality". An unconventional life narrative. 

True Country invites us to engage in a dialogue about Aboriginality in which 

different voices—individual and collective, urban and remote. Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal—feature through its representation of Bflly's attempt to re-negotiate his 

identity within the community of Karnama. Karnama itself presents a microcosm of 

contemporary issues in Aboriginal race relations, providing a site for the 

convergence of a spectrum of discourses on Aboriginality, from traditional and even 

"spiritual" through to romantic, assimilationist and reactionary discourses. Central 

to True Country's intercultural dialogue are questions concerning what kind of 

definitions of Aboriginality are possible, given the differences that exist amongst 

Aboriginal people, and between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians, and 

also given the often highly negarive terms in which these relations are articulated. 

Through facilitating this dialogue. True Country presents an example of what 

Homi Bhabha calls a "borderline work of culture", an inscription of cultural 

hybridity. Bhabha's notion of hybridity, like Langton's conception of Aboriginality, 

negotiates cultural difference in terms of dialogue and process. Bhabha "denies the 

essentialism of a prior given or original or originary culture", asserting "that all forms 

of culture are continually in a process of hybridity".^ Accordingly, 

the importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments 
from which a third emerges, rather hybridity ... is the "third space" which 
enables other positions to emerge. This space displaces the histories that 
consritute it, and sets up new structures of authority, new political initia
tives, which are inadequately understood through received wisdom.^ 

2. Marcia Langton, "Well I Heard It On the Radio and I Saw It On the Television ..." . North Sydney: Australian 
Film Commission, 1993, 31. 

3. Elizabeth Guy, "Kim Scott in Conversation with Elizabeth Guy", Westerly, no.3, Spring, 1996, 11. 
4. Homi Bhabha, "The Third Space: interview vrith Homi Bhabha", in J. Rutherford (ed.). Identity: Commu

nity Culture and Difference. London: Laurence and Wishart, 1990, 211. 
5. Bhabha, "The Third Space", 211. 
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It IS this space, which Bhabha also terms the "in-between space"—"the cutting edge 

of translation and negotiation, the in-between space", that the borderline work of 

culture actively promotes by "demand [ing] an encounter with the 'newness' that is 

not part of the continuum of past and present". "Such art", Bhabha claims, 

does not merely recall the past as social cause or aesthetic precedent, it 
renews the past, refiguring it as a contingent "in-between" space that inno
vates and interrupts the performance of the present. The "past-present" 
becomes part of the necessity, not the nostalgia, of living.^ 

As a borderline work of culture. True Country renews and refigures Aboriginality— 

a site often identified in museum-piece terms with the past—in terms of a dynamic 

and contemporary intercultural dialogue. Much of its hybridised articulation of 

Aboriginality is facilitated through experimentation with the genre of life writing, 

particularly through deviations from the conventional organisation of the Westem 

autobiographical narrative around an individual and autonomous subject. In 

releasing the life narrative from the control of this subject. True Country opens up 

an in-between space in which enunciations by other voices—translations and 

negotiations in dialoguing Aboriginality—can occur. 

In this article, I will examine the ways in which Scott constructs Aboriginality 

in True Country as a site of intercultural dialogue and hybridity, but first I wish to 

locate the text as a significant intervention within Aboriginal life writing. Life writing 

is a genre that has been vvddely used in contemporary Aboriginal textual production, 

both in the form of oral transcriptions and more conventional written biographical 

and autobiographical forms. The act of publishing these narratives has often fulfilled 

political purposes such as self-affirmation and the rewriting of contact history. The 

pubUcation of Sally Morgan's My Place in 1987 marks a significant moment in the 

use of the life narrative as a site of intervention for Aboriginal writers. Morgan's 

book was effective in capturing the interest of the Australian reading public after a 

decade of heightened sensitivity to race and gender issues in literary and other 

cultural contexts, which reached a high point around 1988, the Bicentennial year. 

6. Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture. London and New York: Routledge, 1994, 38. 
7. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 7. 
8. Sally Morgan, My Place. Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1987. 
9. See Susan Sheridan, "Australian Feminist Literary History: Around 1981", Hecate, vol.19, no.l, 101-15, 

for a discussion of the emphasis on race and gender in Australian literary production during the 1980s. 
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Although some Aboriginal life narratives had been published prior to this date, 

the success of My Place contributed substantially to a revitalised focus on this genre 

in the late 1980s, particularly by Aboriginal women writers. The publication of My 

Place was accompanied by that of texts such as Ruby Langford's Don't Take Your Love 

to Town (1988), Glenyse Ward's Wandering Girl (1987) and Jackie Hoggins'Auntie 

Rita (1994), and these received greater critical attention than did previous life 

writing. As a publishing phenomenon, however. My Place became idenrified as the 

"signpost" for this moment of intervention, a moment which was also was supported 

by increasing academic interest in postcolonial and feminist theory (with subjects 

like the "native woman" and the "woman of color" representing a crucial nexus of 

race and gender issues). Within this context, Morgan's My Place is further significant 

for its intervention into colonialist inscriptions of history and assimilationist 

prescriptions of identity, and its synthesis of a renewed, hybrid representarion of 

Aboriginality. Through this refiguring of the past, it opens up an "in-between" space 

within contemporary textual producrion that "innovates and intermpts the 

performance of the present", setting a precedent for the publication of borderline 

works of culture that articulate hybrid conceptions of Aboriginality such as Scott's 

True Country. 

In reading Scott's True Country as a borderline work of culture that foUows in 

the wake of Morgan's arricularion of a hybrid identity in My Place, I seek also to 

counter some of the anxiety that has accompanied issues of purity and 

appropriation in regard to Aboriginal writing. In Morgan's case, specific concerns 

have been raised about the relative authenricity of her work as an Aboriginal writer. 

This kind of cririque characterises Mudrooroo Narogin's approach to Aboriginal 

hterature in Writing from the Fringe: A Study of Modem Aboriginal Literature (1990) 

where he sets up an opposftion between resistance literature and assimilarionist 

literature (the latter of which Morgan's My Place could be most famously seen as 

representative).^^ Mudrooroo seeks to advance an oppositional fringe positioning 

which stresses the othemess of forms of Aboriginal identity and representation to 

those which predominate in "postmodern, multicultural Austraha".^^ This more 

10, For e.xample, Charles Perkms, A Bastard Like Me. Sydney: Ure Smith, 1975; Robert Bropho, Trmgedweller. 
Sydney: Alternative Publishing Cooperative, 1980—and a number by women—Margaret Tucker If Every
one Cared. Sydney. Ure Smith, 1977; Ella Simon, Through My Eyes. Adelaide: Rigby, 1978; Elsie Roughsey 
(L^bumore), An Ahongmal Other Tells of the Old and the New. Fitzroy: McPhee Gribble 1984 

11. Jackie Muggins, Aitntte Rita. Canberra; Aboriginal Studies Press, 1994; Ruby Langford Don't Take Your 
Love to Town. Ringwood: McPhee Gribble, 1988; Glenyse Ward, Wandering Girl. Broome: Magabala, 1987. 

12. See also Eric Michaels, "Para-Ethnography", An and Text, no.30, Sept. Nov, 1988, 45. 
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purist approach to Aboriginal writing has particular ramifications for life narratives, 

which Mudrooroo tends to disenfranchise, classing them as "compromised 

volumes" written for economic purposes or "for reasons such as to show the white 

majority that Aborigines were human beings capable of achievement, or to serve as 

models for Aboriginal youngsters". Mudrooroo contests the recent popularity of 

life narratives such as My Place on the grounds of their use of white genres like "the 

battler" narrative, and also on the basis of Morgan's relative lack of "indigenality": 

Sally Morgan's book is a milepost in Aboriginal literature in that it marks 
a stage when it is considered O.K. to be Aboriginal as long as you are 
young, gifted and not very black. It is an individuaftsed story and the 
concerns of the Aboriginal community are of secondary importance. 

Mudrooroo also accuses Morgan and other Aboriginal women writers of 

"advocaring assimilation" through the use of Westernised forms of identity and 

representation in their life narratives. He states: "If it were not for the neglected 

masterpiece. An Aboriginal Mother Tells of the Old and the New ... Black Austrahan 

women's literature might be seen as advocating assimilation; or else publishing 

companies are consciously publishing only those books which advance this 

ideology". Mudrooroo includes An Aboriginal Mother Tells of the Old and the New 

in his canon of indigenous literature on the grounds of its use of Aboriginal English, 

oral discourse and "reflections on the Aboriginal being in Australia". While the 

presence of similar markers of "indigenality" would probably qualify True Country 

for this type of canonisation, in this article 1 am emphasising its place in a genealogy 

of life writing which includes My Place in order to underscore the importance of 

hybrid construcrions of Aboriginality. In representing the histories of subjects of 

assimilationist policies, life narrarives by writers who are "young, gifted and not very 

black" like Scott and Morgan contribute significantly to a contemporary, hybrid 

articulation of Aboriginality, exposing experiences of cultural difference which a 

more purist approach such as Mudrooroo's in Writing from the Fringe could work to 

suppress. 

13. Mudrooroo Narogin, Writing/rom the Fringe: A Study of Modem Aboriginal Literature. Melbourne: Hyland 
House, 1990, 24. 

14. Mudrooroo, 149. 
15. Mudrooroo, 149, 
16. Mudrooroo, 149-50. 
17. Mudrooroo, 152. 
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A purist approach also obscures the value of these hybrid interventions in 

"refiguring" elements of the recent colonial past as acts of cultural subversion and 

renovation. Life narratives, whether in the form of a relatively conventional 

autobiographical account like Morgan's or a more experimental, fictional text like 

Scott's, can effectively destabilise dominant representations of identity in 

"postmodern, mukicultural Australia" through their exposure of the deployment of 

particular colonialist discourses in the formation of certain racially-marked (or 

unmarked) identities. Like Morgan, Scott is a product of assimilationist policies; he 

observes in the Westerly interview that his failure to notice racism as a child is rooted 

in "these policies we had across Australia of assimilation, and I think they say 

'biological absorption'". The publication of life narratives such as My Place and 

True Country has political ramifications in so far as these books both undermine the 

erasure of Aboriginahty promoted by assimilationist policies earlier this century in 

Australia. They contribute to the relocation of Aboriginality from a site of repression 

and secrecy to one of public exchange, as Scott's observation on the effects of the 

pubhcation of True Country on his Aboriginal identity suggests: "(sjince I've written 

and entered the public discourse, it's moved from a private sort of thing to 

something of pride with a fair bit of sullen, unarticulated resentment".-^^ In addition, 

Scott's public idenrificarion as an Aboriginal author, through such extra-textual 

material as the Westerly interview, underlines his agentive role as a subject rather 

than an object in the public constmction of Aboriginality. Langton comments that: 

"'Aboriginality' only has meaning when understood in terms of intersubjectivity, 

when both the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal are subjects, not objects".^° 

In the remainder of this article, I will concentrate on the ways in which True 

Country "dialogues" Aboriginality through its interventions into the genre of life 

writing, and the issues that this dialogue raises. In upsetting the opposiuon between 

an individualised. Western self, to which BUly as assimflaUonist subject might 

aspire, and the "colonized as amorphous, generalized coflecrivity",'^^ True Country 

breaks with autobiographical convention and permits other voices to enter the 

narrative in a hybrid and dialogic articulation of Aboriginality. This constmction is 

facilitated through a number of textual devices such as shifts in perspective, tense 

18. Guy, 9. 
19. Guy, 14, 
20. Langton, 32. 
21. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, "Introduction", in Smith and Watson (eds), De/Colonizing the Subject: 

The Politics of Gender in Women's Autobiography. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992, 10. 
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and voice, and the use of different forms of English, including an Aboriginal English. 

The identification of supernatural elements with a collective Aboriginal voice in 

True Country, and the text's refusal to contain these elements within "superior" and 

"enlightened" white rationalist discourses, presents a further challenge to the self-

mastery of the autobiographical subject. This representation of the supernatural not 

only contributes to the openendedness of the text's dialogue, but also to its crearion 

of a hybrid in-between space in which the past is renewed through synthesis into a 

contemporary expression of Aboriginality. 

True Country's decentring of the typically Westem focus of the life narrative on 

an individual subject provides the basis for this in-between space through its 

exposure of the cultural hybridity in which this subject's quest for identity is 

embedded. This space could also be called "heteroglossic" in M. M. Bakhtin's sense 

of the word, as it works to present a cross-section of the different voices or "dialects" 

from the text's context of producrion. Bakhtin claims that "[ajt any given moment 

... a language is stratified not only into dialects in the strict sense of the word ... but 

is ... stratified as well into languages that are socio-ideological: languages belonging 

to professions, to genres, languages peculiar to particular generation". True 

Country presents a variety of social voices or "dialects" from both Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal positionalities, as well as some representation of linguistic dialect, 

especially Aboriginal English. There is a list of languages spoken in Karnama given 

at one point in the text: 

There's all sorts of language spoken in Kamama. Spanish, Spanish English, 
Philippine Spanish, Philippine English, Aboriginal languages. Aboriginal 
English, Australian EngUsh, Government English, Politician English. And 
more. Got them all nearly. (122) 

This diversity of languages and dialects indicate the heterogeneity and hybridity 

of the community, reinforcing Billy's ideas of Karnama as a "microcosm" of race 

relations in Australia and influenced by "forces representative of a wider 

community" (222). 

Of the languages and dialects represented in the text, the use of Aboriginal 

English is particularly marked, contributing to the representation of a collective 

22, M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essay. C. Emerson and M. Holquist (trans); M, Holquist 
(ed.). Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981. 

23. Bakhtin, xix. 
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Aboriginal voice that undermines conventional expectations of narratorial control 

by an individual, usually white, subject. In the interview with Guy, Scott explains 

that "if you were a linguist or anything it's not really Aboriginal English but it's got 

the elements of that in the rhythm. It offered a new opportunity of storying. The 

narrator was taken over by language and the stories available". Scott's inscription 

of Aboriginal English thus presents a means of breaking down the monologic 

positioning of the narrator and of representing other perspectives. It further suggests 

a form of intervention that disturbs assumptions about Aboriginal identity. Scott 

comments that "mucking round with the Aboriginal English ... gave [him] a way 

out" of representing the community in terms of an "outback—frontier sort of 

thing" —in which the people of the Kamama community would be positioned as 

"others" and "objects" within the narrative. The use of this dialect instead highlights 

the way that the Aboriginal community "speak back" as subjects in True Country, 

destabilising colonialist formulations of the binarisms "self/other" and "subject/ 

other". As a "translation" of the colonising tongue, it confounds any notions of a 

monologic Australian identity through its assertion of cultural difference. Bhabha 

writes that: [N]o culture is full unto itself, no culture is plainly plenitudinous ... its 

own interpellation in the process of representation, language, signification and 

meaning-making, always underscores the claim to an originary, holistic, organic 

identity. English, as the language associated with the colonising culture's 

processes of representation and meaning-making and a fundamental instrument in 

the "origination" of Australian nationhood, cannot be used to unify and contain 

cultural difference as "the 'original' is never finished or completed in itself ... [ft] is 

always open to translation".^^ While the use of English and Spanish in Kamama 

marks the impact of colonisarion, the variety of "Enghshes" and "Spanishes" spoken 

expose the hybrid, intersubjective underpinnings of Australian cultural identity. 

The viability of these dialects point to a kind of "babel" effect through which the 

hegemojiy of colonialist languages has been confused and dispersed through their 

hybridisation. 

The articulation of hybridity which emerges through the use of dialects in True 

Country is also evident at the level of socially-marked voices. Most of the non-

Aboriginal voices in the text can be aligned with what Muecke has identified as racist 

24. Guy 10. 
25. Guy 10. 
26. Bhabha, "The Third Space", 210. 
27. Bhabha, "The Third Space", 210. 
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and romantic discourses on Aboriginality in Australian culture. In his essay 

"Available Discourses on Aborigines", Muecke writes that racist discourse, "through 

a series of metaphoric displacements, funcrions to designate a people as something 

other than adult, white perfection, the attributes of which tend to be self 

determination, discipline and individualism". Some of the non-Aboriginal 

discourses which circulate at Karnama effectively infantilise Aboriginal people, 

positioning their culture as inferior, primitivist and unviable in the present. Alex, 

the school's principal, and his wife Annette believe that Aborigines are a dying race 

—"as a people they can't last" (24)—and that they lack the necessary self-

determinauon to survive. As a solution, they advocate an assimilationist approach 

with managerial overtones, one which is perhaps reflective of the "Anglo-Australian 

legal and administrative obsession, even fixation, with Aboriginal people":^ "They 

need to organise themselves. Set some sort of goals. Face up to the way things have 

to be done nowadays. A management plan. And look after finances." (24) One of the 

priests from the mission. Father Paul, offers a much more negative perspective. In 

response to Billy's suggestion that Karnama is a microcosm "representative of a 

wider community", he retorts: "A microcosm of what? Our society? The whites here 

work hard. The Aborigines play cards, fight. What else? Incest, child molestation, 

violence, wife bashing. Alcoholism. Petrol sniffing. The church is dying." (222) This 

catalogue of "sins" provokes an unfavourable contrast between "unregenerate" 

Aborigines and the moral superiority of the whites and their work ethic. Father 

Paul's response is unmitigated by recourses to social conditions, implying an 

essentialist judgement about the Kamama people: their failure to assimilate to. 

•progressive" white standards suggests that they are beyond redemption, lacking the 

capacity for self-determination and discipftne. The representation of voices of white 

contact from the past through citations from mission books and school journals 

indicate a long-standing historical precedent for these racist perspectives: one 

principal's entry from 1965 states that the "camps are places of disease, fifth, and 

full of uncivftised people." (81) 

Other white characters who are more positive in their approach to working in 

the community, such as Gerrard, the project officer, and Liz, Billy's wife and a 

teacher, appear to represent recent liberal humanist, leftist and even multiculturalist 

28, Stephen Muecke, "Available Discourses on Aborigines", in P Botsman (ed,) Theoretical Strategies. Sydney 
University: Local Consumption Publications, 1982, 106, 

29, Langton, 28. 
30, As in romantic discourse on Aborigines; sec Muecke, "Available Discourses on Aborigines", 105, 
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discourses which espouse social justice, racial tolerance and equity. Their rather 

marginal positioning in events at Kamama however implies the inadequacy of these 

discourses to effect significant change and articulate cultural difference in ways that 

impact decisively on Aboriginal issues. Jasmine, the community's white 

bookkeeper, who attempts to embrace Aboriginality more actively, is portrayed as 

tending to romanticise what she perceives as the "realness" and "cuteness" of 

Karnama and its inhabitants. In effect she appears to be involved in a kind of 

fetishisation of Aboriginality which culminates in her affair with Milton and 

subsequent conceprion of her desired "black baby". Her position mirrors some of 

the racist discourses that circulate in Karnama; her more positive perceprion of the 

community nevertheless possesses similarly essentialist underpinnings in its 

celebration of the "naturalness" of the Karnama people. Muecke identifies a 

romantic discourse on Aboriginahty "separated by only a thin line of difference" 

from the racist. The racist discourse is "either dismissive or silent in the face of racial 

difference" whereas the romantic "justifies an irrational involvement with a people 

on the basis of'love' or 'concern'". It also parricipates in "nostalgically mysrify[ing] 

the present".^^ Jasmine is, however, ultimately unable to sustain either her "love" 

or her "nostalgia" for Karnama's present: faced with hostility from Milton's family 

she cannot integrate herself into the community, and leaves in order to give birth. 

The Aboriginal voices that feature in the text present a range of responses to the 

experience of white contact, including those that desire a retum to tribal ways, those 

that represent aspects of social breakdown, and those that seek to integrate both 

modem and traditional elements of identity. The traditionalist position is presented' 

by Fatima, Walanguh and Sebastian, who advocate a retum to tribal lore, suggesung 

that there is power associated with the old ways and their magic. Fatima and 

Sebastian assert: "Old days people could make magic. That's true. That's no story, 

it's tme story" (68) but with the disintegration of traditional law, "[p]eople are going 

a bit like dogs now." (35) The transcriptions of Fatima's recoUections also offer a 

counterhistory to the standard narrativisations of contact history represented in the 

mission's journals, and the collective Aboriginal voice that emerges at intervals 

suggests a counterpoint to standard white preconceptions about Aboriginal culture. 

The voice comments: "Tell us, we learned anything from white man yet?... They 

can't forget about our roots, they can't leave us behind and go to the whiteman roots. 

31. Muecke, "Available Discourses on Aborigines", 105. 
32 Muecke, "Available Discourses on Aborigines", 106. 
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That no good." (124-5) The intrusion of Aboriginal voices throughout True Country, 

both as singular and plural speaking subjects, is highly significant in the creation of 

the text's hybrid exchange because of the way it upsets the narrative mastery 

typically possessed by the Western autobiographical subject. This is particularly 

evident in the instances where the collective tribal voice speaks: these are not cameo 

moments featuring bits of whimsy about Aboriginal folk lore or magic. Instead, this 

voice is usually presented as powerful and assertive: it talks (and even boasts) about 

the power which they possess as a people. After the death of Franny's killers, for 

example, the coflective tribal voice comments: "Him dead. We got him. Just like old 

times. Still got power, see? True. Tme story. Listen! We could do that. Could could 

could." (208) The representation of supernatural events like the "singing" of Beatrice 

and the revenge on Franny's killers by this voice effectively disrupts the machinery 

of Western discourses associated with medicine and the law, interrupring the 

performance of a modem, white, rationalist present. 

A number of Aboriginal characters in the text present symptoms of the social 

disintegration that has occurred through colonial contact, such as Deslie, the only 

"proper well-trained blackfella" (176) from the younger generarion, who has 

become a petrol sniffer, Araselli and Alphonse, who break tribal laws concerning 

marriage, and Raphael, who bashes his wives. But some of these characters, 

particularly those who engage m forms of violence, could also be read as 

representing dissident voices which resist containment, if through highly nihilisric 

and self-destructive means, by the "civilising" processes of the coloniser. In effect, 

they enact the posirion prescribed for them by figures like Father Paul as being 

"beyond redemption" as a form of defiance or repudiation—or even "fierce 

ressentiment" '̂̂ —of the dominant culture's standards. 

A character such as Gabriella, however, occupies a simflarly hybrid position to 

Billy on the threshold between settled and remote cultures in the text's dialogic 

exchange. An Aboriginal girl sent from the community to study in the city, 

Gabriella's personal narrative suggests the inverse reflection of Billy's, the white-

educated Aboriginal teaching in a remote community. Gabriella is thus able to 

discuss urban, white perceptions of remote communities hke Kamama with Billy. 

In one of her dialogues with him, Gabriella recognises that Karnama is "how people 

33. See John von Sturmer's discussion of "excesses" in contemporary Aboriginal societies in terms of a refusal 
to "live according to 'civiUsed' notions of society" in "Aborigines, Representation. Necrophilia", Art & 
Text, no. 32, Autumn, 1989, 139, quoted in Langton, 39. 

34. Von Sturmer, 139, quoted in Langton, 39. 
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would hke to think of Aboriginal people", and goes on to observe the inherent 

paternahsm of this stereotype: 

I reckon the people, the government and the bureaucrats, the white 
mums and dads battling with their mortgages, the sports coaches and the 
teachers, all the wide worid want to see the Aboriginal people like this. But 
wanting to be helped. (166) 

Gabriella pinpoints the flaw in this intrinsically romanric representarion of 

Aboriginality that often predominates in mainstream Australian society: its tendency 

to disempower Aboriginal people by posirioning them as objects of aid and concern. 

She problematises this representation further by pointing to the hybridity of 

Aboriginality, commenring that "[t]here's Aboriginal people everywhere" and "[n]ot 

many Aboriginal people live hke this here" (166). The arricularion of this kind of 

dialogue about Aboriginality in the text by Gabriella and Billy, who represent the 

intersecrion of urban and remote. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal discourses, 

suggests the value of their "hybrid" posirioning as a site for investigating issues of 

Aboriginal identity. 

In Billy's case, however, the representation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

voices in True Country is accompanied by the problematisation of his, and by 

implicarion Scott's, role as interlocutor of this dialogue. In questioning his posirion 

as story-teller, his right to be the one "who sings the world anew so that you know 

where you are" (169), Bflly enacts some of the anxieties addressed recently in 

identity politics about the right to "speak for" others, especially subaltern others. 

These anxieties are reflected in the language of the excuses that Billy makes for not 

writing: "It's problematical, see. I write for the kids, but I edit. So, do I change it too 

much? Do I write only for the kids here? Who speaks? Have I the right to ..." (245). 

In this instance, the issues of appropriation and authority imphcit in Billy's role as 

story-teller concern his rightfulness as an individual urban, white-educated 

Aboriginal to represent the narratives of a remote, tribal community. The use of 

Bflly's life narrative, however, to articulate both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

voices as speaking subjects in an intercultural dialogue in True Country undermines 

what might have been a position of dominance as an autonomous, self-mastering 

35. Gayatri C. Spivak, "French Feminism in an International Frame", in G. C. Spivak, In Other Worlds: Essays 
in Cultural Politics. Methuen: New York and London, 1987, 134-53, and Trinh T. Minh-ha, Woman, Native, 
Other: Writing Poslcoloniality and Feminism. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989, present well-
known examples of this line of inquiry. 
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Western autobiographical subject.. The decentring of Billy's subjectivity in order to 

represent other voices and other stories in True Country instead facilitates an 

understanding of idenrity in terms of intersubjectivity and community. 

Billy's posirioning as the interlocutor or translator of the community's stories is 

similar to the role played by the narrator of the "testimonio" or testimonial narrative, 

who is "the real protagonist or witness of the events he or she recounts, and whose 

unit of narration is usually a 'hfe' or a significant life experience".^^ John Beverley 

identifies this narrative form across a number of genres, including autobiography, 

autobiographical novel, and oral history, and aligns it with minority groups, 

"representing in particular those subjects ... excluded from authorized 

representation". ^ In her discussion of autobiographical writing by colonised 

women, Doris Sommer finds that the narrator frequently performs a testimonial 

funcrion by speaking as a representative of her community. This narrator is 

differentiated from the typical autobiographical subject through a metonymical 

relationship to other subjects, namely that of their community and also the reader. 

Sommer writes: 

[Tjhere is a fundamental difference here between the metaphor of autobi
ography and heroic narrative in general, which assumes an identity by 
substituting one (superior) signifier for another ... and metonymy, a lateral 
identification through relationship, which acknowledges the possible 
differences among "us" as components of the whole.^^ 

The use of Billy's life narrative to "testify" to other life narratives produces a 

metonymic, lateral identification, and one which also acknowledges the "possible 

differences" among the Karnama people "as components of the whole" by exposing 

the variety of positionahties which exist within their community. Rather than 

monopolising the right of others to speak, the production of Billy's life narrative 

instead tesrifies to the experiences of certain subjects largely excluded from written 

36, John Beverley, "The Margin at the Center: On Testimonio (Testimonial Narrative)", in S. Smith andj. Wat
son (eds), De/Colonizing the Subject: The Politics of Gender in Women's Autobiography. Minneapolis: Univer
sity of Minnesota Press, 1992, 93. 

37, Beverley "The Margin at the Center: On Testimonio (Testimonial Narrative)", 93. 
38, Doris Sommer, "'NotJust a Personal Story': Women's Testimonios and the Plural Self', in B. Brodzki and C. 

Schenck (eds), Life/Lines: Theorizing Women's Autobiography. Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 
1988, 108. This metonymically-identified, collective testimonial self is also evident in some recent auto
biographical writing by Aboriginal women. For example. Ruby Langford in Don't Tafcc Your Love to Town 
and Elsie Roughsey in An Aboriginal Mother Tells of the Old and the New both "testify" to the experiences of 
family and other members of their respective Aboriginal communities in white Australia. 
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representation—those of remote Aboriginal people in Northern Australia. 

In refiguring a hybrid idenrity in relation to the Karnama community, Billy also 

presents an affront to those colonialist mechanisms which would efface his 

Aboriginality by rendering him the product of "biological absorprion" policies. 

Bhabha suggests that through its metonymising function hybridity effectively 

"retains the actual semblance of the authoritative symbol but revalues its presence 

by resisting it", and thus has the power "to so disturb the systematic (and systemic) 

constmction of discriminatory knowledges that the cultural, once recognized as the 

medium of authority, becomes -virtually unrecognizable".^^ While Billy may retain 

some semblances of the "authoritarive" colonialist culture as a white-educated 

schoolteacher, he disturbs this culture's configuration of power and knowledges 

through making metonymic identifications with the Kamama community in his 

construction of a hybrid Aboriginal identity. 

The challenge to Westem knowledges and authority presented by hybridity in 

True Country receives its most heightened articulation in the text's syncreric closure. 

While the closure does not attempt to resolve all the problems and issues which the 

narrative raises, Billy's ultimate supernatural experience provides a personal 

resolution for his quest and a final projection of a hybrid, intersubjective identity. 

The closing scene presents a gathering of community—"[t]he dark people, the pale 

one, white ones" (254), including Billy's dead father and dead grandmother, with 

Billy gaining a sense of identity and his "true country" through his supernatural 

flight with Walanguh—"he knew who he was, he recognised the land below him." 

(254) Given that magical elements are often associated in the narrative with the old 

people and the old ways as a positive expression of their power, the implicarion is 

that Billy is able to graft this element of the past into his identity. At one level, this 

could be read as an expression of the radical potential of Aboriginal hybridity. In 

locating this hybrid and intersubjective form of identity at a supernatural level, the 

closure of True Country represents Aboriginality as occupying a space beyond the 

rationality of Western discourses and the linearity of white history, including that 

of a colonialist construction of history which introduces purist and oppositional 

racial categories like "black" and "white" ."̂  

From a materiahst perspective, however, this supernatural, atemporal -vision of 

Aboriginality might not suggest a very socially or politically empowering closure, 

but a retreat from some of the more uncomfortable realities which the narrative 

39. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 115. 
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raises. But 1 think the value of this closure as an intervenrion lies in its sense of 
incompleteness, or "inbetweenness", as Muecke puts it in his Continuum discussion 
of narrative interventions. Muecke observes that: "The coupling of 'narrative' and 
'intervention' ... suggests penetration of one body into another. Intervention means 
'to occur, fall or come between points in time or between events' and also (and this 
is its more political activist sense) 'to come between in order to stop, settle or 
modify'". In addition, he stresses "the inbetweenness of narrative interventions, and 
even to suggest that interventions speed things up more than slow them down".^^ 
Billy's flight in the closure to True Country images a form of penetration or 
absorption of self into other which opens up an in-between space of intervention 
through its linkage of two sites popularly imagined as representative of different 
"points in rime"—a modem, individualist, urban "present" and a traditional, 
communal, tribal "past". But the final exhortation given by the Aboriginal "other"— 
"Welcome to you"—suggests that the locus of this space does not merely encompass 
Billy's personal refiguring of Aboriginality within the present; it can extend also to 
engage the text's readers in dialogue with the "other". The "inbetweenness" of True 
Country, especially as articulated through its representation of an openly dialogic 
and hybrid exchange in which readers are invited to participate, offers a form of 
narrative intervention which may well "speed things up more than slow them down" 
in discussions of Aboriginality in contemporary Australian textual production. 

40. Cf. the Caribbean writer Wilson Harris's radical use of hybridity in The Womb of Space: The Cross-Cultura! 
Imagination. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood, 1983. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin describe Harris's 
strategy as follows: "hybridity in the present is constantly struggling to free itself from a past which 
stressed ancestry and which valued the 'pure' over its threatening opposite, the 'composite'. It replaces a 
temporal linearity with a spatial plurality" Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin, The Empire 
Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures. London and New York: Roudedge, 1989, 35-
6. 

41. Stephen Muecke, "Narrative and Intervention in Aboriginal Filmmaking and Policy", Continuum: The Aus
tralian journal of Media and Culture, vol.8, no.2, 1994, 250. 

42. Muecke, "Narrative and Intervention in Aboriginal Filmmaking and Pohcy", 250. 
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Kai Jensen 

In Your Presence 

The stereo falling silent 
bring back my peacenik days 
the silence of all things electric 
while far above the stratosphere 
something goes very wrong. 

But look out the window: 
the flash is that of a sunset 
set free by the far grey 
hp of storm relenting, twitching 
up all at once to apricot humour. 

There are three strands here: 
that in Kathmandu people go on 
spitting, smoking excessively, making 
a lot of noise in the street at da-wn 
and we're not there to hear it; 

that I may not succeed 
m this difficult or futile thing; 
and that the air is full 
of your being away, absence 
harsh as wool on my summer skin. 

Your elephant pot, however, sprouts fanciful 
high trefoils of dark green and light green, 
and on another plane you've left 
five cats to look after me. One holds 
paws up to its third eye, saying Namaste. 
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Evensong 

The idea that it might come gradually 
is alien to me. You you say, 'What?' 
—already I've forgotten. 

There's a lot of glum talk at work. 
When I say, 'But I'm happy,' 
it's a stretch to make it true, 
hke hoisting myself out of the deep end. 

Which brings me to the Little Mermaid 
bronzed on her rock 
in those industrial waters. 

To one side, the evening gathers 
its stillness; on the other, click 
pool balls in the neighbours' garage, 
just so you'll know it's true. 

The evening is the ocean 
in its expanse of air 
untended 
far greater than these enclosures 
but I don't mean metaphor 

and there it is again 
elusive, glimpsed 
out of the eye's dull comer 
two sunflowers clasp a face gone mad. 

Demographer 
I agree with your completely 
close you in the power notebook 
shut down your cries. 
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David Buchanan 

On the Spring and Bodysurfing 

On this cusp 
of new season 
a small voice 
stills in me 
after storms— 
like the surge 
behind breakwater 
welling upwards 
arousing 
immutable pleasures 
that re-author shores 
with sets feathering 
like waves 
I learn to face 
the break in the breaking. 
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Sari Hosie 

Dreaming Star 

A t first they thought it was dmgs. Local artist found dead in his studio. An 
overdose. An ordinary suicide. Maybe he fancied himself the tortured 
artist. But I knew this artist wasn't too tortured. Wasn't that great an artist 

either. 

Bob rang me early, forgetting the time delay. Was he nervous? Anyway he caught 
me by surprise one Tuesday morning. Would 1 go over, he asked. Didn't I still have 
some contacts in the West? Could 1 give him a hand, unofficially? 
Without thinking I said, yes, I'd come over. I could do with a few weeks in the sun 
and it might be good for my past to catch up with me. If Bob caught the irony in 
my tone he didn't mention it. He said that something was amiss. If the guy had 
been doing drugs he'd kept it a secret. It's not something a successful artist 
suddenly takes up at forty three. He wasn't, in any case, the addictive type. 

Otto Grantley started to sefl well in the 70s, largely on the strength of a series of 

portraits of his daughter who was then seven years old. She was a beautiful child. 

White-blond, piercingly blue eyes, a skin that tans easily and makes a blond look 

golden. I remember seeing him around with his little girl. His marriage to an actress 

was brief and he was awarded custody. A certain kind of woman found him 

attractive ... there's something about a man who takes care of a child. He was good-

looking in a way, with blond hair, blue eyes. Tafl. The picture in the paper 

supersedes my memory. Long hair ried back, thin on top, an earring in one ear. 

Aged and faded, 1 decide, trying to stay young. 

On the way down Chrystaluna Drive it feels as if nothing has changed. The Norfolk 

pities still jut into the too-blue sky. It's hot at 9 am. and the light is as white and 
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harsh as it was ten years earlier. Probably, I think to myself, the people are still the 

same. Woodman Cut is a place that attracts people on the edge, people in 

transition. Artists, hippies, ageing singles who substitute cafe society for friends. 

People who know a lot of people but don't want to get in too deep. 1 know. I lived 

there for a while after my own marriage broke up. If I hang around a bit I'll hear 

what I need to know ... and I'll get to drink the coffee which is still the best I've ever 

tasted. 

After a couple of mornings with cafe lattes and chit-chat with familiar-looking 

strangers, Margaret comes in. I've been wairing for her but she doesn't know this. 

She's pleased to see me. 1 was a kind of mentor to her once. I taught creative -writing 

at a community centre. She came along once a week when her children were small. 

She sits do-wn opposite me. She looks a bit rired, a bit defeated. It's Saturday. She 

should be doing the shopping. I say, —^You didn't know Otto G. did you? 

She laughs harshly. —Let me tell you a story, she says. I don't have time to write 

anymore. Full-time work, teenaged kids. You can have this story. You do 

something -with it... 

She looks into the distance. You know how it is. We had everything. The husband 

turns forty. Goes off to "find" himself and never comes back. Quits his job so he 

can fudge the maintenance. Hangs around bars while he's still got the keys to the 

company Merc. You know how a man can talk sometimes? He's speaking 

hypothetically but you know it could easily be himself he's talking about. Says to a 

mutual friend. If you put your Merc keys do-wn on a bar there's no need to go home 

alone. 

Eventually he buys a younger wife and starts another litter. 

—What about you? I prompt. Margaret continues the story as if she's talking about 

a stranger. 

—^Well, she says, you know this story. You're still young and reasonably attractive. 

But you're a refugee .from the suburbs. While your ex. was dining out three times a 

week you were tefling fairytales to toddlers. You don't know things you should. 

There are gaps in your history, lapses in your concentration and memory. You have 

"nice woman" -written afl over you. You don't have any experience. You can't tell 

the good guys from the bad guys. But you still want love. Stfll buy the nuclear 
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dream. Anyone with a conscience wouldn't touch you. 

I interrupt gently. —^And along comes Otto G? 

Yes, she says. Along comes Otto G. -with his sweet httle girl and his exciring hfe. 

We were lovers on and off for years. It only lasted that long because I wasn't 

demanding. I met him here. 

—You don't belong here do you? 

—No, she answers. Like 1 said, I'm a refugee from the suburbs. I should've known 

better. People warned me off. A woman 1 met at a party said, —Don't touch him. 

The only woman he's in love with is his daughter. 

Margaret continues in the present tense, strangely distant, hardly aware of my 

presence. —First he asks me to meet him at the art gallery. He's pretty cool. I listen 

to him carefully, out of habit, trying to remind myself not to think of him as a 

potential lover. We stand on the mezzanine floor. There's a paper mache aeroplane 

hanging over the void. To torture myself I imagine I'm sitting on a wing trying to 

find my way down. 

1 say, —I'm scared of heights. 

He says, —I'm claustrophobic. 

We move across to the sculptures. I stop in front of a bronze by the Frenchman Jean 

D'Arp. It's cafled Astre en Reve, Dreaming Star. I can't resist touching. I put out 

my hand. Otto lets me. The attendant rushes up quickly and says I mustn't get that 

close. If I try to touch the artworks again I'll have to leave. 

Otto laughs but there is a hint of cruelty. He could have warned me. —Of course 

i knew, he says. You mustn't touch. 

Margaret pauses. She's right, I think. It is a familiar story. I know it like 1 know 

the back of my o-wn hand. It's not a love story. It's a story about desire, about 

disappointment. Maybe a story about revenge? 

Margaret continues, absently playing with the foam on her cappuccino. 

—He doesn't contact me for weeks. This becomes a pattern. He phones just when 

I think it's over. I remember my first visit to his studio. I follow him in. I stand by 

the windows. It's like a dance studio, too pretty for art. Pohshed cedar boards that 

make the room gleam gold. It just needs a barre and a long mirror where the 

windows are. I imagine dancing up and down, watching my reflection. Instead 

there are the wdndows. On this parricular afternoon they let in an immense amount 

of overcast silver-grey sky. You can see the rooftops but I'm imagining mirrors. 
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There is no doubt. I was looking for myself. Searching out a new angle. Wanting 

someone new in the mirror. A man to look at me and say, —^You're still a woman. 

Stifl desirable. Not just a cast-off wdfe, somebody's mother. 

In his studio there are pictures of women everywhere. It should have been a 

warning, the paintings. And the bed in the corner. He used to get confused about 

the colour of my eyes. I used to wonder who he was really making love to, but he 

forgets I'm his age. Smart enough to know seduction is a habit with him. Dumb 

enough to ignore it. But I was hooked. You watch a man's back as he gets out of 

your bed before light. You know he's already driving down the highway and you're 

already wondering when he'U be coming back. 

—Why did you let it go on? I ask but I know the answer. 

—Life is messy. You want to fix one thing, you want to perfect just one draft of a 

story. I wanted to make him love me. 

—So what made you end it, finally? 

—^Arlette, his daughter, for one thing. 1 couldn't watch what he was doing to her. 

He adored her but he wanted her completely under his control. He possessed her, 

stifled her. Now that I think about it, there was something odd. His women get 

younger but he keeps the same photo of his daughter by the bed. It's as if she's 

always seven years old. When the girlfriends see the daughter they're surprised. 

Suddenly I'd had enough. I watched some of the young women on the streets with 

their cropped hair and their heavy boots. They look as if they don't need anyone. 

Not the way we were taught to need men. So I decided if they could make it on 

their own, so could I, 

I smfle at Margaret. —Good on you, I say. 

She smiles back. She gets up to leave but before she goes she winks at me and says, 

—I didn't kill him you know. I would have liked to, once. You could try Leonie 

Lane. She might be able to tell you something. 

I go to the Duras play Leonie is performing in. The sound of the sea is coming over 

the loudspeakers ... the heaving sighing ocean. It's hke the sound of human 

breathing too. The exhalation of a long sighing breath could easily be mistaken for 

the sound of waves breaking on the shore. 

Leonie is the woman. She has no lines to speak. She has, simply, to lie on a double 

bed some distance from the man. She lies in her slip -with great pose. The voices 

come from the ceiling, disembodied. 
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Leonie agrees to meet me the day after the play ends. It's Sunday. She asks me to 

come to a place that's not her usual style. There are tatty chairs, a young man with 

a hangover, couples with children. There's one overworked palm, an old piano. 

Leonie comes in wearing linen pants, a silk top, gold jewellery. She's thin, dancer

like, fine-boned with silver blond hair, grey eyes, a slightly prominent forehead. 

Still something hard about the mouth, I norice. 

—The food here is rough, Leonie warns me in place of a greeting. 

1 say, —That's how I like it. Somehow it seems more real. 

She sits down, seduces the waiter with her eyes then complains loudly when he can't 

supply her favourite brand of Earl Grey. 

I say I enjoyed the play. Leonie drinks tea and answers my questions in a bored 

patient kind of way, as if I might quote her in a review or as if what she expects from 

me is questions. 1 ask her if she's been in Woodman Cut for long. 

—1 left just after you did, she says. I wouldn't have come back at all. Otto's death 

meant there were a few loose ends to tie up. She doesn't flinch. —He never 

divorced me you know. Said it kept the vultures at bay. 

She glances at the wall and for the first time 1 see a trace of softness in her face. 

—I hadn't seen Arlette since she was a baby. That was our agreement. Now it's too 

late. She doesn't want to see me. A quick glimpse at the funeral was all I got. Poor 

little bitch. I think she was daddy's princess for too long. But maybe I'm wrong. 

Look. She points to a framed print on the wall. It's black and white, very stark, full 

of pain. 

—See. She signs her name Lane, not Grantley. She goes to art school. She has a 

flat. She's talented, don't you think? 1 bet Otto wasn't too pleased about that... 

I look at her quizzically. I excuse myself and go to look for the nearest telephone. 

I catch Bob at his office. —I have a hunch, I say. Do you think I could have the key 

to the Grantley studio? 

—Of course, he says, for you, anything. 

I stand at the door. It's just as Margaret described except that the light coming in 

through the -windows is a rather sickly yellow. I'm not here to look at the light or 

imagine mirrors, I tell myself. I go straight to the small table beside the bed. I kneel 

down and examine the floor under the table. Just as 1 catch a glimpse of what I'm 

searching for the studio door opens. 
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Arlette walks in. She's srill white-blond and beautiful. She has a sulky, voluptuous 

mouth but she's too thin and dressed entirely in black. 

—Elan, she says. For a moment I think she wfll smile at me. She stops just before 

she reaches the bed. Her face closes again. 

—What are you looking for? she asks. 

—This, 1 say, holding out a shard of glass. 

Her eyes narrow. 

—It must have been hard for you, 1 say. 

—Of course, she snaps angrily. 

—No, I say softly. It must have been hard for you to grow up. You were supposed 

to stay seven years old, weren't you? You weren't supposed to grow up or fall in love 

with other men, or have all this talent. Your work is good, better than his. 

Arlette's face becomes sulky again. She moves over to the window. 

—But you did grow up, didn't you Arlette? One day you'd had enough of being 

daddy's little princess. Like all the other women in Grantley's life you realised he 

only cared about himself... but you still craved his attention and approval. I know. 

I remember what it was like. But you couldn't walk away. For you there was no 

way out. As trapped as the image behind the glass. Until you smashed it. You 

didn't do it by yourself though, did you? 

She sits slumped against the window. She straightens suddenly. 

—No, she murmurs. 1 took back some of the paintings. The ones of me when I was 

seven. I gave them to an art student I know. The idea was that he would sefl them. 

He wanted money. He knew about dmgs. He told me what to do. 

She looks ten years old and proud as she describes how easy it was to inject her 

father -with a lethal dose while he slept. She says, —At one point I felt scared, Then 

I saw the photo and that gave me the strength to do it. She sits against the window 

and as the room darkens the glass reflects her shadow. When she raises her fists 

towards the night I restrain her. 

Bob turns up on cue. 

—I've got you a confession, I say. 

—Looks like a sad Httle confession to me. 

—^Yes, I agree. There's an accomplice. A thorough psychiatric report might be a 
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help. Bob thanks me. —I had the feehng you weren't exactly a disinterested party, 
he says. 

—That's why you asked me, isn't it? 

*Read on ABC radio in 1993. 

(Weekly winner, 6WF Short Story Competirion) 

—Special Offer— 

Take Three! 
Three of the best and brightest Australian magazines 
Westerly, Hobo and Overland, have joined to offer a terrific 
Take Three deal subscribe to these three and you get a 20% 
discount. You pay only $71 instead of $88 for four issues of 
each magazine. 

Enquiries 
Westerly—(OS) 93SO 2101 

ove • nd— (03) 9687 9785 
HOBO— PO X.0X 166, Hazelbrook NSW 2779 
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Melonella. Blue Vodka. Steel Cerise 

The Friendly Hotel is off Junction 32 and the Carvery Special Offer aU Sunday 

lunch stuff, nothing for Tuesday 9pm. She chooses pork with an Indonesian 

sauce from the menu, because she would never make Indonesian at home. 

And white wine. The pork and rice isn't enough for the bottle, on top of the 

Pils she'd had in her room to kifl the driving. 

They don't have sorbet on the menu, Katherine asks if they can find some, and 

they bring her ice-cream. The waitress starts laying the next table. 

"Excuse me, this is ice-cream, not sorbet." 

The waitress looks in the bowl ready to argue, concedes "I'll see if there's any." 

and takes the ice-cream back to the kitchens. 

The other two in the long red dining room are men, each sitting alone, slouched 

over coffee, suit jackets on the backs of their chairs. They stare at the waitress, or 

the mass-produced hunting prints, or Katherine, with dark still-hungry Welsh eyes. 

She goes back to her book. CHAPTER TWO 

By the third page, she recognizes what she'd been reading over the Indonesian 

pork, when she'd been thinking, I chose it because I never cook it at home, but I 

don't ever cook at home now, watching the waitress do her Spanish homework at 

the till, remembered reading in Spanish bars lined with little bread boats of tomato, 

cheese and meats. 

Eventually the sorbets come. The scoops of passionfmit and blackcurrant are 

insubstantial crushed ice, the lemon creamy and sohd. She signs the bill to her tab, 

takes the novel and her coffee to the bar and gets a double brandy. Sitting on a sofa 

she picks up the copy of Marie Claire left on the low lounge table. The headache 

starts during the third line of Aries. 

The two men from the dining room come in and order pints, perching on stools 
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at opposite ends of the bar. When she orders another double, they watch her cross 

the room and tilt their heads away from the bar to see how her back falls. Taking 

her drink to bed she passes the function room, a loud dinner for a conference of 

biochemists. 

Two have spilled out into reception and under one of the perspex telephone 

canopies. A student in his first suit is being leaned on by a tafl shaggy crow of a 

woman, in her forries, blue glasses and msset feather earrings. They don't see 

Katherine steal one of their unclaimed conference packs off the reception table. The 

woman has her left arm across the boy's ribs, her hand tucked up his inside his 

jacket, her thumb on his nipple. 

Katherine's room is still with heat, she takes off her jacket, shoes and stockings, 

puts the drink beside the bed, gets onto the bed, snaps the head off a plasric bottle 

of water from the minibar, pours some into the brandy, pushes the pillows up 

behind her and opens the book. 

CHAPTER THREE 

The headache begins to split across her eyebrows and Katherine hasn't got any 

piOs. She lies flat on the bed, the mercury tilts in her head and she rolls onto her 

side and pulls a paper out from the biochemists' conference pack to fix her eyes. 

"Bimolecular Interaction Analysis (BIA) has been revolutionized over the last 

five years by the development of the BIA Core by Phramacia Biosensors. Using 

optical immunosensor technology based on the phenomenon of surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR). The BIACORE TM has enabled real time monitoring of the kinetic 

rate constants (ka and kd) of bimolecular interactions. One component is 

immobilised on the surface of a gold chip and the interaction with its ligand is 

monftored by changes in refractive index at the surface." 

Katherine wonders whether the language of selling new paint colours to DIY 

stores could sound such a brick wall to a biochemist. 

Recites, "Mellonella, Blue 'Vodka, Steel Cerise." Burps. 

Pushing her head straight out on the end of her neck, to stop it bouncing, she 

gets her legs over the side of the bed, sits, eases herself up, shuffles across to take 

the dryness out of the heat. She forces the window open the two inches it will go, 

slips out of her skirt and unbuttons her shirt, sticks her nose and mouth out into 

the freezing air. 

Her eyes get used to the dark. The room looks out onto the blue metal wall of 

an out of town carpet store. Katherine gnaws her knuckle. Sips. 

Recites, "Forty-six weeks on the mn, seventy thousand miles, four hundred and 
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nineteen visits. Brandy bum in the stemum." 

And the bum comes. Suddenly cold she gets under the cover on top of the 

sheets. Picks up the conference pack... 

"The range of applications is phenomenal starting from characterization of 

antibody: anrigen interacrions through drag:recepter, DNA:DNA, DAN:protein (e.g. 

transcripriim factors) mulricomponent complex assembly (e.g. Class 1 MHC 

assembly) and whole cell interactions using both bacterial and mammalian cells." 

...puts her head in the pillow and the ache thumps to get out. 

A break before the end of next month would mean not making her quarterly 

commission target. Forty-seven weeks ago the guide at the airport had said, "Ah, 

Mrs Michaels, you are the person travelling ... independently" he had just stopped 

himself saying alone—company policy. The single room had been at the side 

looking do-wn a crevice into the service entrance where three wheelers like milk 

floats had come to collect laundry and mbbish. Single rooms always were. 

She puts the light off and feels she will lose hold of the room and throw up, so 

puts it on again, dribbles on the pillow tugs back the tip of her nose. She circle rubs 

her stomach. 

It is now she misses her Father who died the year before her divorce. Three 

years and there have been no men, sad, but she has seen none good enough. She 

would like one good enough now, and weeps. 

The tears warm her. 

Under the blankets she sweats, gets chesty like she was before giving up 

smoking, shallow panting breaths. 

It's going to be one of those nights when the times she's awake for fifteen, 

twenty minutes vidll seem hke hours, the hours she sleeps will seem blinks, and 

when she wakes in the moming it wfll feel like she's never slept at all. 

It does. But she must have slept, there have been so many dreams if only she could 

grab at one. She is able to reconstruct the last, it unsticks her tongue from the roof 

of her mouth. 

She was kneeling and her husband was forcing her to drink, pouring bottle after 

bottle of warm water do-wn her. Because it was warm her thistle-thirst wasn't 

quenched. Then she was putting sliced new potatoes and garlic and olive oil in 

ramekins, sprinkling them -with cheese, an egg on top, and opening the oven there 
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are hundreds of ramekin egg-eyes, and her husband eats them all, swelling up over 
her to smother aU the light in the room. 

The hotel room is cold now with the window having been open. It solidifies 
her head. 

She takes the conference paper to breakfast inside The Daily Mail. The 

delegates drift in, eat slowly, the salesmen eat fast, already out on the road. A fat 

man in tweeds is at the next table, phoning in orders of frozen chickens from the 

retailers he saw yesterday. Katherine wants to lean across, take the mobile from his 

ear and say, "It's OK, it's science, you don't need to shout, they'll hear you through 

the phone." 

She doesn't want a cooked breakfast but wants its warmth from under the self-

service bar, light beating down from brass helmets. One rasher of damp bacon she 

cuts the milky rind off, scrambled egg, chewy bat wing toast. Has coffee, should 

have had tea. Takes the staleness off her tongue, tastes out the grease, -with orange 

juice. As the orange curdles the scrambled egg, Katherine opens the conference 

paper... 

"The affinity of HLA-A2 binding to fi2—microgulbin is modulated by 

preincubaton -with exogenous peptides. HLA-A2 restricted peptides cause 

significant increase in the measured KA and non-A2 restricted peptides cause a 

significant decrease. These measurements performed using immobilized S2 M on 

the surface of an optical sensor device also showed the Kdiss for HLA-A2fi2 M is 

much faster than previously reported tl/2 for the complex being less than 1 minute 

(despite the overall KA in the region of 2 x 109 M - 1 being consistent with 

pre-viously published values.) This system provides a model for evaluating the 

influence of different peptides on the stabihty of the heterotrimeric complex, 

enabling investigation of immunomodulatory peptides." 

...and has the third piece of toast she promised herself she wouldn't have. 

The first shop is in the to-wn centre, she drives round the inner-loop trying to 

get a fix on where to break through the ring of car parks, blackened backsides of old 

buildings and the cardboard box ends of shopping malls. Her problem isn't that she 

can't sell the new range. The shops have to take the range or they lose the franchise. 

Her problem is the amounts they are not buying. 

The first Manager tells her people are spending the spare on holidays not 

redecorating. He orders the minimum and grinds soggily on about stretched 

margins. Katherine drives to the next to-wn. The second Manager is on the 'phone, 

waves at her to wait, he'll be just a minute. After fifteen minutes, and his side of the 
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conversation no more than "Yes... Yes... Yes Manny, Yes." and "Yes, he's had the 

cartridge taken out of his leg." Katherine walks out. 

Out on the pavement she is dazzled by men's white shirts. The wind snaps up 

dust from the tree beds in Town HaU Square onto her contacts, she sits on the rifting 

red ledge in a bus shelter, wants chocolate and waits for the sUcky black lines to 

water away, collects the burn with the tips of her fingers from the comer of her eyes. 

Afterwards she will remember that the windscreen of the small Fiat looked like 

through a T.V. screen or into a fish tank. 

Katherine sees the middle aged woman driver, the sun in her grey hair and her 

eyes so they're glass and thinks she looks like a nice woman, a housewife, tired. It's 

the speed of the car, and the way it slows down in a world of its o-wn; before the 

junction, over the junction, rolling to a stop in the middle of the road. 

There is a moment when everyone waits for the woman to reverse back and turn 

left or right, but she's collapsed over the wheel. Then there are dazzling white shirts 

stretching out of cars, one already on his mobile phone, 999, and a van driver in 

sky-blue overalls opens the Fiat door, the woman's head back over the seat. Fainted. 

A young thin girl with round glasses and pony tail gets out of the sixth car in 

the queue and pushes her way past bicycles and pedestrians gazing. She gently pulls 

on the van driver's upper arm and he peels out from the Fiat. The girl ducks in and 

touches the woman's neck. Then, from the way they are standing with their backs 

to the Fiat, Katherine knows the woman is dead. 

She goes back to her car in the multi-story, gets out onto the motorway spur, 

rings and cancels her room, drives the high dual carriageway between acres of flat 

soil fields. Eighty miles to Heathrow. An hour to Edinburgh. Julie. 

It is too bright for headlights, too dark to drive -without them. The working and 

waming lights of the power station shine out, but so do the luminous concrete 

cooling towers. Their air-brushed, shiny white fluff storm clouds stack across one 

of those skies that goes the whole spectmm from black to blue, and each is as 

intense as the other. No reds. 

Katherine thinks of the woman dying in the car, thinks, 1 am not thinking, I'm 

just seeing. I think nothing about it. 

Katherine thinks of her sister in Edinburgh. Sees herself walking into the 

kitchen and Julie cooking mussels in a wok and dancing to the battered old tape 

recorder, photographs pinned up behind it, warped by the kettle. Julie, her hair up 

in an old scarf had said nothing but "Come on" and they'd both danced until the 

mussels were done, and when the mussels were eaten they'd talked. 
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Katherine's call to the airline is caught between fairground Beethoven and a 

woman's voice using different words from different sentences. "Thank you for 

calling. Our Booking Service. You are in a queue. System, Your call wifl be 

answered. In turn." Much more fairground Beethoven. 

Forty miles from Heathrow Katherine sees she -will miss the last shuttle anyway. 

She decides to treat herself. 

The three star hotel is floodlit in the centre of a long ribbon of a -village with a 

stream running down the middle of the street. Katherine remembers she has read 

that a sixries pop star has a mansion round here, hidden by walls of trees, comes and 

goes in a helicopter he flies himself and she looks for him in the panelled bar. 

A girl m a tight red suit, more Junction 32 than country pub, leads her up to 

the landing, because the single is difficult to find, down passageways back over the 

bar, and up to the middle floor at the side. 

"Don't worry, it's night storage, it'fl heat up soon. We do meals at the bar." 

With the girl gone Katherine draws back the curtains. Four feet away is the 

stone wall of the next building. A black metal X bolted into it, green moss clubbing 

in the angles. Katherine sits on the edge of the bed, puts her head in her hands and 

sobs. Later she falls onto her knees, her arms hanging by her sides, a strand of tears 

and saliva stretching then dropping. A little later she curls up and weeps into the 

dust on the brown carpet and, when she's empty, kneedles the ridge of her nose into 

the bed leg's comer. 

The bar has lasagne with salad, steak sandwich with salad, cheeseburger with 

salad, chips extra. She has seen the salad. It is two onion rings, a tomato slice, two 

lettuce leaves and a sprinkle of cress. Katherine tucks her lip in the froth of a cool 

pint of Guinness, Guinness because the stomach thinks it's milk, opens the 

Worcester Sauce crisps. 

The bar also has older men m primrose Pringle sweaters and grey slacks and 

grey shoes, women in olive or sand trouser suits, bro-wn lace-ups. She thinks about 

trying Chapter Three again but opens another conference paper 

"Analysis of biological samples has proved difficult in the past because of the 

complex nature of matrices under study. Variations range from hair and fingemails 

to urine. Each has it's ovm challenge in terms of sample prepararion. Trace levels 

of metals as pollutants in human tissue are a source of much information about 

environmental exposure and lifestyle. Trace metal analysis of biomatrices thus 

provides valuable information for epidemiologists. Modern instmmentation has 

moved from the ug g-1 (part per million) sensitivity (circa 1960s) to pg g-1 (part 
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per tnflion) sensitivity of today's ICP-MS instruments. Whether concentrations at 

this level are of toxicological significance remains to be seen. Some recent examples 

of our trace element work -will be presented." 

Katherine recognizes some of these words, hair, finger nails, urine, pollutants in 

the tissue, environmental exposure and lifestyle. Has a Bloody Mary. Two. And a 

packet of cashews. 

Outside, her freezing finger wants to stick to her freezing lips as she levers 

cashews out from her teeth with a fingemail. The old red phone box is at the end 

of a grass bump which mns do-wn to the ford each side of the stream under the trees. 

Branches clatter it's blood-orange dome under the street light. 

The silhouette of a man in a knee length coat with its coflar turned up is leaning 

one hand against the list of dialling codes, barking into the handset. Five minutes 

later he comes out of the box shaking his fat red face, laughing back at jokes in the 

call. He raises his curly grey eye-brows and flips a thumb over his shoulder. 

"All yours love." Chuckles off with his hands in his pockets. 

The coin won't ram into the slot. The handset is dead. Katherine leans back, 

gnawing her shoulderblades against the metal frames of the box windows. 

She remembers there was a payphone at the end of the bar, but wants to stay in 

the box. When the kid couple in trainers, track suit bottoms, baseball jackets and 

bobble hats hug their arms to their sides, bob up and do-wn from their knees 

outside, she talks into the dead handset. 

"Yes, it was TX microglubal AC-ML, yes, hair, finger nails and pee, the 

environment and tissues." She heels the door half open, "I'm sorry, I'm going to be 

hours, there's one in the hotel." and continues, "Peptides as well and what you're 

eating, lifestyle, Immunoglubal TX99-1 imbalance, four sixty nine and a squiggle 

C20. Measured on gold." The kids have had a conversation, scowled at her and 

bounced over to the Hotel. 

The cold handset is now warm from her ear. She keeps it there, recites, "Drive 

— drink—sleep—get up—drive—drink—sleep—drive." 

The stream trickles through the handset, a constant -with high riffs, a patch of 

black oiled with white and yellow reflections of lights. It's surface looks hurried, 

but staring at it Katherine begins to see the relaxed way it humps over lips in its bed, 

and rolls itself round obstructing rocks. 

She buys a double Laphroaig just in case. Laphroaig because its peaty stench 

means she can only sip. She lies in bed with the light on until she's decided the only 

reason she can't sleep is because the hght is on. She switches it off. She is awake. 
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Sips the whisky and predicts the heartburn precisely. 

She is more awake than when she is awake and the whisky is bitter. It's the kind 

of awake she resolves to sort out her finances in — rent. Access, Electricity — to 

stop drinking out evenings, get the paperwork done so it doesn't pile out the 

weekends. 

And she knows that if, in the moming, she rings Julie, and takes the shutde, she 

will never be able to go out on the road, to travel alone again. Sits up straight and 

gulps the rest of the whisky dovm to bypass the heartburn. Feels it hit the quease 

in her stomach and roll over buming. Katherine burps and lies down on her back, 

resting her knuckles on her forehead, pulls the warm nonsense of the sheet and 

blankets down on top of her. Feels her nose tip in a gap the storage heaters haven't 

found yet. 

RoUs onto her side inhaling from the pillow "TC-HCML immunlogy, four pie 

root over x equals minus one squared." 

Rides the nausea into a deep sleep centred in her throat and high up under her 

breasts, and a shallow sleep in her forehead, furious with instantly forgotten dreams. 
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Witchcliffe 

Beneath that sky, how tiny we were 
and wanted only a little luck to stay. 
Tenure for the wrestle to possess. 
The ocean could be heard five miles away 

and the deep bush clung to the sound. 
But the scheme was in bad odour. 
Mismanagement, distance from our market 
and then the Depression like a wound 

no-one knew how to close. We walked off 
and took the train to Kalgoorhe. When I rake 
through old photographs of the children 
I see paradise for a moment, like a book 

easefully stopped on my lap. 
Near my deckchair are the twins 
disguising a common shoelessness 
by standing together in the creek. 
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REVIEWS 

Bernard Cohen, Snowdome, Sydney, 

Allen and Unwin, 1998, $14.95, 

158pp. 

When your previous work has won 

the (still) prestigious Vogel Prize, the 

task of a 'follow on' must be a daunting 

one indeed. In his latest fiction 

however Bernard Cohen has contrived 

yet another fascinating, wacky read, 

though one with serious undertones. 

Part ecotext, part historical 

revisionism, a bit of a futuristic 

nightmare, and also a Utopian tract for 

a better tomorrow, Snowdome is a 

novel about the impossibflity of 

categorising the real and the unreal in 

the modern world: "People cluster at 

street corners, waiting for signals". A 

narrative of un/real lives, un/real cities, 

un/real worlds, the museum and the 

snowdome function here as the perfect 

metaphors for this erasure of 

boundaries: the inner sanctum of 

lifelessness. 

'Snowdome is a tale of two 

histories', a zany account of life in a 

world of dmgs, despair and 

disillusion, the Sydney of today, and 

of tomorrow. "It is the future. Sydney 

has been emptied out by economic 

forces and re-opened as a museum. 

The museum guide's task is to 

describe the city's history to tourists. 

"He can no longer tell if that history is 

true or if he has made ft up". Not 

much new here, really. As for the 

ontologies of history, Mabo, Wik and 

further instalments speak for 

themselves. Is Snowdome then about 

the future? Much more about the 

present. 

Snowdome is a fiction about rime, 

the evaporation of rime, the dizzying 

speed of flux as we race towards 

something, though what no one really 

knows: "Verticals strobe by: fence-

posts, telegraph poles, stringy-barks, 

television towers". A novel in a hurry, 

written by a man anxious about the 

world, it creates in the reader an 

overwhelming sense of vertigo: 

They have trained themselves 
to speak out loud in public 
places. Heiouaaa. Their words are 
thro-wn about the centre of the 
city in swirls of dust and 
wastepaper. Phoooooohoooooo. 
They articulate the thud of a leaf 
hitting the ground. Boomph. 
Their words move about them in 
an indissoluble web of abstract 
relations. Theong. This is the end 
they have been promised. 
Boomph-shhhhh. They -will 
scream—yaaaaaa—and they will 
not relent. They will call out 
above the noise of the railway— 
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yaaarooooo—and they vcall 
disturb spectral office workers 
peering from the umpteeeeeth 
floor: yaaaaaaaaaaaaa. They wifl 
not remain silent. They will not 
submit. (38) 

But of course they will, as will all of us, 

in the depressed, resigned mood of hfe 

in contemporary Sydney, or Australia. 

Snowdome is about the exhaustion 

of meaning, the sheer saturarion of 

meaninglessness afforded by new 

technologies, the mythical, magical 

world of itsy-bitsy, such as the Net, 

where the Real has shacked up, and 

the future too is said to be already in 

residence. The Net's house has many 

mansions. Paradoxically though 

Snowdome is laden with meaning: "The 

vomit in the stairs gets a new lease of 

life every time it rains." It is also a 

fiction 'about' the end of the world as 

we know it, the collapse of ab/ 

normality: 

The red sand is hanging over 
the city and it could drop at any 
moment. There are layers of dark 
and light soil preparing 
themselves: airborne geological 
strata floating above them; this is 
how the fossils feel. Around every 
building is a filthy meniscus, 
higher on the westem side. The 
collapse of the sandstorm must 
be imminent. Tonnes of hurtling 
topsoil are what people get these 

days instead of thunderclouds. 
.... In the future it -wifl become 
more difficult to move. Who 
knows if this -will ever stop? The 
westem regions, the dry 
farmlands over the divide, the 
bare, unsecured soils of the 
NuUabor, Hicksville, Barren 
Gully, Acid Creek and Dead 
Man's Gulch have all come and 
deposited themselves on this 
lunaric city(48). 

This must be how the dinosaurs 

felt, I imagine, as their world 

crumbled upon them. This must be 

how the denizens of Jakarta, Manila 

and Kuala Lumpur must be feeling as 

yet another cloud of ash hovers above 

their cities, seeking entry into their 

lungs. Sydney, the future awaits you. 

This, too, I conjecture, must be how 

Australian indigenous peoples felt as 

they watched the soil being taken from 

under their feet, and then re/placed 

over their bodies. My language, your 

problem. Spot the difference. 

It may seem unfair to belabour the 

point, for after afl there is a story in 

Snowdome, indeed many stories, for 

William has many friends and 

acquaintances, and he meets lots of 

people when he goes walking, dri-ving, 

or in search of drug-induced 

experiences. But Cohen is at his best 

when he is imagining the end, the 

narrative ever more vivid precisely 
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because so much of it is just 

description. This narrative about a 

place of otherness—another place—is 

very much a world of the present: 

"This place is like no place else. 

Compare it with the ideal 

environment. It cannot be assessed. 

There is no comparison. Save to 

memory. Hic". In the realm of faulty 

TV, resolurion, of clipped images 

glimpsed through the vapours of 

drunkenness, "cloudy" water, "steam-

fogged" glasses, "incandescent tides", 

it is difficult to find one's bearings. "To 

see more clearly he squints. Possibly 

this works because if he squints he 

makes his lower eyelid into a flat line 

and tricks his brain into thinking it's 

found the horizon". An easy trick, but 

a consolatory one. We afl can do -with 

a few of those. 

Snowdome is rich in allusion, in 

intertextuality, in the mesmerising 

density of meaning made possible by 

technological progress. At its best it 

offers a visual banquet, language, 

mood and setting combining to create 

a libretto for a spectacular opera de-

fin-de-millennium. But even when 

zooming quietly along the byways and 

highways of infofiction, Snowdome is 

fairly substanrial fare. And it is for that 

reason that I think that it is unfair to 

compare Cohen to Perec, for 

Snowdome is a much less self-

indulgent effort, and not even 

remotely as decadently bourgeois as 
Life: A User's Manual. There is in 
Snowdome a sense of immediacy that 
Perec's dazzlingly brilliant narrative 
somehow does not convey. I suspect 
that the length of the text, 158 pages, 
may have something to do -with it. Just 
as I suspect that the comparison wdth 
Perec speaks much more about the 
re-viewer than about the text. We are, 
as we go about the practice of our 
everyday lives in the multi-
compressed culture of late 20th 
century, whom we cite, or echo, 
paraphrase or plagiarise. Cohen is very 
much his o-wn man, and Snowdome a 
narrative which reflects us as a society 
today -with equally measured degrees 
of accuracy and compassion: self-
absorbed, panic-stricken, nihflistic. In 
one of the many fantastic 
perambulations Snowdome affords us, 
"Hansel and Gretel see the future in 
Berlin in 1968". Increasingly in 1998 
we can see only the horrifying ghosts 
of the past in Australia. Perhaps Cohen 
wifl yet contrive to tell us about the 
future one day. 

Tony Simoes da Silva 
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Peter Carey, Jack Maggs, University 

of Queensland Press, $35.00, 392pp. 

The dust-jacket oi Jack Maggs opens 

up to reveal a sepia-toned vista of 

nineteenth-century London. In the 

dusk, a crowded carriage has stopped 

on the cobblestones, its shado-wy 

figures sflhouetted by the golden glow 

of the shop fronts. Jack Maggs has 

arrived, and Peter Carey has returned 

to the historical territory he treads 

with such assurance in novels such as 

Illy whacker and Oscar and Lucinda. Jack 

Maggs, however differs from his 

previous efforts: it employs Dickens' 

Great Expectations as the starting point 

for a story which propels Carey onto 

new ground. There is a tangible 

Dickensian presence throughout Jacfe 

Maggs, but it is not overtly intrusive 

unless the reader is looking for 

intertextual links between the two 

novels. An acquaintance with Dickens' 

work is not a prerequisite for reading 

this latest offering from Carey, which 

stands on its own merits, and does not 

demand extensive knowledge of its 

literary family tree. 

Jack Maggs is a con-vict who has 

served his time, and buflt up some 

considerable assets in New South 

Wales. When he returns illegally to 

London, Maggs is searching for Henry 

Phipps, the Englishman he has 

sponsored since meeting him as a 

child. The elusive Phipps is, however, 

ashamed of his benefactor's history, 

and horrified to learn of his 

benefactor's arrival in London. He is 

determined not to be found. While 

waiting to make contact with his 

adoptive 'son', Maggs puts in a 

distinctly unconvincing performance 

as a footman, working in the house 

next door to Phipps' usual abode. His 

dubious efforts to remain in

conspicuous are further undermined 

during his first night as a servant, 

when he is attacked by the 

unpredictable pain of a tic in his 

cheek, and comes to the notice of 

Tobias Oates, a dinner guest with 

ambition and a dangerous occupation: 

The pain slapped his face like 
a clawed cat. It flooded like 
spilled lemon juice behind his 
eyes. It hit so hard that he could 
not help himself but cry out, and 
the bottle of claret which he had 
been in the process of bringing to 
the table fell from his hand and 
lay spewing its contents onto the 
oriental mg. (34) 

Like Carey, Oates is a writer who 

recognises Maggs' potential to become 

the protagonist of his latest book. 

When Oates subsequently treats 

Maggs' painful tic with his knowledge 

of hypnotism, he gains access to the 

hidden literary treasure of Maggs' 
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subconscious mind, and learns the 

truth of his shameful idenuty. As 

Oates learns more about his subject's 

past and begins work on his fictional 

crearion, he embarks on a 

metafictional dialogue with Carey that 

extends the length of the novel and 

builds a series of layered narratives 

that frequently remind the reader that 

"this Jack Maggs was, of course, a 

fiction" (390). As Oates excavates 

Maggs' deeply buried memories of his 

bmtal convict experiences in 

Australia, Maggs produces disjointed 

narratives of a dream-like quahty that 

manifest his usually invisible 

vulnerability. Maggs' hypnotically-

induced narratives are in stark 

contrast with the earnest narratorial 

style of his letters to Phipps, in which 

he uses stories from his past to express 

his present idenrity. Maggs' 

contributions to his o-wn story provide 

narratorial asides to the ongoing 

metafictional dialogue between real 

and imaginary author, which 

concludes with the publication of 

Oates' literary construcrion of Maggs' 

life: The Death of Maggs. The real-

world author has the last word, 

however, as Carey 'corrects' the details 

of Oates' literary crearion by 

authoritatively narrating the final 

events in the life of "the real Jack 

Maggs" (391). 

As Oates tramples through Maggs' 

subconscious to further his authorial 
ambition, he finds ambition for his 
o-wn narratives, but also draws 
attention to other functions of 
memory. Maggs' memories of England 
enable him to transcend the agonies of 
convict life, and construct a sense of 
place in which England is 
synonymous with the concept of 
home. Whflst reliving the flogger's 
lack of mercy in New South Wales, the 
hypnotised Maggs demonises the 
Australian landscape, but associates 
England with redemption and 
freedom: 

There was a most particular 
smell hanging like bad meat 
around that cursed place, and 
small iridescent blue flies which 
crawled upon his face and nose. 
As the flies began to tease his 
skin, the wretched man would 
begin to build London in his 
mind. He would build it brick by 
brick as the horrid double-cat 
smote the air, eddying forth like a 
storm from Hell itself 
Underneath the scalding sun, 
which burned his flesh as soon as 
it was mangled. Jack Maggs 
would imagine the long mellow 
light of English summer. (383) 

Why, then, does Maggs 

voluntarily return to the land of 

insects and scorching heal? This ironic 

twist enables Carey to explore the 
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experience of exile—that favourite 

theme of Australian writers—from an 

unusual perspective. When the 

English language Maggs has dreamed 

about becomes the setting for betrayal, 

disappointment and mortal danger. 

New South Wales metamorphoses 

from a land of exile into a sanctuary, 

where Maggs can live without fear as a 

free man. 

By the end of Jack Maggs the 

reader wifl have heard stories from 

three different narrators, crossed the 

sea with Maggs not once but three 

times, and encountered a number of 

eccentric characters from the novel's 

densely populated world. This 

exhilarating journey is driven by 

fascination with the capacities of 

narrative, and brings to life a vivid 

fictional universe in which the 

protagonist's biography is also a 

window on Austrafia's convict past. 

Elizabeth Hardy 

Stephen Muecke, No Road (Bitumen 

all the Way), Fremantle Arts Centre 

Press, 1997. $16.95. pp. 251. 

"Writing, being neither purely 

subjective nor objective, neither 

intemal nor external, aspires to the 

independent status of the intransitive 

verb, or the trace, the path to be 

followed"(229). 

Stephen Muecke's latest book. No 

Road (Bitumen all the Way) is an open 

invitation to his reader to share a 

unique journey from the 'textual 

suburbs' of Sydney and Paris to the 

perplexing spaces of Uluru, Pumululu 

and Broome. It is an attempt to replace 

the 'plodding spirituality' of Westem 

society at the end of the twentieth 

century with a textual track which can 

be foflowed "to the point of 

disappearance ... so that objects are 

only faintly touched [and] real seeing 

is in the glimpse".(135) The resulting 

account is a fascinating mix of fiction, 

non-fiction and autobiography with 

challenging theoretical considerations. 

No Road develops many of the 

considerations raised in Muecke's 

earlier book Reading the Country and 

may similarly be described as 

bricolage, arising from his experiences 

as a traveller who gradually realises 

that 'there may not be a road going 

anywhere that we all agree on, but... 

somewhere along that road is a local 

guide who knows a story we may 

never have heard before'(130). It is a 

book about different ways of knowing 

and being; about movement, stillness 

and timelessness and the codes, 

meanings and rituals of literature. It 

invites us, for example, into a space 

where the cicatrices resulting from an 

Aboriginal initiation ceremony are 
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seen not as signs of knowledge but 

rather as knowledge itself. 

In the beginning, Muecke travels 

towards this space in a four-wheel 

drive along the bitumenised tourist 

route stretching from Adelaide to 

Halls Creek. The road is smooth and 

the trip punctuated by roadhouses, 

to-wns and stories that celebrate 

explorarion as a White Male 

endeavour.(28) Almost imperceptibly, 

however, the joumey seems to 

transform itself and the travellers 

come to appreciate the real—not 

simply metaphorical—difference 

between bitumen and road. The four-

wheel drive opens up old tracks and 

"settles softly into curves, pushes the 

dirt around" as its occupants stare out 

of the window "watching parallel lines 

converge at the same time as the 

vehicle is erasing tracks and putting 

dowm new ones"(132). In this way, the 

act of driving becomes integral to the 

changes Muecke registers in his 

approach to time, space, and his sense 

of self, and the linearity of the road 

becomes homologous -with the linear 

movement of the text. In the 

diminishing perspective of the road, 

disappearance and reappearance 

become normative. Appropriately, at 

this point in their journey he and his 

companions begin to discuss an 

aesthetics of disappearance in which 

the desert is "an ecstatic critique of 

culture, an ecstatic form of 
disappearance"(133) which -wifl haunt 
the text as it advances towards its o-wn 
point of disappearance. 

No Road is, then, about the 
recovery of ancient space and the 
layers of stories which frame or pollute 
it. It raises the possibility of mystical 
gaps in "the veil of ordinary looking"; 
gaps which can only be seen at a 
glance and can never be possessed by 
the full gaze of the onlooker; spaces 
privileging the tracks and byways of 
experience over the "national 
highways of myth and ideology". In 
this way Muecke also draws our 
attention to the possibilities arising 
from a dialogue with an Aboriginal 
aesthetic. 

Drawing on the thinking of 
Helene Cixous and Roland Barthes, 
among others, Muecke argues that the 
task of contemporary thought is to 
establish such dialogues, to realise the 
value of the strangenesses of both self 
and other and to create an 
environment in which this difference 
is better articulated and appreciated. 
According to Barthes, a real road is a 
complex experience combining the 
dynamic present with '"the memory of 
an ancestral practice'."(185) Muecke's 
text rises before us as such a road, as 
he proceeds to interrogate the realm of 
political discourse and to comment on 
the need for the broader Australian 
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community to acknowledge and 

accept our place in a network of 

indigenous rights and obligations. He 

further articulates this need to 

promote cultural growth by focusing 

on the force of historical and cultural 

genesis (a point developed with 

incisive humour in his final section, 

which deals with Captain Cook's 

shoes, a pair of "wondrous objects" 

which may or may not have existed in 

the history of the Pacific Islands). 

In conclusion, Muecke has set 

himself an extremely difficult task in 

the wriring of No Road (oitumen all the 

way). That the text may be described 

as a palimpsest is a tribute to his ability 

to arrange a selection of personal and 

often humorous anecdotes, all of 

which ultimately contribute to his 

metaphysical considerations and 

scholarly questioning. He judiciously 

combines colloquial and more formal 

language and intersperses the whole 

with occasional quirky photographs. 

Interestingly, he readily acknowledges 

and even delights in the possible flaws 

in such a unique, ambitious work, 

focusing on them in order to preserve 

a 'vulnerabihty and danger' which he 

sees as central to his writing: 

These are often the start of 
something new, because the old 
is always the confident step, the 
almost chched, the acceptable. 
So... I would concentrate on that 

almost imperceptible feeling that 
says there's something wrong 
here. (159) 

In so doing, Stephen Muecke has 

created a fresh, thought-provoking 

work which escapes the shackles of 

much academic writing while yet 

retaining a sense of rigour and 

demanding a serious reading. 

Angeline O'Neill 

Carolyn Polizzotto, Pomegranate 

Season, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 

$19.95, 256pp. 

In these grim times of economic 

squeeze in the publishing industry it is 

a wonderful thing to hold a beautiful 

book in one's hand, a book which 

beckons to be read through sheer 

typographical excellence. Pome

granate Season is such a book. Marion 

Duke, the new designer at Fremantle 

Arts Centre Press, has done a glorious 

job and this small hardback edition is 

a superb creation. The cover is of 

good quality, as is the paper, and the 

olive green ribbon bookmark is a 

further elegant touch. The cover 

photograph of a pomegranate is a 

meditation, stfll and graceful, and 

Graeme Miller's other photographs, 

which herald the four seasons into 

which the book is divided, are equally 
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outstanding. Throughout the text his 

carefully placed photographs of 

slender leaves and delicate blossoms 

enhance the skilful layout and 

exceflent choice of type face. Even 

before the reader has entered the text 

great pleasure has been taken in 

having received such an exquisite 

invitation to do so. 

Pomegranate Season is the journal 

of a year. It begins in a Perth autumn 

and offers us a year of "plantings and 

cullings; a year of paradox and 

waiting; a year in which everything, 

and nothing, seems to happen," as the 

cover jacket says. This is a book in the 

great tradition of woman's journal. 

Kate Llewellyn and May Sarton are 

two examples which come to mind, in 

which through an intimate chronicle 

of small details concerning garden and 

friendship and cooking and weather 

we are taken to other levels of 

meaning. By paying enough attenrion 

to the everyday we discover the 

profound. 

We begin with plants, and the 

weather. Polizzotto uses language in a 

simple and lyrical way to detail her life 

and the hfe of her garden. Bulbs and 

dichondra are planted, the roses are 

trimmed, there is a longing for cooler 

weather, an enjoyment of rain. 

Marmalade is planned from the Seville 

oranges, the papery jonquils survive 

the showers. The daily entries are a 

gardener's delight, and there is a zen 
quality about the author's 
appreciation and detailing of each 
simple and precious act. 

Yet this is more than a narrative 
about a woman and a garden. 
Pomegranate Season is a grief journal, 
telling the story of a mother's reluctant 
realisation that her baby son is not 
progressing normally, that he will 
never progress normally. Seventeen 
years after the birth of her second son, 
Luke, Carolyn Polizzotto weaves her 
dreams and dreads and doubts 
together with her joys and victories to 
create an impressive and moving 
account of not being given the one 
thing which every parent prays for, a 
normal healthy chfld: 

1 dreamed last night that 
Luke was normal. It wasn't that 
he had suddenly been "cured." 
He was simply our little boy, 
Luke. No weight hung heavily on 
that name. 

In this journal of a year the reader 

comes to meet Luke as he is today, as 

well as Mark, the son who is studying 

medicine. We learn of Luke's 

triumphs such as his first unaided trip 

to the shops at Claremont, as well as 

his disasters, like the day he came last 

in the Cross Country Inter-School 

races. "It's catastrophic," he tells his 

mother. The reader comes to love this 
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boy, just as his parents do, as well as 

sharing the pain of the slow coming to 

terms -with his disability. 

Photo albums are for happy 
families. Children, grown-up, 
pass them on to their chfldren. 
When you are thirty-one years 
old, and the soaring curve of your 
carefully planned future 
suddenly freezes into stillness 
against the sky, photo albums are 
the first to go. 

Paragraphs such as these are 
utterly powerful. Polizzotto never 
over explains. Her skill is in the ability 
to leave the reader plenty of room to 
imagine, to feel for oneself. However, 
some things can be both a curse and a 
blessing. As well as appreciating the 
restrain, and the reasons for it, my 
only minor quibble with Pomegranate 
Season was a sense of hunger for more 
than 1 was given in terms of the 
narrative about the boy. The entries 
about garden, friendship, cooking, 
reading and the natural world are in 
themselves dehcious, but they are far 
more plentiful that the entries about 
Luke. Those who -write autobiography 
are always faced with this dilemma. 
How much of one's o-wn life is one 
prepared to reveal and how much one 
can choose to keep private without 
leaving a sense of depletion in the 
reader? The balance between what a 
book demands and what the author is 

prepared to give is a delicate one. This 
book is a wonderful book, and it was 
no real hardship to be left with a slight 
sense of lack. As with a good meal. 
Pomegranate Season leaves a riny sweet 
hunger, far preferable to a sense of 
gluttony. 

One of the most poignant parts of 
the story deals with a -visit to family, 
when a new baby has been born in the 
clan. 

Here in Melbourne I am 
again confounded by memories 
of a younger self Perhaps it's 
being here at Christmas time. 
Perhaps it's the baby. 

It's been harder as he's got 
more lively. My pleasure in him 
could not be more intense, but 
my sorrow for what I missed -with 
Luke is growing. (My sorrow for 
what Luke and I both missed.) 

With great integrity Carolyn 

Polizzotto chronicles the deepest 

reaches of the human heart, a place 

where envy and love keep company, a 

territory where nothing is simple. In 

dealing -with the bright and the dark of 

the human condition we seek a place 

of grace. Sometimes we find it in our 

garden. 

Pomegranate Setxson is a very 

special book. I recommend it to you. 

Brigid Lowry 
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